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        Introduction    

    Massimo Cerulo and Adrian Scribano     

  This book stands as an innovative sociological study that introduces the study 
of emotions through a detailed examination of the theories and concepts of 
the classical authors. This study leads both to a discovery of “forgotten” 
sociological theories, and to an updating of classical texts in the light of the 
dynamics of contemporary society. Through a revised study of the theories 
of the classical authors of sociology –  who represent an unlimited source of 
knowledge due to the depth of their analysis –  the main objective is to study 
the emotions from a sociological perspective, consistent with the emotional 
expressions produced by their subjects. 

 Sociology plays a crucial role in emphasizing how emotional expressions 
affect social dynamics, thus focusing on the ways in which subjects show or 
decide to show a specifi c emotional behaviour based on the social and histor-
ical context in which they act. In particular, emotions are considered to be 
endowed with a visibility and a weight to be considered external to the inner 
reality of the subject: they can be shaped, copied and managed differently 
over time, based on the cultural context ( Hochschild, 1979 ; see Stets, Turner, 
 2014 ;  2007 ;  Turner, Stets, 2005 ;  Bolton, 2005 ;  Francis, 1994 ). 

 This book, therefore, aims to guide the reader to an in- depth understanding 
of social reality through the interpretative lens of emotional manifestations, 
through an analysis of the very fi rst sociology studies, thus demonstrating 
how attention to the subject’s emotional forms of action was already present 
in the classics of the discipline. 

 This is the fi rst volume of its kind in the world in English. No other book 
on the international market combines an accessible introduction to the topics 
and historical perspective for the fi rst sociological studies about the emotions 
in society together with a narrative about the modernity of these theories. 

 It is a research endeavour that demonstrates how critical emotions have 
always been for sociology since its birth (as will be shown by the chapters 
dedicated to the fi rst sociologists: Martineau, Marx, Tarde, etc.). This cer-
tainly does not mean that only a few studies in the sociology of emotions 
are available today. But it is also true that the sociology of emotions is 
characterized by an ambivalent nature: on the one hand, it is confi gured as 
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2 Massimo Cerulo and Adrian Scribano

a consolidated current of study, born in the USA in the 1970s, with much 
of autonomous teaching available today in most American universities and 
with sections dedicated to it in the two main world associations of sociology 
(the International Sociological Association and the European Sociological 
Association); on the other hand, it is a porous fi eld of study, since its analysis 
often intersects with those relating to sexuality (cf.  Piazzesi, 2017 ; Piazzesi 
et al., 2020;  Hakim, 2011 ) and to intimate relationships (cf.  Kaufmann, 2017 ; 
 2007 ;  2002 ;  De Singly, 2016 ; Bauman, 2003;  Plummer, 2003 ;  Swidler, 2001 ; 
 Jamesion, 1998 ;  Giddens, 1992 ;  Beck, Beck- Gernsheim, 1990 ), as well as with 
gender studies (see Stets, Turner,  2014 , ch. 19; Fisher,  2000 ) and with those 
about the body (see.  Le Breton, 2016 ; Elliot, Lemert, 2006). 

 However it is still possible to state that, nowadays, the sociology of 
emotions fi nally enjoys a sociological prestige, not only in the USA, but also 
in Latin America (see:  De Sena, Scribano, 2019 ;  Scribano, 2019 ;  2018 ;  2017 ) 
and, in particular, in Europe (Kleres,  2009 ), where specialized textbooks are 
produced (see:  Cerulo, 2018a ;  Harris, 2015 ; Stets, Turner,  2014 ;  2007 ;  Flam, 
2002 ), along with collected volumes (see, among others:  Cerulo, 2018b ; 
Greco, Stenner,  2009 ), and focused analysis (see, among others:  Cerulo, 2021 ; 
 Demertzis, 2020 ;  Kahl, 2019 ;  Illouz, 2019; 2006 ;  Jeantet, 2018 ;  Le Bart, 2018 ; 
 Bernard, 2017 ;  2015 ;  Martuccelli, 2016 ; Ferr é ol,  2015 ; Flam, Kleres,  2015 ; 
 von Scheve, 2014 ;  Paperman, 2013 ;  Maffesoli, 2012 ;  Turner, 2011 ; Hopkins 
et al., 2009;  Rim é , 2005 ;  Turner, Stets, 2005 ). 

 Among the main objectives of the volume are to: 

   •          provide the readers with an updated overview of the main sociological 
theories produced by classical authors;  

  •        re- build, even historically, the theoretical path that led to defi ning 
emotions as objects of social and sociological (and not exclusively psy-
chological) studies; and  

  •        enrich the scientifi c community with new analytical tools to study the 
social micro- macro processes (see Barbalet, 1998), as well as provide 
readers with the possibility to read their own behaviours with greater 
emotional expertise.     
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       Chapter 1 

 Harriet Martineau    

   Ang é lica De Sena     

   1.1     Introduction 

 Harriet Martineau (1802– 1876) was a founder of social criticism in the UK. 
Feminist, sociologist, economist, and writer are just some of the characteristics 
of a woman who fought against loneliness, illnesses, and misunderstanding. 

 This chapter seeks to emphasize Harriet Martineau’s role as the founding 
mother of sociology and a classic contributor to the study of emotions and 
sensibilities as axes of social analysis.

  This is a book [chapter] about social theory and about the history of 
sociology. It makes three claims: that women have always been signifi -
cantly involved in creating sociology; that women have always made dis-
tinctive and important contributions to social theory; and that women ́ s 
contributions to sociology and social theory have been written out of the 
record of the discipline’s history. 

 (Madoo Lengermann and Niebrugge, 1998)   

 Harriet Martineau’s work was a tribute to the Victorian moral context, to 
the critical situation of the “social question” in the United Kingdom, and the 
new movements and ideas such as anti- slavery, feminism, and social criticism 
in general. This is the context from which it is not possible to forget the emer-
gence of the “autonomy” of the social sciences, especially political economy, 
and sociology. 

 The chapter is organized in the following way: fi rst, a schematic biography 
of the author will be presented; second, it is pointed out how emotions play 
a preponderant role in her most recognized texts; third, fourth and fi fth place 
emphasis is placed the importance of emotions and sensibilities in three of 
her most infl uential books. The chapter ends by reconstructing the arguments 
used to show the centrality of the author for sociology in general, as well as 
the sociology of emotions in particular.  
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6 Angélica De Sena

  1.2     Harriet Martineau: An introductory biography 

 Harriet Martineau (1802– 1876), born in Norwich into a middle- class family 
and attending a Unitarian school for girls, was one of the most outstanding 
intellectuals of her time. A tireless writer, she made the fi gure of the trav-
eller the starting point to investigate, describe, and explain the social world, 
making important contributions to political economy, sociological theory, 
and political analysis. 

 She was interested in the question of the “condition of England” and the 
debates on the question of women in the Victorian era. Martineau received a 
better formal education than most women of her time and, after the death of 
her father, a textile manufacturer, she decided to pursue a career as a writer, 
one of the few legitimate occupations open to women in Victorian England. 

 Martineau, who endured a series of physical ailments, became deaf at the 
age of 12 and had to use a trumpet for the rest of her life. She also suffered 
from a loss of taste and smell. At thirty she was bed- bound for more than 
fi ve years; when doctors described her illness as incurable, she decided to opt 
for mesmerism. Despite all the prognoses, after a few months she managed 
to improve and described her case in “Life in the Sick Room: Essays by an 
Invalid” (1844) and “Letters on Mesmerism” (1845). She openly discussed her 
own illnesses and started a public debate about illness, cures, and the status of 
the disabled in society. 

 Towards the end of the 1820s, she wrote a series of educational treatises, 
dealing with industrial development, anticipating her most popular publica-
tion,  Illustrations of Political Economy . After her initial success as a jour-
nalist and social commentator, Martineau moved to London, where she met 
the most eminent writers, intellectuals, and scholars of her time, including 
William Wordsworth, John Stuart Mill, Thomas Carlyle, Thomas Malthus, 
Robert Owen, and Charles Babbage. 

 Martineau’s popularity crossed the Atlantic and in 1832– 1834 she visited 
the United States. After her return, she published  Society in America  (1837) 
and two novels,  Deerbrook  (1839) and  The Hour and Man  (1841). 

 She propped up the Radical Reform Movement because she believed its 
members advocated economic and social progress. Martineau exerted a great 
infl uence on social thought in England through her critical analyses, her views 
on current affairs, and her fi ctional narratives. 

 Our author was in favour of a deterministic doctrine of causality, derived 
from John Locke and popularized by Joseph Priestley (1733– 1804), who held 
that everything was a consequence of what had preceded it. There is no free 
will or free human action; a person is a creature of circumstances. She argued 
that the universe, in general, and society, in particular, operate according 
to certain natural laws that can be understood through science and educa-
tion. In this context, she sought to convince both capitalists and workers that 
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they should accept economic laws and work in harmony with them in an 
ordinary way. 

 When visiting the United States, she met some abolitionist leaders with 
whom she shared some common causes (e.g. the end of slavery), becoming 
a fervent defender of this movement, when it was still unpopular. Martineau 
wrote anti- slavery diatribes in the  Daily News , stimulating the radical and 
progressive thinking of her day. She ironically argued that the slaveholders 
appreciated their horses more than their slaves since they did not sexually 
abuse them. And she, at the same time, explained that the abuse of the slaves 
was not only due to physical passion, but also due to the economic gains that 
the children who were born through said abuse implied. 

 It is in this context that Martineau asks the now- well- known question: “Why 
would a man pay for a woman every time he goes to bed with her when he 
can buy her for life, sleep with her whenever he wants …?” For our author, 
women and slaves suffered similar domination. In both cases, condescension 
was practiced as a substitute for justice, and she concuded that both are key 
factors in defi ning the moral condition of North American society. 

 As she herself  argued:

  In discussing the subject of Female Education, it is not so much my 
object to inquire whether the natural powers of women be equal to those 
men, as to shew the expediency of giving proper scope and employment 
to the powers which they do possess. 

 (in Yates,  1985 : 88)   

 Martineau has been nominated as “the fi rst female sociologist”. Martineau’s 
writings on political economy and scientifi c methods, her comparative study 
of American societies, and her knowledge of the subordination of women 
in American society in the 1830s has received unanimous recognition. 
Martineau’s main achievements can be recognized as follows: (1) writing the 
fi rst book on sociological methodology, (2) completing an in- depth and meth-
odologically advanced analysis of American society, and (3) translating and 
condensing Comte’s fundamental work ( Deegan, 2003) . In this context, it 
should be noted that Martineau wrote  The Rules of the Sociological Method  
sixty years before Durkheim with similar content. 

 Martineau criticizes the popular notion of the moral sense, the view that 
moral principles are “fi xed and immutable” so everyone must agree on what 
counts as sin and virtue in every case. The moral adherent to a rigid doctrine 
sees “sin” where there is only “difference” and suffers the “agitation of being 
shocked and alarmed” at strange sights instead of preserving “calm”, “hope” 
and “sympathy”. The problem with the moral sense, for Martineau, is that, 
in proposing a universal and absolute system of moral principles, it does not 
take into account the wide range of differences across historical ages and 
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cultures, thus blinding the observer by forcing him to disapprove of behav-
iour that is alien to his experience rather than trying to understand it ( Pace 
Vetter, 2008) . 

 For Shulamit  Reinharz (1992)  the work done by Harriet Martineau in 
 Society in America  is the clear beginning of a feminist ethnography. In her 
Introduction, she explains that the duty of the researcher is to provide detailed 
observations and data so that readers can make their own judgements. 

 It is within the framework of this life of commitment and refl ection that we 
see Harriet Martineau’s journey from journalism, through social criticism, to 
her status as the ‘founding mother’ of sociology in a combination of social 
conscience and scientifi c rigor. 

 In the next section we will briefl y review how sensations, emotions, and 
sensibilities are a crucial element in her most outstanding works.  

  1.3     Emotions, senses, and sensibilities as a 
starting point 

 Our author’s work was deeply connected to her interest in having emotions, 
senses, and sensibilities at the center of her analyses. Her book  Household 
Education  begins with refl ection on happiness and the importance of it for 
relations with others as the constitutive axis of society:

  Household Education is a subject so important in its bearings on every 
one’s happiness, and so inexhaustible in itself, that I do not see how any 
person whatever can undertake to lecture upon it authoritatively, as if  it 
was a matter completely known and entirely settled. It seems to me that 
all that we can do is to refl ect, and say what we think, and learn of one 
another. This is, at least, all that I venture to off*er. I propose to say, in 
a series of chapters, what I have observed and thought on the subject of 
Life at Home, during upwards of twenty years’ study of domestic life in 
great variety. 

 ( Martineau, 1843 : 1)   

 In her famous book  Morals and Manners , considered one of the founding 
books on the methodology of social research, she fi rst considers is the 
sensations:

  There is no department of inquiry in which it is not full as easy to miss 
truth as to fi nd it, even when the materials from which truth is to be 
drawn are actually present to our senses. A child does not catch a gold-
fi sh in water at the fi rst trial, however good his eyes may be, and however 
clear the water; knowledge and method are necessary to enable him to 
take what is actually before his eyes and under his hand. 

 ( Martineau, 1838 : 1)   
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 It is clear that, for our author, political economy is structured around the 
enjoyment of life, giving rise to comfort, pleasure, and harmony:

  Political Economy treats of the Production, Distribution and Consumption 
of Wealth; by which term is meant whatever material objects contribute 
to the support and enjoyment of life. Domestic economy is an interesting 
subject to those who view it as a whole; who observe how, by good man-
agement in every department, all the members of a family have their 
proper business appointed them, their portion of leisure secured to them, 
their wants supplied, their comforts promoted, their pleasures cared for; 
how harmony is preserved within doors by the absence of all causes of 
jealousy; how good will prevail towards all abroad through the absence 
of all causes of quarrel. 

 ( Martineau, 1832 : a3)   

 In the Preface to the book, while discussing the observations made on her trip 
to the United States, she clearly states her criticism of a science erected as a 
measure of a policy of specifi c sensitivities and following that she prescribed 
in  Moral and Manners :

  I am not fi nding fault with the Americans, as for falling behind the 
English, or the French, or any other nation. I decline the offi ce of censor 
altogether. I dare not undertake it. Nor will my readers, I trust, regard 
the subject otherwise than as a compound of philosophy and fact. If  we 
can all, for once, allay our personal feelings, dismiss our too great regard 
to mutual opinion, and put praise and blame as nearly as possible out of 
the question, more that is advantageous to us may perhaps be learned 
than by any invidious comparisons and proud judgments that were ever 
instituted and pronounced. 

 ( Martineau 1837 : V)   

 In her famous book  Society in America , where she narrates and reconstructs 
the observations made on her trip through the United States on a journey 
very similar to that made by Tocqueville, since it has the same Introduction, 
it is possible to notice her interest in making evident the politics of the sens-
ibilities of that country:

  I am sure, I have seen much more of domestic life than could possibly 
have been exhibited to any gentleman travelling through the country. The 
nursery, the boudoir, the kitchen, are all excellent schools in which to 
learn the morals and manners of a people: and, as for public and pro-
fessional affairs— those may always gain full information upon such 
matters, who really feel an interest in them— be they men or women. No 
people in the world can be more frank, confi ding and affectionate, or 
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more skilful and liberal in communicating information, than I have ever 
found the Americans to be. I never asked in vain; and I seldom had to ask 
at all; so carefully were my inquiries anticipated, and my aims so com-
pletely understood. I doubt whether a single fact that I wished to learn, 
or any doctrine that I desired to comprehend, was ever kept from me 
because I was a woman. 

 (Martineau, 1837: xii– xiii)   

 In her defence of the equality of women to access the information necessary 
to reconstruct the morals and manners of all forms of society, our author 
points out daily life as a special area for elaborating a picture of the world of 
a given society. The kitchen, the dressing table, and the school are presented 
as places where the confi dence necessary to express the life lived is revealed. 

 With this fi rst approximation of some of the texts of Martineau, it is pos-
sible to observe the central place of emotions in her view of the world. From 
the beginning of each of the books referred to, our author establishes an 
important place for sensations, emotions, and sensibilities in the sociology 
that she is founding. 

 The next section deals with the place of emotions in her iconic book on the 
methodology of social research.  

  1.4     Morals and manners 

  How to Observe. Morals and Manners  (1838) is perhaps the fi rst book on the 
methodology of social research that was systematically prepared to make 
explicit the observation modality of a nascent science such as sociology and as 
a guide to carrying out the systematic and critical record of the aforementioned 
observation. A pioneer in its genre,  Morals and Manners , was written several 
years before  É mile Durkheim’s  The Rules of the Sociological Method  (1895) and 
provides a detailed framework of sociological procedures for reconstructing the 
social world. Our author carries out an epistemic and methodological practice 
rarely seen in sociology. She writes a systematic guide on how she observes, 
including the philosophical, theoretical, and practical foundations from which 
others can make, analyse, and evaluate their own observations. 

  Morals and Manners  is not only a pioneering book on the rules of social 
research methodology, but it is also a preview of an epistemology that 
considers and includes the connection between sensations, perceptions and 
analysis; it is thus a manual on the one hand, but on the other had, it is a fun-
damental explanation of the epistemic values of the author. 

  1.4.1     The prerequisites 

 The book opens with the exposition of three types of prerequisites for the sys-
tematic observation of social reality: philosophical, moral, and mechanical, 
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where the answers to three basic questions of social inquiry are discusses: what, 
how, and with whom. Martineau thus produces a conceptual- ontological leap 
that is still not suffi ciently valued today: she includes observed subjects in her 
research rules. 

 Our author imagines philosophers and theorists drawing conclusions from 
what is observed and recorded under the slogan that no “fact” lacks analyt-
ical utility and that recording and observing has a specifi c function. From the 
beginning of the book, she advises that the observer should be considered 
“the servant instead of the lord of science”. 

 In this sense, the selection of the position of traveller as a constitutive trait 
of the observer leads her to postulate:

  There are two parties to the work of observation on Morals and 
Manners— the observer and the observed. This is an important fact 
which the traveller seldom dwells upon as he ought; yet a moment’s con-
sideration shows that the mind of the observer— the instrument by which 
the work is done, is as essential as the material to be wrought. If  the 
instrument be in bad order, it will furnish a bad product, be the material 
what it may. In this chapter I shall point out what requisites the traveller 
ought to make sure that he is possessed of before he undertakes to offer 
observations on the Morals and Manners of a people. 

 (11)   

 In this context, Martineau organizes philosophical prerequisites into four 
sections that begin with the certainty of what the traveller wants to observe 
and ends with the problematization of what she calls “universal feelings”: 

     a     “He must have made up his mind as to what it is that he wants to 
know” (11).  

     b     “Being provided with a conviction of what it is that he wants to know, 
the traveller must be furthermore furnished with the means of gaining 
the knowledge he wants. The universal summary notions of Morals may 
serve a common traveller in his judgments as to whether he would like 
to live in any foreign country, and as to whether the people there are as 
agreeable to him as his own nation” (14).  

     c     “As an instance of the advantage which a philosophical traveller has over 
an unprepared one, look at the difference which will enter into a man’s 
judgment of nations, according as he carries about with him the vague 
popular notion of a Moral Sense, or has investigated the laws under 
which feelings of right and wrong grow up in all men. It is worth while to 
dwell a little on this important point” (21).  

     d     “The traveller having satisfi ed himself  that there are some universal 
feelings about right and wrong, and that in consequence some parts of 
human conduct are guided by general rules, must next give his attention 
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to modes of conduct, which seem to him good or bad, prevalent in a 
nation, or district, or society of smaller limits. His fi rst general principle 
is, that the law of nature is the only one by which mankind at large can 
be judged. His second must be, that every prevalent virtue or vice is the 
result of the particular circumstances amidst which the society exists.”    

 The architecture of these philosophical prerequisites shows how, for our 
author, the articulation between what one wants to know by capturing the 
moral senses in force in the observed societies is a fundamental condition of 
the development of social science. The next set of prerequisites for the inves-
tigation consigned by our author are rightly nominated as Morals. 

 For Martineau, a good observer is someone who abandons all prejudice, 
moral perversion, and anything that can distort her gaze; that is why the 
traveller, after following the philosophical prerequisites, must also have the 
following moral ones:

  1stly. With a certainty of what it is that he wants to know, 2ndly. With 
principles which may serve as a railing point and test of his observations, 
3rdly. With, for instance, a philosophical and defi nite, instead of a popular 
and vague, notion about the origin of human feelings of right and wrong, 
4thly. And with a settled conviction that prevalent virtues and vices are 
the result of gigantic general in-  fl uences, — is yet not fi tted for his object 
if  certain moral requisites be wanting in him. 

 (40)   

 The recommendations are clear and very “advanced” for her time: the 
researcher must perform a pre- refl ective action that allows him to critically 
analyse his emotions and sensibilities and understand the “moral framing” 
to which he travels. It is in this context that our author clearly points out the 
centrality of empathy as a resource, and also as an epistemic and methodo-
logical objective:

  The observer must have sympathy; and his sympathy must be untram-
meled and unreserved. If  a traveller be a geological inquirer, he may have 
a heart as hard as the rocks he shivers, and yet succeed in his immediate 
objects: if  he be a student of the fi ne arts, he may be as silent as a pic-
ture, and yet gain his ends: if  he be a statistical investigator, he may be as 
abstract as a column of fi gures, and yet learn what he wants to know: but 
an observer of morals and manners will be liable to deception at every 
turn, if  he does not fi nd his way to hearts and minds. Nothing was ever 
more true than that “as face answers to face in water, so is the heart of 
man”. 

 (41)   
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 It is very clear that both the philosophical and moral prerequisites are woven 
into the material of the position and disposition of the researcher in the face 
of sensations and sensibilities. 

 Finally, what Martineau calls mechanical prerequisites, refers to a set of 
recommendations on travel, ways of travelling, languages and their particu-
larity. Seeing, recording and analysing seems to be the cadence of observation 
that our author strongly recommends; this question is reinforced in the fi nal 
section of the book entitled “Mechanical Methods”. Each and every one of 
these mechanical guidelines is based on achieving a fl uid conversation where 
the information to be remembered. 

 Only the reconstruction of these prerequisites reveals how Martineau is 
undoubtedly the founder of an inquiry strategy based on the observation and 
analysis of accepted and acceptable sensibilities. This issue becomes clearer 
and more solid as the book progresses.  

  1.4.2     Research and feelings 

 What to investigate concerns both what the traveller wants to do and what 
is relevant to understanding societies, an issue that is not possible to ascer-
tain without talking to people and treating them as the “fi rst connoisseurs 
of  the world”. Knowledge of  things is mediated by the discourse of  agents 
since they are the fi rst to know what to comment on about the things of  the 
social world:

  The grand secret of wise inquiry into Morals and Manners is to begin 
with the study of THINGS, using the DISCOURSE OF PERSONS as a 
commentary upon them. 

 (63)   

 The feelings associated with objects, things, institutions and nature expressed 
in conversations by people who live the day- to- day life of societies and coun-
tries are the guides to rebuild the acceptable and accepted sense and experi-
ence in those times and spaces. That is why Martineau states with regard to 
the potential information of the observable:

  The voice of a whole people goes up in the silent workings of an institu-
tion; the condition of the masses is refl ected from the surface of a record. 
The Institutions of a nation— political, religious, or social— put evidence 
into the observer’s hands as to its capabilities and wants which the study 
of individuals could not yield in the course of a life- time. The Records 
of any society, be they what they may, whether architectural remains, 
epitaphs, civic registers, national music, or any other of the thousand 
manifestations of the common mind which may be found among every 
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people, afford more information on Morals in a day than converse with 
individuals in a year. 

 (64)   

 Among the many facets that places Martineau at the forefront of her fi eld is 
her awareness of the amalgamation between the cognitive and the affective, 
the emotional and rational, which occupies a place of privilege, even more so 
if, as she suggests, among other things, studying the songs generated by pol-
itics as a way to ascertain ideas and feelings:

  Under representative governments, where politics are the chief  expres-
sion of morals, the songs of the people cannot but be an instructive study 
to the observer; and scarcely less so in countries where, politics being 
forbidden, the domestic and friendly relations must be the topics through 
which the most general ideas and feelings will fl ow out. 

 (137)   

 It is obvious to Martineau that the aesthetic productions of societies involve 
the feelings that people experience and that such artistic works then serve to 
help us know societies through those feelings:

  All have Fiction (other than dramatic); and this must be one of the 
observer’s high points of view. There is no need to spend words upon this 
proposition. It requires no proof that the popular fi ctions of a people, 
representing them in their daily doings and common feelings, must be 
a mirror of their moral sentiments and convictions, and of their social 
habits and manners. 

 (142)   

 For Harriet Martineau, feelings are also a cement of society as the basis of a 
collaborative encounter:

  The need of mutual aid, the habit of co- operation caused by interest in 
social objects, has a good effect upon men’s feelings and manners towards 
each other; and out of this grows the mutual regard which naturally 
strengthens into the fraternal spirit. 

 (219)   

 Aesthetics, politics, economics, and education, according to our author, should 
be observed through the comments of people emerging from conversations 
and objects produced by a particular society. In this vein, religion becomes a 
very important part of every society being observed, because it lets us see the 
feelings that join the subjects to one another:
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  The rules by which men live are chiefl y drawn from the universal 
convictions about right and wrong which I have mentioned as being 
formed everywhere, under strong general infl uences. When sentiment is 
connected with these rules, they become religion; and this religion is the 
animating spirit of all that is said and done. If  the stranger cannot sym-
pathize in the sentiment, he cannot understand the religion; and without 
understanding the religion, he cannot appreciate the spirit of words 
and acts. 

 (44)   

 Undoubtedly, according to what we have already argued in the context of this 
monumental work of Methodology of Social Research, this is enough to jus-
tify Harriet Martineau’s position as the founding mother of the sociology of 
emotions; but this will only be fully complete when we consider the analysis 
carried out in two of her other fundamental works.   

  1.5     Household education 

  Household Education  is an exemplary view of how Harriet Martineau’s socio-
logical gaze includes and uses a special sociology of emotions, masterfully 
analysing the politics of sensibilities. The book begins by stating the author’s 
clear intention of infl uencing the course of daily life by making people who 
inhabit a house take each other’s actions into account? Our author states that 
she has a strong desire for household partners to consult together about their 
path of action towards others. 

 The book consists of  26 chapters where the author presents her ideas 
about the skills, virtues, and values to be cultivated in an education that 
empowers men and women. Between  chapters 8 and 14 our author develops 
hope, fear, patience and love as powers of  the human to structure personal 
and interpersonal emotions within the framework of  the exercise of  will, 
truth, veneration and scrupulousness; these become the axes of  an educa-
tion for autonomy. Martineau’s intention is very clear: to provide a guide 
that facilitates the reconstruction of  the accepted and acceptable politics of 
sensibilities:

  And having once remembered, it will remember more every day. Every 
day it will give signs of Hope and Desire. Will shows itself  very early. 
Fear has to be guarded against, and Love to be cherished, from the fi rst 
days that mind appears. It is the highest possible privilege to the child if  
the parents knowhow to exercise its power of Conscience soon enough, 
so as to make it sweet and natural to the young creature to do right from 
its earliest days. 

 (70)   
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  1.5.1     Hope 

 For our author, hope is one of the central components of the empowerment 
of the human being that must be provided in household education to provide 
a better life:

  This great power of Hope must determine the leading features of the char-
acter of the man or woman; determine them for good or evil according 
to the training of the power from this day forward. Shall the man con-
tinue a child, or sink into the brute by his objects of hope continuing to 
be what they are now— food or drink? Shall his frame be always put into 
commotion by the prospect of pleasant bodily sensations from eating and 
drinking, and other animal gratifi cations? 

 (79)   

 Hope must be appreciated in life as a whole, not just as an expectation of a 
particular benefi t, but as a hopeful sensibility in general. For Martineau, hope 
must be continually valued as a faculty for life acquired and used step- by- step, 
as conditioning towards autonomy. Hope is a source of personal develop-
ment linked to the goals of gratifi cation, happiness, and transcendence: eating 
and drinking, entertainment, performing tasks, commitment to others. Hope 
is the sensibility on which personal improvement, growth and development 
are based.  

  1.5.2     Fear 

 The administration of fear, the management of worries, and the regulation of 
ghosts is one of the axes of the formation of children according to Martineau:

  There is nothing in which children differ more than in their capacity for 
Fear. But every child has it more or less— or ought to have it: for nothing 
can be made of a human being who has never experienced it. A child who 
has never known any kind of fear can have no power of Imagination; can 
feel no wonder, no impulse of life, no awe or veneration. 

 (89)   

 Fear blocks, prevents, makes impossible the development of human facul-
ties and that is why it is one of the central components in the education of 
children. In Martineau’s eyes, a good father will never wish to create fear in 
his son, knowing what torment and suffering fear causes. Our author cat-
egorically asserts that a truly loving parent is aware that it would be less cruel 
to physically hurt their child than to plant feelings of torture in their mind. 
Martineau affi rms that the most effective way, for all intents and purposes, is 
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to discover the fear that is already there and to alleviate it, thus transforming 
this weakness into a source of strength and comfort.  

  1.5.3     Patience 

 Martineau includes patience among the basic sensibilities of every good edu-
cation for the empowerment and autonomous life of human beings:

  Some may be surprised to fi nd Patience spoken of among the Powers of 
Man. They have been accustomed to consider it a passive quality, and 
not as involving action of the mind. They do not fi nd it in any catalogue 
of the organs of the brain, and have always supposed it a mere negation 
of the action of those organs. But patience is no negation. It is the vig-
orous and sustained action, amidst outward stillness, of some of the most 
powerful faculties with which the human being is endowed; and primarily 
of its powers of Firmness and Resistance. 

 (103)   

 In what is awfully close to what, in contemporary language, is often called 
resilience, our author connects the ability to persist with goals and tolerance 
for failure as being one of the basic elements for children’s education. For our 
author, the fi rst milestone on the road to self- government, as the goal of all 
human life, is patience. Patience is both a social practice and includes a strong 
action of the mind: that is why there is nothing further away from patience 
than passivity.  

  1.5.4     Love 

 In the context of strongly pointing out the place of love in the home and 
in the development of human beings, Martineau has dedicated a chapter to 
refl ecting on it. She analyses love as a platform of autonomy and growth for 
human beings, and as one of the most important faculties to develop. She 
identifi es three kinds of love: passion, idolatry, and benevolence.

  This benevolence is the third form in which we have already seen what 
is called love. Can any tiling be more clearly marked than the difference 
between these three— the love that leads to marriage; fondness for objects 
which can be idolized; and benevolence which has no fondness in it, but 
desires the diffusion of happiness, and acts independently of personal 
regards? None of these yield the sort of affection which the heart of the 
parent desires and which is essential to family happiness. 

 (142)   
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 Our author warns that the saddest thing is the existence of unloved children, 
pointing out the centrality of the power of attachment and the exception-
ality of a hermit life in the midst of the multitude of human life. In this way 
it is possible to observe how emotions play a fundamental role in  Household 
Education  as an essay aimed at exposing the components of the development 
of autonomous and socially conscious lives. Hope, fear, patience, and love are 
the four components of the formation of children which are vital to create a 
better life.   

  1.6     Political economy 

 Martineau’s proposed  Political Economy  is an interesting example of two 
features of her work that transform her into a founding mother: an awareness 
of generating new knowledge and her conviction of the urgency of “massifying 
it.” The argumentative strategy chosen in the  Ilustrations ’ narratives, involving 
dialogue and problems, is a good example of these two traits. For our author, 
the purpose of the knowledge of political economy was happiness, general 
well- being and the diminution of inequality:

  It is certain, however, that sciences are only valuable in as far as they 
involve the interests of mankind at large, and that nothing can prevent 
their sooner or later infl uencing general happiness. 

 (X)   

 It is in this context that in the book’s own Preface, Martineau clearly explains 
her perspective on wealth and inequality using a narrative about a stranger’s 
visit to a castle during feudalism:

  If  it has been interesting to watch and assist the improvement of 
domestic economy from the days of  feudal chiefs till now, can it be 
uninteresting to observe the corresponding changes of  a state? If  it has 
been an important service to equalize the lot of  the hundred members 
of  a great man’s family, it must be incalculably more so to achieve the 
same benefi t for the many million* of  our population, and for other 
nations through them. This benefi t cannot, of  course, be achieved till 
the errors of  our national management are traced to their source, and 
the principles of  a better economy are established. It is the duty of  the 
people to do this. 

 (VI)   

 Clearly it is part of the political economy of morality and political sensitiv-
ities to associate economic order and collective benefi ts:

  If  a stranger had entered the castle of a nobleman, eight hundred years 
ago, and, grieved at what he saw, had endeavoured to put matters on a 
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better footing, how ought he to set about it, and in what temper should 
he be listened to? 

 (VI)   

 First, Martineau points out the distance between waste and hatred as a sens-
ibility of the “old regime” altering the balance of an economy for all:

  If  he had the opportunity of addressing the entire household at once, 
he would say, “ I have been in your splendid halls, and I saw vast sums 
squandered in gaming, while hungry creditors were looking on from 
without with rage in their countenances”. 

 (VI)   

 Martineau points out how the the injustice between the lords who have an 
excess of food while their servants are treated no better than animals, is a 
landscape of sickness and confl ict:

  I have been in your banqueting room, and I saw riot and drunkenness 
to- day where there will be disease and remorse to morrow. I have been in 
your kitchens, and I saw as much waste below as there had been excess 
above, while the under servants were driven into a cold corner to eat the 
broken food which was not good enough for their masters’ dogs. 

 (VII)   

 Our author denounces the punitive system as miserable, idle, and melancholy 
which warns us of her interest in connecting the insidia of unjust prisons and 
the generation of wealth with their associated emotions:

  I have been in your dungeons, and I saw prisoners who would fain have 
laboured for themselves or their fellow- captives, condemned to converse 
in idleness with their own melancholy thoughts, or with companions 
more criminal and miserable than themselves. 

 (VII)   

 In the same way, Martineau describes the inequality produced by a system 
that does not allow human beings to connect and exchange goods freely, and 
which even forces them to give up their profi ts, which draws our attention to 
the importance she attached to building free social relations:

  I have been among the abodes of those who hew your wood and draw 
your water, and till your fi elds, and weave your garments; and I fi nd that 
they are not allowed to exchange the produce of their labour as they will, 
but that artifi cial prices are set upon it, and that gifts are added to the 
profi ts of some which are taken out of the earnings of others. 

 (VII)   
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 Oppressed and troubled, perplexed and disgruntled, the polar tensions our 
author uses to describe the poor and the rich, the rulers and the governed, the 
message is clear—  a system that pays no attention to the principles of political 
economy generates a policy of unjust and disturbing sensibility:

  I hear complaints from all in turn, from the highest to the lowest; 
complaints which I cannot call unreasonable, since it is equally true that 
the poor among you are oppressed, and that the rich are troubled; that 
the rulers are perplexed and the governed discontented. 

 (VII)   

 Harriet Martineau wrote a treatment of political economy aimed at motiv-
ating the citizens of her country to be aware of their principles and to seek 
good and safe government for all:

  These things need not be. There are methods of governing a family which 
will secure the good of all. I invite you to join me in discovering what 
these methods are. 

 (VII)   

 Food, exchange, credit, and the punitive system, are some of the traits that 
colour the painting of the world that our author selects to point out how pol-
itical economy implies a policy of sensibilities. 

  1.6.1     Openings to “re- start” 

 Without a doubt, Harriet Martineau’s vibrant personality, her struggles as 
a social critic, and her intellectual legacy make her the founding mother of 
sociology in the United Kingdom and Europe, which encourages us not only 
to rethink her work, but also to take note of the problems with which it was 
concerned. Her feminism, her criticism of an unjust economic and social 
systems, her anti- slavery views, her commitment to the situation of the sick, 
and her interest in education, transforms our author’s analytical perspec-
tive into an excellent map with which to explore the central problems of our 
century. 

 Neither objects, animals nor servants would be a good trilogy to synthe-
sise the radical criticism raised by Harriet Martineau towards the model of 
patriarchal submission of the Victorian era, all components of the current 
feminist actions against the persistence of said model despite the “advances” 
that may have occurred. 

 The lives of  girls and boys in poverty, the misery of  the workers, the pre-
cariousness of  the habitat, the lack of  decent work, the ignorance of  the 
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laws of  social structuring by common people and poor medical care, were 
all objects of  concern for her. Harriet Martineau’s analytics, in various 
ways, continue to be a valuable focus of  the denunciation in critical thinking 
to today. 

 In keeping with the above, her journalistic work and her narrative style 
were always connected with what she identifi ed as one of the axes of the 
reforms of her time: letting more people understand how and why society was 
constituted in one way and not in another. The context shown here allows 
us to better understand how Harriet Martineau’s concern for emotions, 
sensations and sensibilities also cements her position as the founding mother 
of the sociology of emotions:

  First, because of the centrality of sensations and emotions in the meth-
odology of social research as essential components of what today we 
call the necessary double hermeneutics in the inquiry of the social. For 
Harriet Martineau, making immersion in “what people feel” becomes a 
central starting point for all research.   

 Second, because of the special position that love, hope, fearm and patience 
occupy in the education of girls, understanding that the experience within the 
family has a cognitive, affective, and moral impact on their formation. 

 Third, due to the emphasis on the sensibilities and feelings that she notes 
in her recording, narration, and analysis during her trips to the USA and the 
Islamic world, her acute observation is combined, with a neat application of 
her own rules elaborated in  Morals and Manners . She also demonstrates a sin-
gular hermeneutical mastery in the analysis of the politics of sensibilities of 
both peoples and nations. 

 Within the framework of the horizon that the impetus and genius of Harriet 
Martineau painted more than a century ago, the legacy of this founding 
mother is undoubtedly to continue deepening the journey of the sociology 
of emotions as a critical academic practice that seeks the construction of a 
better world.    
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       Chapter 2 

 Karl Marx    

   Adrian Scribano      

   2.1     Introduction 

 Marx is undoubtedly a classic of the social sciences, and paradigms, theories, 
and revolutions have originated from his writings (Scribano, 1997, 2010). The 
question that this chapter seeks to clear up is: is Karl Marx a classic of the 
sociology of emotions? The answer is obvious: yes. 

 Elsewhere we have extensively considered why Marx is a classic contributor 
to the sociology of emotions, carrying out an analysis, in particular, of  The 
1844 Manuscripts  (1974),  The Grundrisse  (1973), and the Theory of Surplus 
Value, and, in general, a good part of his works since his Doctoral Thesis, The 
18th Brumaire, The Class Struggles in France, etc. (Scribano, 2016, 2018). 
A synthetic version that includes the two aforementioned views was offered in 
2018 in my article “Sociology of Bodies/ Emotions: The Perspective of Karl 
Marx”. Very recently I published a chapter on “The Other as radical inter-
subjectivity in Karl Marx”, addressing the issue of intersubjectivity, alterity, 
the place of the other and sensibilities (Scribano, 2020). As we have already 
addressed on two occasions in three different ways, we have also demarcated 
what “being” a classic implies, and how this applies to Marx is because he 
shares the following characteristics with the rest of the “founding fathers” of 
the social sciences: 

     1     The work is taken as a conceptual and ontological source.  
     2     Like all classics, it is understood as an initiator and starting point for the 

development of images of the world and a specifi c way of understanding 
social relations.  

     3     It founds a genealogy of social knowledge, a fi eld of theoretical and 
methodological belonging.  

     4     It produces one of the great metaphors that is later used as architecture, 
as the structure of different worldviews and analytical approaches of the 
social sciences.  

     5     Finally, it constitutes a horizon from which particular methodological 
structures of knowledge can be elaborated.    
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 It is in this framework that this chapter seeks to make evident that Marx is a 
classic of the sociology of emotions from the reading of  Capital , to expose 
this synthetically by pointing out the connections between senses, muscles, 
brain and fl esh and cruelty as a specifi c component of the politics of sensibil-
ities of capitalism. 

 For the purposes of identifying Marx’s contribution to the sociology of 
emotions, elsewhere we have   construct ed  1   fi ve models/ perspectives: 

     a      Macro or micro : This dichotomy privileges the individual/ subjective or 
the collective/ social as the “space” and source of emotions.  

     b      Management or “signifi cance” : The differences come about by under-
standing emotions as “experiential” processes managed by the subjects 
or as processes that mark/ signify the experiences of the subjects.  

     c      Constructed or biological : One side emphasizes the physiological/ organic 
character of emotions (and bodies), and the other the fact that they are 
the result of the processes of construction by individuals.  

     d      Basic emotions or emotions “as evaluations” : The distance is established by 
either highlighting the existence of fundamental (anger, fear, happiness) 
emotions (linked to corporal reactions), or understanding emotions as 
the product of the subjects’ appreciations of their surroundings.  

     e      Social constructionist or social interactionist : Interactionists claim that 
emotions “pass” through the processes of inter- relation between subjects, 
whereas constructionists uphold that emotions have a high cognitive con-
tent and are socially “elaborated” by individuals.    

   

 It becomes clear in the above table and in Marx’s ideas as presented here, 
that he not only establishes a set of clear guidelines for the construction of a 
sociology of bodies/ emotions, but also offers an important epistemic contri-
bution to such a construction. 

 As I will show in this chapter, these features can be found, not only in the 
 Manuscripts , in Marx’s Doctoral Thesis, or in  The Grundrisse , but also, spe-
cifi cally, in  Capital . Marx explores in his main work the connections between 
bodies, sensations and constitutions of  the real and the perceptions of  the 
world and time and gives more than solid cues for analysing the politics of 
sensibilities involved in the political economy of  morality. It is important to 
emphasize that in this chapter we have chosen to analyse  Capital  from the 
standpoint of  sensations as an organizing vector of  capitalist sensibility, 
and cruelty as a practice of  feeling that makes up the emotional ecology 
of  capitalism. In this context we can argue that Marx established the main 
milestones of  a sociology of  bodies/ emotion as a social critique, and in this 
chapter, we will highlight some features in his most important book as evi-
dence of  this.  
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  2.2     Senses, muscles, brain and flesh 

 Based on the folding and unfolding of various Mobesian bands around 
what is organic/ social in the body, Marx elaborates a look at the starting and 
fi nishing points of the constitution of the capitalist system anchored in the 
bodies/ emotions. 

 One of the nodes in the plot of Marx’s gaze on the place of bodies/ emotions 
in the structuring of capitalism is confi gured around the senses. The social his-
tory of the senses opens the door to understanding the place of human being 
in the development of the various social formations that he builds. Another 
node is built around the clues that our author gives regarding the weight of 
the muscles and the brain when analysing salaried work. Among the folds of 
life/ death that the system of social relations established by capitalism involve, 
Marx fi nds and refers to the tension between senses/ muscles/ brain as an indi-
cator of the social structuring that said social system implies. 

  2.2.1     Senses 

 The senses of the human being are favourably associated with the interven-
tion of the (over) human organism and its functions in the construction of 

 Table 2.1       Marx’s rupture of the classifi cation criteria of contemporary perspectives  

 Models/ perspectives  Marx’s perspective in the manuscripts 

  1. Macro or Micro   The defi nition of the senses as resulting from human 
existence and regulated by the political economy of 
morality dissolves the pair individual/ society as an aporia. 

  2.  Management or 
“signifi cance”  

 The connections between having the other as an object 
of enjoyment and the substitutions of material/ sensible 
potentialities in, and through, money are a clear rupture of 
this pair. 

  3.  Constructed or Biological   The fact that the formation of the fi ve senses is the result 
of the eternal historical process deconstructs the aporetic 
situation between social and physiological construction as 
an explanation of sensations and emotions. 

  4.  Basic Emotions 
or Emotions “as 
Evaluations”  

 The statement on the relations between objects, needs, and 
human senses overruns this “epistemological pair”. 

  5.  Social Constructionist 
or Social Interactionist  

 The analyses of the constitution of the political economy 
of morality as “linking” practices of expropriation turned 
into moral imperatives breaches the aporia of theses 
perspectives. 

  Source: Own elaboration.  
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society. The senses are also connected to the notion of corporeal materiality 
that takes on value as “put- at- work” appears for others and the Other:

  As we can see, the mystical character of the merchandise does not arise 
from its use value. But neither does it spring from the content of their 
value determinations. In the fi rst place, because however much useful 
work or productive activities differ, it is an truth physiological incon-
trovertible that all these activities are functions of the organism human 
and that each of them, whatever its content and its form, represents an 
expense. Essential brain human, nerves, muscles, senses, etc. 

 ( Marx, 1909 : 49)  

  This indifference of the merchandise with respect to what is concrete in 
the corporeal materiality of another, is supplemented by its possessor 
with his fi ve and more senses. 

 (Idem 4)   

 It is important to note that (as in  The Manuscripts ) for Marx, the human 
begins his connection with the world in and through his senses, confi guring 
his perceptions of the social forms among which the one he has a privileged 
position, in the capitalist system, with money.

  Between the circulation of money as capital and its circulation as money 
purely and simply, it mediates, then, as can be seen,  a perceptible diffe-
rence through the senses . 

 (ibid. 105, emphasis ours)   

 It should be noted how Marx sees the proximity/ distances between the body, 
the machine and the social senses of the human being as a key to understanding 
productive activities and modes of exploitation:

  This mechanical device does not come to supply a specifi c instrument, 
 but the human hand itself, in the operations in which it gives the worked 
material , iron for example, a specifi c shape, handling various cutting 
instruments in different directions. In this way, it is possible to produce 
the geometric shapes of the different pieces of machinery, “with a degree 
of ease, precision and speed that no accumulated experience could lend 
to the hand of the most skilled worker”. 

 (ibid. 314– 15, emphasis ours)   

 Working conditions are part of the conditions of existence insofar as they 
alter all the senses by putting/ exposing the worker’s body for exploitation. 
Marx’s view of exploitation implies a direct connection between the means of 
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production as “nature” (resources) and variable capital (human nature), both 
as objects to be exploited and depredated:

  Here we will only allude slightly to the material conditions under which 
work is performed in factories. All senses are disturbed by the artifi cial 
elevation of the temperature, the atmosphere laden with material waste, 
the deafening noise, etc. And let’s not talk about the danger of having to 
work and circulate among the crammed machinery, which produces its 
industrial battle parts with the periodicity of the seasons. The tendency 
to economize the social means of production, a tendency that under the 
factory system, matures as a stove plant, becomes, in the hands of capital, 
a systematic plunder against the living conditions of the worker during 
work, an organized robbery of space, light, air and personal means of 
protection against unhealthy or unhealthy production processes, and let’s 
not talk about the devices and facilities for the comfort of the worker. Is 
Fourier right or wrong when he calls factories “attenuated prisons”? 

 (Idem 352– 53)   

 Nose, ears, eyes altered, shocked, dispossessed of their “qualities” in and 
through a looting that involves heat, noise, the smell of a place thought 
to “steal organized” space, light, air: Marx clearly sees that capitalism is a 
factory for the naturalization and construction of sensations arranged for 
exploitation. That makes work an experience that modifi es bodies.

  They were true experiments in corpore vili, such as those made in anatomy 
labs with frogs. Although I have pointed out –  says Inspector Redgrave 
–  the real income of workers in many factories, it is not believed that they 
receive the same sums week after week. Workers are subject to the greatest 
fl uctuations, due to the constant experimenting (“experimentalizing”) of 
manufacturers …. 

 (Idem 381)   

 It is very interesting that Marx has selected the Latin expression “in corpore 
vili” since it makes clear that in capitalism there is no body without emotions 
in dialectical tension with the senses: workers are treated as vile, worthless, 
wasteful bodies. The exploited body of the worker is already in itself  the 
“incarnation” of a sensitivity: vileness. The workers are animalized, like frogs 
in the laboratory, they are the objects of someone else’s experiences; they are 
subjected to experiments. 

 The identifi cation, description and explanation of the “state- of- the- senses” 
is a fundamental key to explaining wage labour. The fi ve senses, as the inscrip-
tion surface of the exploitation and organic conditions of the worker, are 
analysed in two complementary directions: (a) as part of the politics of the 
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bodies/ emotions characteristic of capitalism, and (b) as a theoretical– critical 
instrument.  

  2.2.2     Muscles/ brain 

 There is a constant in Marx: he describes and “represents” the human 
organism using the brain and muscles. Both play a central role in referring to 
different social practices, but especially to work. Whether by denial or affi rm-
ation, according to the development of the productive forces, the organic/ 
cognitive/ affective elements that link the living force of the muscles with the 
creative/ productive potential of the brain and their connections are seen as 
central in social structuring. One of Marx’s permanent references when he 
refers to the brain and the muscles refers to the connection between energy 
expenditure, livelihoods and work. Therefore, it is evident that the human 
body is a priority for making a critique of political economy:

  However, the workforce is only realized by exercising, and it is only 
exercised by working. When exercising, when working, a certain number 
of muscles, nerves, human brain, etc., are used, which must be replaced. 
As this expenditure intensifi es, income must also intensify. After having 
worked today, the owner of the workforce has to repeat the same process 
tomorrow, in identical conditions of strength and health. Therefore, the 
sum of food and means of life must necessarily be suffi cient to maintain 
the working individual in his normal state of life and work. 

 (Idem 124)   

 It is easy to see how Marx emphasizes the view of the body as a complex 
totality that is not just a “set of parts” but a network of relationships with 
the aim of procuring life. The expenditure/ income connection that our author 
maintains is a sample of his conviction about the existence of a fl ow that must 
be permanently rebuilt and that capitalism has had the cunning to subdue for 
the sole purpose of perpetuating its profi ts:

  Disregarding some other singularities. We do not believe that it is, for 
example, the price of bread that reappears in the form of new forms 
infused into man, but his food substances. And what reappears as the 
value of these forces is not precisely the food itself, but its value.  If 
these supplies only cost half, they will produce exactly the same amount 
of muscles, bones, etc., in sum the same force, but not a force of the same 
value . 

 (ibid., 157, note 7, emphasis ours)   

 There is a clear relationship between expenditure on the body and accumula-
tion of wealth, between muscles, workforce and surplus value. In this context, 
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it is important to highlight that when the situation of the working class must 
be described, reference is made immediately to the body, the means necessary 
for its reproduction and the sensibilities associated with it. It is evident that 
the corporeal anchorage of capitalism is in direct relation to industrialism 
and machinism and with its consequences for the body of the worker. One of 
the keys to the factory system is the supplantation of the energy and capacity 
of the muscles as a metaphor for bodily energy:

  In the factory, a dead mechanism exists above them, to which they are 
incorporated as living appendages. “That sad routine of endless torture 
of work, in which the same mechanical process is continually repeated, 
is like the torment of Sisyphus; the burden of work constantly rolls 
over the exhausted worker, like the rock of the fable.”  Mechanical work 
greatly affects the nervous system, stifl es the varied play of the muscles, 
and confi scates all free physical and spiritual activity of the worker . Even 
the measures that tend to facilitate work become means of torture, since 
the machine does not free the worker from work, but rather deprives it 
of its content. 

 (Idem 340, emphasis ours)   

 Capitalism is primarily a body/ emotion- confi scating apparatus. The factory 
is a device for the dispossession of energies to which bodies are grafted. Marx 
clearly sees that there is a systemic relationship between a body politics based 
on torture, drowning and death involving wage labour and factory discipline.

  Machinery, by rendering muscle power useless, makes it possible to 
employ workers without muscular strength or without full physical devel-
opment, who, on the other hand, have great fl exibility in their limbs. The 
work of women and children was, therefore, the fi rst cry of the capitalist 
application of machinery. In this way, that gigantic instrument created 
to eliminate work and workers, immediately became a means of multi-
plying the number of wage earners, placing all the individuals of the 
working family, without distinction of age or sex, under the immediate 
dependence of capital. Forced labor at the service of the capitalist came 
to invade and usurp, not only the place reserved for children’s games, but 
also the place of free labor within the domestic sphere and, to break with 
moral barriers, invading the orbit reserved even for the same home. 

 (Idem 323)   

 In the displacement of the need for large volumes of muscular strength, Marx 
sees the emergence of new moral regimes: the factory reconstructs the rules 
and familiar spaces, weak bodies are more apt to produce profi t, and mus-
cular fl exibility becomes a metaphor for adaptability as an experiential par-
ameter to survive.
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  The capital that is given away in exchange for labor power is converted 
into means of life,  the consumption of which is used to reproduce the 
muscles, nerves, bones, and brains of today’s workers and to procreate those 
to come . Thus, within the limits of what is absolutely necessary, the indi-
vidual consumption of the working class once again converts the capital 
paid in exchange for labor power into new labor power exploitable by 
capital. 

 (Idem 481, emphasis ours)   

 Capital produces “bodies- for- the- future” where they will have a place in 
exploitation and productive work: muscles/ brains depend on the consump-
tion levels of livelihoods directly associated with the nutrients/ food/ hunger 
of a certain time/ space. Marx emphasizes the role of the politics of bodies/ 
emotions as a politics of hunger that combines a special grammar between 
instinct/ hunger/ energy in such a way that this relationship becomes a condi-
tion of the possibility of exploitation.  

  2.2.3     The “flesh” as analytic of the politics of the  
bodies/ emotions 

 The fl esh as a metaphor/ indicator of the positions of the bodies/ emotions 
in capitalist society is taken up again and again by Marx in  Capital . The 
fl esh becomes the inscription surface of the religion of capital, of the forms 
of exploitation and of the geometries of the bodies that are involved in the 
politics of the bodies/ emotions of capitalism. In  Capital , Marx repeatedly 
returns to the idea of society made fl esh, the worker’s fl esh turned into mer-
chandise and a space for obtaining surplus value; the limiting fl esh and pos-
sibility of sensibilities, thus delineating Marx’s sociology of bodies/ emotions.

  The system, as described in rev. Montagu Valpy, is a system of unbridled 
slavery in all senses, in the social, in the physical, in the moral and in 
the intellectual … What to think of a city in which a public assembly is 
held to ask that the men’s work day is reduced to 18 hours a day!? … We 
have had enough of crying out against the planters of Virginia and the 
Carolinas. But is it that its black markets, even with all the horrors of 
the whip and the traffi cking in men’s fl esh, are more abominable than this 
slow human slaughter that has mounted here to manufacture veils and 
lace collars for the benefi t of the capitalist? 

 (Idem 189)   

 The wage labor regime is described as “traffi cking in the fl esh of men” given 
the conditions of expropriation of bodily energies that it demands, the states 
of unconditional subjection that it entails and its similarity to slavery as a 
politics of bodies/ emotions. 
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 It is “a human carnage”: human beings who sell themselves as fl esh, and 
the indiscriminate slaughter of humans. Human beings are traffi cked like 
cattle and slaughtered like animals. There is an impudence that is woven with 
the aestheticization of death through the objects that will be sold thanks to 
their aforementioned sacrifi ce.

  (…) Since the enormous demand for work was encountering a depopula-
tion movement in Ireland and in the agricultural districts of England and 
Scotland with an unprecedented fl ow of emigration towards Australia 
and America, and also with the positive decline of the population in 
some English agricultural districts, a decline caused, in part , by those who 
had managed to destroy the vital energies of the people, and in part by the 
earlier depletion of the available population thanks to traffi ckers in human 
fl esh . 

 (Idem 210, note 78, emphasis ours)   

 It is precisely the use of the expression “vital energies of the people”, associated 
with the traffi cking of human fl esh, that clearly indicates how Marx thought 
of the system of expropriation of bodily energies as one of the axes of the 
modality of capitalist exploitation. The traffi cking of fl esh linked to popu-
lation movements and the variation of available bodily energies indicates in 
the direction of the geometries of the bodies the development that capitalism 
implies. It is the embodied collective energies that sustain capitalist expropri-
ation on a systemic scale.

  Once the deal is closed, it is discovered that the worker is not “no free 
agent”, that the moment in which he is released to sell his labor power is 
precisely the moment in which he is forced to sell it and that his vampire 
does not give up in their endeavor “as long as there is a muscle, a tendon, 
a drop of blood to suck”. To ‘defend themselves’ against the serpent of its 
torments, the workers have no choice but to tighten the fence and uproot, 
as a class, a state law,  an insurmountable social obstacle, that prevents 
them from selling themselves and selling their offspring as meat of death 
and slavery through a free contract with capital. 

 (Idem 241)   

 The politics of the bodies/ emotions that the free labor contract implies as 
“defence” of the workers’ rights is pointed out by Marx as that which prevents 
the sale of their offspring “as fl esh of death”. 

 The analogical use of the character of the vampire to describe the behaviour 
of the capitalist with respect to the worker leads us to identify the conviction 
of our author about the parasitic nature of the structure of the sensibil-
ities of capitalism as a system. A parasite that, by intervening, “condemns” 
the other to occupy the place of host by which it comes to life, a parasite that 
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makes and becomes the body through what the body, the blood, nourishes 
and which lives off  the death of the fl esh. The vampire analogy is an analogy 
of fl esh that dies when it is sold.

  The character of  capital is the same everywhere, both in its primitive 
and rudimentary forms and in its more progressive manifestations. In 
the Code that imposed the infl uence of  the slavers on the New Mexico 
territory, shortly before the Civil War broke out, it is said: the worker, 
during the time that the capitalist has bought his labor power ‘is his 
money’ (the capitalist) (The labourer is bis (the capitalist’s) money.) It 
is the same idea that the Roman patricians professed. The money lent 
by them to the commoners became, through the provisions bought with 
it, into the fl esh and blood of  the debtor. Therefore, “this fl esh and this 
blood” was “his money.” Hence the Shylockian law of  the XII Tables. 
Linguet’s hypothesis, according to which patrician creditors organized 
from time to time, on the other side of  the Tiber, banquets of  debtor’s 
roast meat, is as questionable as Daumer’s hypothesis about the Last 
Supper of  Christ. 

 (Idem 228)   

 The fl esh and blood of the worker carries the means of life acquired with 
the salary paid by the capitalist who operates a politics of bodies in at least 
two senses: (a) transubstantializes the worker and leaves him in a condition 
to be eaten, and makes it the guarantor with its fl esh of what is “won” here 
on earth, and (b) transforms life into a religious continuity of a life lived as 
repetition. 

 Marx ironically polemicizes with the literary/ mythical/ religious readings 
transformed into a hermeneutics of “capitalist profi t”, pointing out that the 
limit of cannibalism is transgressed as that exploitation becomes fl esh. In the 
fl esh and blood of the worker there is a clear indicator of three key phe-
nomena for the development of capitalism: the limits of the production of 
labour power, the visibility of the exploitation regime, and the management 
of the population. 

 Senses, muscles/ brain, and fl esh elaborate special geometries of the bodies 
in capitalist exploitation that are knotted and tensed with enjoyment, pleasure 
and cruelty as axes of capitalist sensibility.  

  2.2.4     Cruelty as a feature of the worker’s life 

 Among the many practices of feeling associated with the lives lived by workers 
in the framework of capitalist exploitation, cruelty stands out for its persist-
ence and depth. It is used by Marx as a tool to describe the daily experience 
of the forms of work that confi gure sociabilities, experiences and sensibilities 
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associated with death. The material conditions of existence are precisely the 
experiences of a system that, in weaving an acceptable/ accepted sociability, 
elaborates sensibilities that naturalizes dispossession. From food and the pol-
itics of hunger, through working conditions to the initial education of the 
workers’ children, they institutionally instantiate cruelty as a couple in soli-
darity with enjoyment/ abstinence as a mandate for the capitalist. 

 The feeling practices that we have characterized in the complex webs 
between enjoyment and jouissance as axes of the state of sensibilities 
associated with accumulation and exploitation are intertwined with cruelty 
as a form of sociability and experience embodied by the capitalist in his per-
sonifi cation of capital. 

 The cruelty of the conditions of existence and sale of its labour power 
for the worker represents/ actualizes the ghostly forces of fatality that pre-
vent us from perceiving any other way than the actualization of this said sale. 
For the worker, his situation is a “cruel fatality”. The cruelties of capital are 
entangled with various forms of abuse and plunder that make the situation 
of the workers similar to that of the slaves and the Indians of the colonies; it 
is in this context that the law should have come to the aid of the capitalist by 
setting “limits” on exploitation. 

 The structure of cruelty in factories leads Marx to maintain that, in these 
workplaces, Dante would fi nd his most cruel infernal fantasies overcome, and 
it is possible to realize that cruelty, as a bourgeois form of sensibility, implies 
the naturalization of torments and spoils worthy of hell. “Punishments” that 
when taking shape in the sociability of capitalism become part of that of reli-
gion. In consonance with what we have already explored, Marx associates the 
cruel exploitation of the worker with the conditions of the slaves, transferring 
the colonial excesses to the situation of the working classes in the metrop-
olises; something that makes us think again about the feature of coloniality 
of all capitalist action.

  No; who says work capacity does not say work, in the same way that the 
capacity to digest is not the same as digestion. To digest, it is certainly 
not enough to have a good stomach. When we say work capacity, we do 
not ignore the means of life necessary to feed it. Far from it, we express 
the value of these in the value of the former. And if  he cannot sell it, 
it is of no use to the worker; On the contrary, he considers it a cruel 
fatality that his capacity for work requires a certain amount of means of 
life for its production and continues to constantly demand them for its 
reproduction. 

 (Idem 126)   

 There is, in cruelty, a fate of perpetual acceptance and resignation that leaves 
the worker at the mercy of his individual fears: cruelty is an experiential 
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experience that, turned against sensibility, sacralizes collective exploitation. 
Cruelty is also a class deterrence strategy.

  So far, we have observed the instinct to prolong the working day, the 
insatiable hunger for surplus labor, in a fi eld where excessive abuses, not 
outweighed, as a bourgeois economist in England puts it, by the cruelties 
of the Spanish against the Indians in America, fi nally forced capital to be 
tied to the chains of law. Let us now turn to some branches of produc-
tion in which the crushing of the worker’s labor power is still, or was until 
recently, free of all hindrance. 

 (Idem 188)   

 The connections between cruelty, cannibalism and sociability are evident here 
as points that draw one of the triangles that imply exploitation: cruelty and 
the law as an ordering power look at each other in a Faustian sense.

  Let us now see how capital, for its part, conceives this 24- hour system. 
It goes without saying that capital silently passes on the excesses of the 
system and its abuses of  “prolongation cruel and implausible” of the 
working day . 

 (Idem, 203, emphasis ours)   

 The conditions of exploitation are such that the cruelty that they imply 
become for Marx implausible: they go beyond all rational understanding. 
The degrees of cruelty are processed as excesses by keeping them “silent”: the 
pornography of cruelty speaks for itself.

  To this, the author of the Essay on Trade and Commerce replies: ‘If  it is 
considered a divine institution to sanctify the seventh day of the week, 
it follows that the remaining six days are due to work (that is, as imme-
diately it will be seen, capital), and whoever imposes this divine precept 
cannot be called cruel … That humanity in general tends, by nature, to 
comfort and inertia, is a fatal experience that we can see verifi ed in the 
behavior of the mob of our manufactures …’. 

 (Idem 216, our emphasis)   

 The religiosity of cruelty as a nodal part of political economy is one of the 
features that Marx highlights in his critique of bourgeois practices. For Marx 
there is a root of cruelty in capitalist production “methods” that do not 
diminish with machinery and the supposed reduction of the working day.

  The real facts, which the optimism of certain economists tries to disguise, 
are these: the workers displaced by the machinery from the workshop to 
the labor market, where they will increase the census of the labor forces 
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available for capitalist exploitation. In the seventh section, we will see that 
this effect of the machinery, which is to be presented as compensation for 
the working class, is, on the contrary,  the most cruel whip that lashes the 
workers . 

 (Idem, 265– 266, emphasis ours)   

 Machinism hits the body, marks the worker and, far from being a benefi t, 
subjects him to greater cruelty. The whip and the whipping are metaphors for 
a trait that we have already advanced (that is, whipping the servants and the 
slave): cruelty is exemplary, it is part of a sensibility.

  The logical effect of this was appalling cruelty … In many factory 
districts, especially in Lancashire, these innocent and wretched creatures, 
consigned to the manufacturer, were subjected to the most hideous tor-
ture, they were killed on the job … whipped, loaded with chains, and 
tormented with the fi nest refi nements of cruelty; In many factories, they 
were starving and made to work by whipping …. 

 (Idem 645, emphasis ours)   

 Cruelty is not a collateral result of the system of exploitation, it is the key 
to the processes of elaboration of the policies of the bodies/ emotions that 
draw the religious face of capitalism and constitute one of the centres of the 
political economy of morality.

  If  money, according to Augier, “is born with natural blood stains on a 
cheek”, capital comes into the world dripping blood and mud from every 
pore, from head to toe. 

 (Idem 646)   

 Cruelty is not an “effect”, it is not a “consequence”, it is the making- body- the- 
system, there is no capitalist exploitation without the acceptance of cruelty, 
without a forced resignation to the fate of the “cruelty that is life”.   

  2.3     Some final emphasis 

 In the context of the above, it is interesting to synthetically systematize the 
features of Marx’s analytics that mark him as one of the founders of the soci-
ology of emotions, trying to elaborate a framework in which to inscribe what 
will be analysed later in this chapter. 

 Marx’s sociology of emotions can be summarized in three central axes: (a) 
a sociology of sensibilities, (b) a sociology of pain/ oppression, and (c) a soci-
ology of empathy. 

 Each of these sociological views of the world, in turn, can be captured 
by a set of vectors that, dialectically, allow us to observe the constitution 
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of capitalist society. These vectors are, for various reasons, the outstanding 
features of the politics of sensibilities analysed by our author. In this chapter 
we have provided some of the evidence to guarantee the fi rst two axes 
presented here; it is in this context that we offer empathy as a hypothesis that 
we have already explored, with some profundity, in Marx’s ideas about his 
view of otherness (Scribano, 2020). 

     a     From the perspective of sensibility, it is possible to observe the centrality 
of sensibility in three elements: science, the senses, and the objectifi cation 
of life. The history of human beings, other living beings, and the planet 
can be understood by the special place of sensibilities as the “beginning” 
of all science. For Marx, science is made, it is elaborated starting from a 
critical relationship with what is perceived and through the sensible grasp 
of the world.    

 However, for our author, the processes of the social construction of the senses 
are traces of how social history becomes a body. The eye, arms, and ears 
become human qualities in so many socially constructed senses, the situ-
ation of proximity and distance of the senses (marked in particular times/ 
spaces) with the potentialities of the human being to feel and mark their iden-
tity. The third vector is constituted by the senses as a fetishistic object of 
the commodifi cation of the world. For Marx, it is through the senses that 
the objects become, under the rules of things, capricious forms of fantasized 
relationships. 

     b     For Marx the everyday life of capitalism can be understood as alienation 
and cruelty, as sources of pain from the commodifi cation of bodies/ 
emotions. The separation of objects, the separation from oneself, and 
the separation from the collective are the sources of the alienation of 
workers as an experience of social pain. The separation that is radic-
ally experienced in the reconstruction that our author carries out on 
the cruelty of a system that elaborates the unnoticed insensitivity of the 
acceptance of the cruel as destiny.    

 There is also social pain which forms the basis of social accumulation 
mandates. Marx also fi nds, in the tension between ascetic saving and waste, 
the axes of the politics of the sensibilities of capitalist accumulation. The 
rules are abstention or excess according to time/ space that one or the other 
favours accumulation as the central gear of capitalist society. 

 The third vector of Marx’s sociology of social pain is his analysis of the 
conditions of existence of exploited children and women that are the basis for 
the constitution and reproduction of capitalism. One of the most innovative 
facets of Marx, in this sense, is his analysis of the link between the unequal 
distribution of nutrients, conditions of habitability, and social pain. 
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     c     It is clear that beyond all possible contention, Marx offers a classic ana-
lysis of empathy between workers as a class, as a collective, and as a 
common project. For Marx, communism was a utopian form of empathy 
where “each and everyone” would live happily. The critique of capit-
alist ideology is based on the modalities of existing, (being/ conscious-
ness): creating new existences is the objective of the proletariat as a 
class in struggle. Utopia consists of the possibility of feeling in material 
conditions of existence similar/ egalitarian with others. The community 
confi guration as an intersubjective encounter is a radical act of class 
empathy as the beginning of a new society. Marx is dedicated to identi-
fying the obstacles that the system has to avoid in such an encounter and 
points out the ways for its suppression.    

 Finally, our author promotes feeling one with others as a break from alien-
ation and this involves the experience of being part of a collective. With these 
three axes made up of three vectors each, it is possible to elaborate the geom-
etry of a classic sociology of emotions in Marx.   

   Note 

     1     These models/ perspectives are based on: Gross, and Feldman Barrett (2011); Smith 
and Schenider (2009), Hochsild (1990, 2003) and Kemper (1981, 1987, 1990).   
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       Chapter 3 

 Gabriel Tarde    

   Massimo Cerulo      

   3.1     Introduction 

 Gabriel  Tarde (1843– 1904 ) is a fully fl edged classic of sociology, a keen 
observer of individual and historical- social peculiarities who theorized socio-
logical laws and devised new methods for the analysis of social reality. An 
eclectic researcher, endowed with boundless culture, who took part in the sci-
entifi c debate which, in the last decades of the nineteenth century, focused on 
the relationship between society and the individual, and tried to identify rules 
and dynamics that govern this relationship (cf.  Candea, 2010 ;  Davis, 2009 ; 
 Mucchielli, 2000, 1998 ;  Milet, 1970 ). 

 The French sociologist represents a real “case” for what concerns the his-
tory of sociological thought: forgotten for decades by European sociology, 
he was treated in France after his death as a “minor” author compared to the 
(presumed) substance of the Durkheimian school (see Niezen,  2014 ; Bergson, 
  1909 ). But Tarde’s course of study is interdisciplinary. If  we read his resum é , 
we notice a scientifi c path that characterizes the approach of a social theorist. 
Trained in legal studies, he fi rst became a judge (substitute) and then deputy 
prosecutor, and he collaborated actively with the French Ministry of Justice 
until he became, in the last years of his life (1900), professor of modern phil-
osophy and moral psychology at the Coll è ge de France, (at that time, the pos-
ition of Chair of Sociology did not exist the fi rst would be that of Durkheim 
at the Sorbonne in 1913). In this time period, he was considered a prestigious 
researcher as well as a precursor of sociological studies, but a few years after 
his death, with the advent of Durkheim and the affi rmation of his “School”, 
Tarde had almost been forgotten in sociological circles (the commitment of 
Georg Simmel is not enough to obviate this forgetfulness although, in 1891, 
he reviewed the volume  Les lois de l’imitation , showing a wide appreciation 
for the work of the French sociologist, and thus damaging his personal rela-
tionship with Durkheim (Simmel,   1891 )). 

 Especially if  we consider the scientifi c period in which he worked, this looks 
like a an accusation without scientifi c substance, i.e., he was perceived as being 
too devoted to spiritualism and psychologism (see Latour,  2002 ;  Borlandi, 
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1994 ). Overlooking the validity of this accusation, the point is that this ostra-
cism cost a lot to the diffusion of Tarde’s scientifi c production, both in terms 
of obscurantism towards his studies –  his sociological production has almost 
been forgotten: for many years, in France he was cited exclusively as a legal 
expert –  and for a confusion pertinent to his main fi eld of reference. In the 
United States, for example, it has been well  received both through the urban 
studies of Robert Park and, in general, by the Chicago School (see  Joseph, 
2001 ;  Hughes, 1961 ), as well as through Lazarsfeld’s profound diffusion work. 
Lazarsfeld favours Tarde as a researcher of two specifi c concepts: social com-
munication (according to Lazarsfeld, the French sociologist was the fi rst to 
use the concept of conversation, several decades before the studies of Sacks 
on the subject) and opinion (see  Tarde, 1969 ;  Katz, Lazarsfeld, 1955 ). 

 Although, therefore, he has been little considered by many sociologists 
due to the lack of empiricism in his research, his scientifi c production has 
manifested itself  in various fi elds. Even if  the beginning of his professional 
career has a legal imprint, immediately after the age of thirty –  around 1875 –  
he began writing about criminology, social psychology and sociology, clearly 
manifesting his tendency towards the study of society in a broad sense, rather 
than a prolonged interest in the fi eld of law. When, at the end of the 1870, he 
published the volume  Contes et po è mes , we understood how the turning point 
towards the human and social sciences was taking place. After this, he sim-
ultaneously became involved in studies on crime (in later years he came into 
contact with Cesare Lombroso) and on moods, collaborating actively with 
prestigious scientifi c journals and contributing –  thanks to the diffusion of his 
work  La criminalit é  compar é e  –  to the creation of what has been defi ned as the 
“French school”, that is a movement of criminology researchers who related 
the causes of deviance to mainly social reasons (Tarde,   1885 ). 

 But the scientifi c fi eld in which he declares himself  to be more at ease is 
sociology, as his more mature works amply demonstrate. In particular,  Les 
lois de l’imitation  (1890),  La logique sociale  (1895) and  Les lois sociales  (1898), 
attest that the main object of study for Tarde is the relationship between the 
individual and society: with the aim of trying to identify general laws and 
behaviours, both individual and collective, that infl uence and regulate it 
(Tarde,   1884 ).  

  3.2     The first sociologist of emotions:  La logique sociale 
des sentiments  

 Within a study on the contribution of the classics to sociological theories on 
emotions, in our opinion, Tarde can be considered, in historical terms, as the 
“fi rst” sociologist of emotions: the fi rst to have written an entire text on the 
sociology of emotions:  La logique sociale des sentiments  ( Tarde, 1893 ). He 
focused on emotions as a “social emerging” (according to the well- known 
defi nition of Mead found in this book), meaning tools that, by emerging from 
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the psychological and philosophical study in which they had been locked up 
until then, allowed the birth of social interaction which proved to be decisive 
for maintaining social balance. In this text, Tarde is the fi rst sociologist to 
provide us with an analysis of the diffusion of emotions from the individual 
to the group, through a process based on forms of imitation and contagion of 
expressions, attitudes and behaviours (see  Abrutyn, Mueller, 2014 ). 

 The French sociologist, placing himself  on a line of thought similar to that 
of Feuerbach (who considered the senses as the main tools for investigating 
and analysing social reality, according to the theorem “feeling leads to truth”), 
considers emotional- sentimental states and their manifestation as crucial 
elements for the analysis of social reality, equal to the behaviours defi ned as 
rational. In addition –  and this is a fundamental point of Tarde’s theory –   he 
highlights a “logic” in the social manifestation of emotions, describing the 
latter not only as tools of social integration and encounter with the other (and 
therefore as the social glue which holds society together) but also identifying 
the signs of a social construction of emotions implemented by charismatic 
leaders ( meneur , in Tarde’s original terms) or dominant groups, who would 
use it as a tool of power ( Tarde, 1893 ; see Citton, 2010). 

 In the text  La logique sociale des sentiments , an essay on social theory 
that saw the light for the fi rst time in 1893, published within the  Revue 
Philosophique , Tarde writes and theorizes emotional- sentimental states from 
a sociological perspective: the latter are, in fact, intended as tools for meeting, 
communication and social integration. They are used to analyse the relation-
ship between individuals and society without anchoring to “oppressive” socio-
logical categories such as individualism or holism, action and structure, but 
trying to analyse the details of human behaviours, interpreting them through 
the emotional- rational interpretation. We could therefore consider Tarde as 
the founder of a “microsociology” (see  Tonkonoff, 2017 ;  Latour et al., 2012 ) 
as argued, in particular, by Gilles Deleuze who, commenting on the innov-
ation of the French researcher’s sociological approach, puts it this way:

  It is completely wrong to reduce Tarde’s sociology to a psychologism or 
even an interpsychology. Tarde criticizes Durkheim for assuming what 
must be explained –  namely, “the similarity of thousands of men”. For the 
alternative –  impersonal givens or the Ideas of great men –  he substitutes 
the little ideas of little men, the little inventions and interferences between 
imitative currents. What Tarde inaugurates is a microsociology, which is 
not necessarily concerned with what happens between individuals but with 
what happens within a single individual: for example, hesitation under-
stood as “infi nitesimal social opposition”, or invention as “infi nitesimal 
social adaptation”. (…) All of Tarde’s philosophy may be presented in 
this light: as a dialectic of difference and repetition which founds the pos-
sibility of a micro sociology upon a whole cosmology. 

 ( Deleuze, 1968 : 314, Eng edn 1994)   
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 In terms of a sociology of emotions, from an historical perspective it is 
already evident that Tarde is an innovator and a forerunner of theories that 
will be structured in the years to come. Before the other classics of sociology, 
he focused on the role of emotional- sentimental states, considering them as 
means of social integration and therefore subjects of sociological investigation 
(Tarde, like his other colleagues of that time –  Durkheim, Weber, Simmel –  
did not provide hermeneutic and etymological distinctions between the terms 
emotion, sentiment, passion: thus, states of feeling very different from each 
other in intensity and duration are catalogued indifferently in the type feeling 
states). All this nineteen years before Durkheim’s  Les formes  é l é mentaires de 
la vie religieuse , fi fteen years before Simmel’s  Gro ß e Soziologie  (in our opinion, 
the sociologist of emotions par excellence), eleven years before Weber’s  Die 
protestantische Ethik und der Geist des Kapitalismus . This is fully eighty years 
before the appearance in the United States of the fi rst scientifi c articles on 
the sociology of emotions and the consequent creation of ad hoc university 
chairs (see Kemper, 1978;  Hochschild, 1975 ). 

 For Tarde, a profound reader and connoisseur of Auguste Comte’s works, 
the social relationship arises mainly thanks to two moods or impulses, as he 
himself  defi nes them, which would characterize and guide the behavioural 
choices of the vast majority of members of a society:  desire  and  belief  (see 
Tarde, 1880). The sociologist’s task is to decipher the different ways in which 
these two moods combine, giving place to different forms of social relation-
ship. The researcher’s gaze must turn to the perspective of social actors and 
to the way in which a social phenomenon changes according to the perspec-
tive of the latter. It is therefore necessary to use a sociological method that 
explains the history of societies with the ideas of its actors and not with those 
of the social scientist ( Tarde, 1890 ). In other words, it is not a question of 
reasoning about the cause- effect relationship of a social phenomenon (other-
wise sociology would become a sort of metaphysics or ontology), but of iden-
tifying the social laws of which it is composed and, through them, explaining 
the phenomenon itself  by interpreting it in the light of those laws. And by 
proceeding, moreover, to an historical- social comparison with similar phe-
nomena observed in other societies or in other epochs: analysing and linking 
similarities and repetitions to which these social phenomena give place (see 
 Tarde, 1904 ). Social science must, therefore, be comparative, elementary and 
inter- psychological: studying the multiplicity of actions/ reactions of a social 
action and of a feeling about another person or another feeling. We could 
therefore say that, in general, for Tarde, “doing sociology” means studying 
the concatenation of short fl ows of action from one subject to another: it is 
the problem of the micro- sociological construction of reality implemented by 
individual subjects or social groups in the course of history:

  (My) conception is, in fact, almost the exact opposite of the unilinear 
evolutionists’ notion and of M. Durkheim’s. Instead of explaining 
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everything by the supposed supremacy of a law of evolution, which 
compels collective phenomena to reproduce and repeat themselves indef-
initely in a certain order, –  instead of thus explaining lesser facts by 
greater, and the part by the whole, –  I explain collective resemblances of 
the whole by the massing together of minute elementary acts –  the greater 
by the lesser and the whole by the part. This way of regarding phenomena 
is destined to work a transformation in sociology similar to that brought 
about in mathematics by the introduction of the infi nitesimal calculus. 

 ( Tarde, 1898 , Eng edn 1899: 35).   

 To implement such methodological practices, the sociologist must resort to 
two sciences: social logic and social teleology, which are the basis of general 
sociology. On the one hand, social logic aims to identify the right mix between 
the beliefs in vogue in a given society, in order to guarantee a peaceful balance 
between its members. Social logic must indicate the changes which the subdiv-
ision of affi rmative or negative belief will have to undergo, in order to achieve its 
main social objective, namely to avoid contradiction and to obtain an agreement 
for the welfare of society. On the other hand, social teleology, studies desire and 
must analyse how to distribute desire, both in terms of its valence, meaning a 
desire transformed into repulsion, and in terms of intensity, to maximize the con-
vergence of social desires and to minimize their opposition ( Tarde, 1895 : 13– 14):

  But it is then true that, within feelings, something that corresponds to 
the social or individual systems of ideas and beliefs; to the social or indi-
vidual systems of intentions or desires exists? Absolutely yes. There is, in 
the public heart as well as in the private one, a close solidarity between 
certain sympathies which suppose certain antipathies, between certain 
prides which presume certain contempts, etc. These systems, which play a 
huge role throughout history, are the solution provided by social logic to 
our fi rst problem. Feelings, we know, have a double face: belief  on the one 
hand, desire on the other. They are judgments and wills combined into 
original impressions, into feelings of a higher level which have as their 
object ideas, actions and impressions of other individuals. Their pos-
sible agreement is therefore of two types, logical or teleological, or one 
and the other at the same time. In other words, the different coexisting 
feelings owe their cohesion to: (1) that for which they confi rm each other 
or which, by the way, do not contradict each other; (2) that for which they 
help each other or for which, by the way, they do not hinder each other. 

(Tarde, 1893: 563, French edn).    

  3.3     Emotional infection and leaders 

 Let’s deepen the analysis from the point of view of the sociology of emotions. 
According to the French sociologist, many of the most common social 
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behaviours are actually created by only a few individuals: those with greater 
personality, spirit of initiative, enterprise; the rest of the subjects do nothing 
but  wish  to be like those individuals,  believing  that the behaviour of the latter 
is the best and the more desirable in a given social circumstance ( Tarde, 1890 ). 
This belief  is based on a process of imitation that spreads from one individual 
to another until it reaches the mass (see  Borch, St ä heli 2009, Borch 2005 ). 
Therefore, there would be fewer subjects, leaders, to create social actions, 
attitudes, behaviours and morals. The rest of the members of a society would 
do nothing but follow this example above all for the good of society and its 
balance: to avoid social confl icts and discussions. This process would also 
shape public opinion or at least a large part of it. A path of imitation would, 
therefore, take place, with the aim of copying the dominant perspective, 
which would entail various advantages: among them, social integration and 
low mental fatigue for those who imitate others ( Tarde, 1901 ). 

 Distancing himself  from Spencer’s theories on the evolution of society 
( Spencer, 1885 ;  1865 ) Tarde identifi es, in individual socio- psychological 
processes, the engine of the formation of emotions, opinions, trends, attitudes, 
and interaction practices: more than interest or utilitarian calculation, it 
would be the beliefs and actions of a few individuals that guide the behaviour 
of the group ( Tarde, 1907 ; see also  Mubi Brighenti, 2010 ). The social being, 
therefore, does nothing but behave like a sleep- walker: he/ she deludes him/ 
herself  and believes he/ she has his own ideas and feelings, when instead the 
latter are suggested and “imposed” by others through a sort of emotional 
infection:

  An assembly or an association, a crowd or a sect, has no other idea than 
the one that is blown into it, and this idea, this more or less intelligible 
trace of an aim to pursue, a means to employ, may well diffuse from 
one’s brain to the brains of all, remains the same; he who blows the idea 
is therefore accountable of its direct effects. But the emotion that comes 
with this idea and diffuses with it, does not remain the same, rather it 
intensifi es through a sort of mathematical progression, so that what was 
moderate desire or hesitant opinion in the mind of the author of such 
propagation, for instance the fi rst inspirer of a suspicion about a certain 
category of citizens, swiftly turns into passion and belief, hate and fanati-
cism, in the fermentable mass where such germ is brought. 

 ( Tarde, 1901 : 165– 166, French edn)   

 In particular, when in his studies he analyses what he calls “extra- logic 
infl uences” ( Tarde, 1890; 1893 ), the French sociologist, speaking of  emo-
tional infection, uses concepts such as “sleep- walking” and “magnetism” to 
explain the process of  imitation of  the subordinate towards the superior, of 
the mass (crowd) towards the leaders ( meneur ). The latter, therefore, represent 
the inventors, those who would spread their inventions to the masses through 
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the prestige held in the eyes of  the latter, in a process whose success is dir-
ectly proportional to the intensity of  the emotions that the leader is able to 
arouse in the public. A sort of  emotional entrainment ( Abrutyn, Mueller, 
2014 : 708):

  Now many great men from Rameses to Alexander, from Alexander to 
Mahomet, from Mahomet to Napoleon, have thus polarised the soul of 
their people! How often has a prolonged gaze upon the brilliant point of 
one man’s glory or genius thrown a whole people into a state of catalepsy! 
The torpor that appears in somnambulism is, as we know, only superfi -
cial; it masks an intense excitement. This is the reason why the somnam-
bulist does not hesitate to perform great feats of strength and skill. 

 ( Tarde, 1890 , Eng edn 1903: 83)   

 We have therefore clarifi ed the role played by emotions in this process of imi-
tation and infection. But are these emotions then manifested in an uncon-
scious and unthinking way, without any rationality on the part of the one 
who shows them? To answer this question, it is appropriate to recall Tarde’s 
characteristic theoretical perspective, as well as his vision of social action. 

 He lines up social theorists, those who do not have to do with numbers 
and statistics, choosing a theme to which the economy does not pay 
attention: emotional- sentimental states, actions that start and take impulse 
directly from the heart, which play a decisive role in human life. The latter 
hold social life together ( Tarde, 1893 ). Sanctioning from the Kantian vision 
that theorized them as “cancers” of reason and carriers of individual and 
social madness and imbalance, Tarde theorizes (at fi rst glance paradoxically) 
a logic within them, a sort of strategy in the manifestation of emotional- 
sentimental states. If  the social relationship arises mainly through desires and 
beliefs, if  there are few individuals who create social action, who “invent”, 
according to Tarde’s terminology, new behaviours to be then imitated by the 
masses, in that case this should also be valid for emotions and for the feelings 
through which members of a society come into contact. The individual cannot 
simply be prey to his emotional states, so “suffering” without any power over 
them: there must be a channel to address them, an object to which they can 
be directed, a social procedure to manage them. There is, therefore, a social 
logic in the manifestation of emotions, precisely because it is society that 
“imposes” it: it pushes its members to be emotionally cautious with respect to 
the behaviours put in place in order to maintain the social balance necessary 
for peaceful relations between the subjects (see  Tarde, 1895 ). 

 This result, however, is an achievement of modernity. This is a fundamental 
point. As the French sociologist demonstrates through a series of diachronic 
analysis, in fact, several confl icts have broken out in the history of humanity 
because individuals have not been able to analyse and contain their emotions, 
privileging the negative ones –  carriers of imbalance –  to the detriment of 
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those positive –  vehicles of peace and social harmony (think of the wars of 
primitive, ancient and medieval societies). During the process of social aggre-
gation typical of modern states, however, individuals are forced to share their 
emotions with those of foreign individuals: it is the only way to build inte-
gration and collaboration. In this process, positive emotions play a main role 
within the nascent states, as they allow social collaboration, a peaceful life 
and, consequently, the survival of an enlarged society. Modern individuals are 
therefore required to analyse their feelings, to reason about the most suitable 
forms of emotional manifestations to be used, based on the circumstances in 
which they fi nd themselves and the person in front of them. 

 According to Tarde, therefore, emotions and feelings and the way in which 
they are manifested hold social life together: a stable society is, fi rst of all, 
an “intertwining of feelings of sympathy” ( Tarde, 1893 : 561), of positive 
emotions harmonized with each other. But how can society transmit one 
emotion rather than another? And how do individuals adapt to the feeling 
rules imposed by society? 

 Tarde distances himself  from the Durkheimian vision of a  sui generis 
society  (which in the early twentieth century would become dominant in 
France and beyond) and aims to privilege the role played by the individual in 
creating social integration. It is not society that binds and manages individual 
relationships, but rather the hearts of individuals that allow social relations 
and, therefore, create society (because of this theory, some late- twentieth- 
century analyses paint Tarde as the theorist of the end of the social sphere 
(Latour,  2002 ; see also  King, 2016 ;Toews 2003).  

  3.4     The Logic of Social Sphere, Emotions and Morals 

 To answer the two previous questions, it is necessary to focus on the French 
sociologist’s study on sexual morality ( Tarde, 1907 ). Tarde studies its change-
able traits, relying on the processes of imitation and the desire- belief  fl ows, not 
limiting himself  to reconstructing the changes that have occurred during the 
course of history (for example, the main stages of the evolution of marriage in 
the various eras) nor to listing the social causes responsible for these changes. 
His objective is indeed to analyse the social laws that produce changes in the 
public and private manifestation of emotional states and, consequently, the 
change in sexual morality. The latter, in turn, will produce changes in the law, 
in religion, in the behaviour of individual societies. 

 To produce this study, he reconstructs the history and geography of sexual 
unions, analysing their evolution in a comparative perspective. To this end, 
Tarde notes that monogamy has historically been the most widespread sexual 
practice, both in “savage” and in more civilized populations. The explanation 
can only derive from propagation and repetition of both male and female cus-
toms and the habits of different populations. Monogamy (and the consequent 
emotional behaviours between partners, both public and private), is therefore 
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the originating practice of sexual relations because it is the most widespread 
practice. 

 To analyse the variations of sexual morality, Tarde then studies the degree 
of civilization reached by specifi c societies through the diffusion of reli-
gious practices, civil interaction, conversation and  divertissement  (theatres, 
newspapers, etc.). These elements infl uence and shape the emotional 
behaviours put in place by the subjects and, consequently, are the causes of 
the changes in sexual morality in different societies and eras. The propagation 
of these emotional behaviours always occurs through forms of imitation and 
emotional infection:

  Sometimes it is a  sculptor , sometimes a  painter , sometimes a  tailor , who 
dares something a bit  risky . A slightly more realistic nudity, a more open 
bodice, from which the bust of a graceful woman emerges (…). Once 
acquired and legitimized, this progress becomes intangible and serves as 
a starting point for a new progress, which, starting in the rich classes of 
the big cities, spreads slowly from here to the rest of the population (…). 

 (Tarde, 1907: 18, French edn)   

 However, do not forget that, in order for this movement not to clash with 
any decisive and reactive resistance from the public, it is fi rst needed that the 
feelings and moral habits, shaped under the weight of tradition and religious 
beliefs, have lost strength before collapsing completely. There is a continuous 
alternation, which must never be forgotten, of action and reaction, between 
beliefs and desires ( Tarde, 1907 : 18, French edn). 

 When old beliefs, related to tradition or religion, lose importance in terms 
of sources from which to learn emotional behaviours and sexual practices, 
small individual initiatives intervene, those that Tarde calls “inventions”. 
They can become models to follow when they are repeated, imitated and 
propagated (that is, when the crowd is infected by such models through the 
manifestation of specifi c emotions that accompany certain behaviours). 

 Changes in morality based on the affi rmation of such inventions through 
repetition, which propagates, remember, through a form of emotional infec-
tion that spreads from the individual to the group. Note the difference 
between Durkheim’s normative and coercive view of morality compared to 
Tarde’s spiritualistic and vital one. For the latter, the shaping of emotions and 
behaviours always comes from an imitation: a subject infl uences the desires 
and beliefs of others, based on specifi c social conditions: wealth, class, cul-
ture, religion, etc. 

 The emotions faced by Tarde –  this is the key point of his theory –  are 
born in the heart of each subject; later, they become intertwined with those 
experienced by other individuals and can change shape or manifestation. But 
the social relationship takes shape thanks to the action carried out by the 
individual subject, who comes into contact with a fellow through the sharing 
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of an emotion. Subsequently, the individual endowed with greater personality 
or charisma has the task of harmonizing this encounter, ensuring that this 
intertwining extends and lasts for the survival of society: to ensure that other 
positive emotions and feelings arise, those that make life in common possible 
and affable through forms of mutual solidarity and collaboration. This is 
why, according to Tarde, social groups are born, within which many subjects 
imitate the emotion felt and shared by the fi rst individual/ s. The role of these 
leaders ( meneurs ) (that is, those who invent behaviours and share emotions) is 
fundamental for the maintenance of society. 

 However, Tarde knows well that social life is not only intertwined with 
positive emotions: there is also a mixture of  sympathy and antipathy, love 
and hate, joy and sadness. This happens in every society, regardless of  the 
historical era. The role of  individuals (the leaders mentioned above) lies pre-
cisely in being able to create and maintain that emotional- sentimental balance 
that allows every society to live harmoniously and according to a stable 
form. It is, therefore, very important that the opposite emotions generated 
within a group or a society (or of  several groups or societies in relation to 
each other), fi nd a  teleological  agreement (not just one that is logical), to 
guarantee the survival of  the society itself. If  this harmony is not achieved, 
the balance shatters and the society is forced to renew itself: through new 
elections or electoral consultations (in democratic societies), or through 
wars and confl icts when there is no harmony between societies or nations 
( Tarde, 1893 ). 

 In summary: Gabriel Tarde can therefore be considered as the fi rst soci-
ologist of emotions. He argued that emotions are conveyed and modelled by 
individual actions according to the historical- social context in which they are 
implemented. This means that they become tools of integration and social 
balance, thus anticipating the theory that, in the second half  of the twentieth 
century, was thematized as a “social construction of emotions”. This identi-
fi ed a line of sociological studies on emotional- sentimental states that arose 
a few decades ago in the United States and considered emotions as elements 
existing in the human organism –  exactly like Tarde’s view: they are born in 
the heart of each subject –  but which take shape exclusively thanks to social 
relationships and the symbols through which these relationships acquire 
meaning in a specifi c social context (see  Cerulo, 2019 ). Yet, for Tarde, they 
form at the same time of their interpretation and of the consciousness of the 
subject located in a determined and specifi c social context as well as of his 
interactions with other individuals. The social construction of emotions is 
one with the manifestation of the emotion itself  and, as such, it is constantly 
changing: emotions change following changes in social rules of behaviour 
and in relationships between individuals ( Tarde, 1907 ). 

 Tarde would be part of, clearly unconsciously due to the years in which 
he writes, this scientifi c  of of the sociology of emotions We could say that it 
generates the prodromes. Better, it represents the initiator, the one who fi rst 
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sees what will be, the forerunner of a line of studies that would fl ourish, insti-
tutionally and academically, almost eighty years later.  

  3.5     Emotions as a social glue 

 Tarde clarifi es that emotions are social constructions and directly depend on 
the interactions that take shape between individuals, and does this also when 
he addresses the relationship between them and religion, which plays the dual 
role of imitative assimilation between human beings of the same civilization 
and of differentiation between human beings of different civilizations:

  After all, Religion exercises such a powerful action on the public heart 
because it is the most energetic means of both imitative assimilation 
between humans of the same civilization, and of differentiation (parallel 
imitative) between humans of different civilizations. It is therefore to the 
laws of Imitation (…) that we must ask for the ultimate explanation of 
vicissitudes of feeling. The fi nal work of Imitation, as for Religion, seem 
to me to be the development of sympathy; but the former, like the latter, 
very often debuts through a reverse effect. The moment in which two 
populations, hitherto indifferent to each other, begin to feel a mutual 
dislike is when they begin to imitate each other. 

 ( Tarde, 1893 : 37– 38, French edn)   

 Through religious rites, emotions and their manifestations are “domesticated”, 
made malleable and manageable, transformed into that social glue that holds 
together the members of a community (including both those who are born 
there, and foreigners or migrants). 

 According to Tarde, religions have understood the need to control and to 
address what one naturally feels. They focused on the issue of social har-
mony: to have peace and social integration, it is necessary to transform nat-
ural emotions into what we have defi ned as social constructions: common 
habits, collective rites, in order to homologate individuals to a “controlled” 
manifestation of their own feelings. 

 According to Tarde’s analysis, religion is a “form of cement” among 
people, in the sense that, through religious rites, the emotional- sentimental 
states experienced by a few individuals spread to others. Even better, they 
are imitated by others. Feeling the same emotion –  or being convinced to do 
so –  creates strength, transmits self- esteem and generates that social cohesion 
of which Durkheim would prove to be a master, but from a different perspec-
tive. It is not society that, through the religious ritual, “creates” the individ-
uals, but it is the latter who participate (and, ultimately, constitute) the ritual 
by sharing their emotional- sentimental states and, from this experience, they 
build more. The previously expressed concept of emotional entrainment is 
back again. 
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 Through his analysis of the relationship between religion and emotions, 
Tarde theorizes how the latter are a kind of cultural artefact that directly 
depend on the socio- historical context in which they take shape. If  it is true that 
leaders experience an inner feeling which, following social rules, they mani-
fest according to forms and modalities dependent on their will, it is equally 
true that most of the subjects belonging to the same circle will tend to imitate 
such behaviours: they will be convinced that they feel the same emotions, they 
will build social representations based on what Tarde calls “the law of imita-
tion” and will implement behaviours directly dependent on the intensity of 
the emotion built in common. In this sense, among the examples most often 
cited by Tarde in his works there is racism, meant as a mixture of feelings of 
hatred and contempt felt by one or more individuals towards others, which is 
not natural but which has been constructed by historical- social context. 

 Taking part in a religious rite, practicing a creed, inevitably means 
manifesting the emotions that religion spreads: imitating the priests, 
the leaders, who provide subjects with the behavioural indications to be 
expressed in the rite. To support this thesis, Tarde often uses the example of 
Christianity: it has favored the spread of positive feelings (of sympathy and 
affection) among believers and practitioners. 

 In other words, religion is a generating force of both positive and negative 
emotions. Unlike Durkheim, who theorized that collective consciousness or 
effervescence remains suspended and indistinct in the empty, devoid of a clear 
differentiation in terms of emotions, feelings, affects or passions, in Tarde’s 
analysis, the feelings begin to have a name (sympathy, antipathy, affection, 
joy, envy, etc.) and disclose as a picklock of social action through a practice 
that has logic and rationality. 

 Contrary to what Durkheim will affi rm, these are not individuals who 
during a religious rite are seized by electricity that leads them to exaltation, nor 
do emotions resemble an avalanche that increases as we advance ( Durkheim, 
1912 ). When leaders participate in the ritual and share their emotions (or 
better: they invent or spread specifi c forms of emotional manifestation), they 
do so with a rational awareness that is necessary for the survival of society 
(emotions will be positive or negative based on the objective to be achieved 
for the good of the group itself). 

 In Tarde, therefore, the individual- religion relationship is bijective: if, on 
the one hand, it is the individual who acts, building and putting into practice 
the rite, imitating and letting himself  be emotionally infected by other peers; 
then, on the other hand, it is from this sharing that new emotions are born in 
a process of social construction (generated by an individual action) that never 
ends (otherwise we would live a society without relationships). 

 The refl ections produced by Tarde on the relationship between emotional- 
sentimental states and modernity are also interesting in this sense ( Tarde, 
1893 ). Even before Simmel – who in the 1903 text  Die Gro ß st ä dte und das 
Geistesleben  tackled the theme in great depth –  Tarde grasps the ambivalence 
that modern life brings to the manifestation of emotional- sentimental states. 
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The freedom from family and neighbourhood ties and the cosmopolitanism 
that can be breathed in the cities of the late nineteenth century translate, 
on the one hand, into a wide choice of subjects to attend and who direct 
emotions and feelings (a relationship is undertaken by choice and not as an 
obligation, as was the case in rural areas and in past ages); on the other hand, 
however, these states of mind are no longer as strong as in past times but are 
fl eeting and not very deep, as they are subject to the modern social need for 
the continuous satisfaction of new relationships  

  3.6     Conclusion 

 For Tarde, what every human being keeps in his or her interiority is a private 
and public treasure at the same time. It is an individual and social resource. 
An engine that, if  used well, allows individuals (and therefore the societies 
they live and act in) to progress and grow over time. After all, as the French 
sociologist explains:

  the social life is a long, obscure, and tortuous transition from a state of 
elementary diversity to one marked by the possession of personal physi-
ognomy. It appears as a mysterious alembic of numberless spiral curves 
where one thing is sublimated in another, where out of an infi nite number 
of dements that have been bent and crushed and despoiled of their dis-
tinct characteristics is mental and fl eeting attributes of personality, its 
idiosynextracted an essential and volatile principle, the funda- crasies, its 
ways of thinking and feeling, here to- day, vanished to- morrow. 

 (Tarde,   1890 : 393, Eng edn 1903)   

 The social analysis on emotions carried out by Tarde is remarkable, especially 
if  we consider the time in which was written. In a nutshell, it represents an 
intuition that will prove fruitful in the future for numerous generations of 
social researchers: emotional and rational action are nothing more than two 
sides of the same coin, that is the social action that from the mind and heart 
of each individual simultaneously draws his own existential oxygen. 

 It is, therefore, worthwhile, in conclusion, to underline the two socio-
logical “discoveries” of Tarde: he theorizes that emotions are often socially 
constructed, shared and domesticated through a process of social imitation 
and emotional infection that starts from one or more leaders and gets to the 
mass; and he also provides us with an anticipation of the role of social glue 
that emotions can play within a specifi c group.   
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  Chapter 4 

  É mile Durkheim    

   Juan Pablo V á zquez Guti é rrez  1        

   4.1     Introduction 

 The goal of this chapter is to offer a general overview of Durkheim’s approach 
to emotions and affections.  2   Although this goal may seem simple and descrip-
tive, in reality it entails a series of diffi culties that must be explained. 

 Strictly speaking, Durkheim’s work was not dedicated to the analysis of 
emotions. Yet it is possible to reconstruct his view of them by considering the 
references he makes to them. In an exercise of this type, we must stress the 
highly selective nature of the vision presented. The criteria for the selective 
process entail fi nding passages related to the emotional dimension, linked 
particularly to a key component found in all of Durkheim’s work –  his diag-
nosis of the moral integration of modern societies. In this sense, our review 
has a dual purpose –  to reconstruct the trajectory of Durkheimian thinking 
on moral integration, and at the same time to show its connections to the 
topic of emotions. 

 The argument we are defending is that, even though the author did not dir-
ectly cover the emotional component, it is not an irrelevant or fringe issue in 
his work, instead representing an essential piece of his thought. It is seen in 
the foundations of his thinking on the normative construction of social life, 
integration, and social change. 

 Considering these points, this chapter is divided into three sections. The 
fi rst refers to the Durkheimian analysis of the emotional foundations of the 
normative world, through a review of three aspects –  the interiorization of 
norms, the control of emotions, and the desirability of the ideal. The second 
section summarizes a reconstruction of the main aspects of the Durkheimian 
diagnosis of modern societies, highlighting his explanation of the emer-
gence of the emotional regime within them, as well as the main collective 
affections exposed by their crises –  anomie and selfi shness. The third considers 
Durkheim’s analysis of the symbolic institution of society and the role of the 
sacred in processes of integration and social change, reviewing his emotional 
expression in processes of collective effervescence. 
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 Finally, we must note the format of this text, which in theory has been 
conceived as a  preliminary outline  for the purpose of identifying the main 
topics and problems linked to Durkheim’s view of the emotional dimension. 
Once this point has been clarifi ed, the goal of this text is to situate and pin-
point the issues that are relevant to our topic, and to establish lines of thought 
by which to refl ect on them.  3    

  4.2     The emotional foundations of the normative word 

 We can identify within Durkheim’s theory some important points of con-
tinuity that underpin his thinking on modern societies. In this sense, far from 
a series of dispersed topics that seem to lead him through many different 
non- interconnected ideas (from the division of work to suicide, from law to 
education, from family to religion), it is possible to identify in his works some 
recurring concerns about one object considered from several angles –  the 
topic of social integration and the weight of the moral and emotional aspects 
present in this process. 

 As we move towards an understanding of this central problem that gives 
meaning to his work, it is convenient to recall some key topics and concepts 
that are crucial to his theory –  an inquiry into the conditions that make pos-
sible the integration of a differentiated social order; the identifi cation of the 
new role of individualism and of organic solidarity; the need to diagnose the 
moral malaise of modern European societies, made clear in its increasing sui-
cide rates; and the search for symbolic mechanisms to face the main problems 
of social integration. The listing of these topics reveals a progressive course 
toward an understanding of the moral dimension. This course begins with 
asking about the mechanisms that make social order possible. We shall recon-
struct the main terms of his thinking on this topic, placing special emphasis 
on their link with the emotional dimension. 

     1.1     In  The Rules of the Sociological Method  (1895), Durkheim defi nes social 
facts as collective ways of doing, thinking, and feeling that are  imposed on 
us  and which we would not have reached by following our own inclinations 
( Durkheim, 1982 : 59).    

 The defi nition in Chapter 1 of  The Rules of the Sociological Method  fi rst 
presents social facts as,

  ways of acting, thinking, and feeling which possess the remarkable prop-
erty of existing outside the consciousness of the individual. Not only are 
these types of behaviour and thinking external to the individual, but they 
are endured with a compelling and coercive power by virtue of which, 
whether he wishes it or not, they impose themselves upon him.   
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 A few pages later, the defi nition is expanded with the words,

  A social fact is any way of acting, whether fi xed or not, capable of 
exerting over the individual an external constraint; or which is  general  
over the whole of a given society whilst having an existence of its own 
 independent  of  its individual manifestations. 

 (Durkheim, 1982: 51 and 59, italics added)   

 The identifi cation of this  imperative  nature leads us to an important implicit 
conclusion in Durkheim’s perspective –  the social world has a moral nature. 
What does this claim mean? Strictly speaking, it means that the social world 
is made up of collective representations, values, and feelings with the coercive 
power and prestige needed to be imposed upon individuals. 

     1.2.     Through what process is this constrictive social world put into place, a 
world that emphasizes obligations and behaviour patterns, when they did 
not exist naturally? Why does the agent accept the determinations imposed 
by society, to the detriment of the free expression of his nature? The typ-
ically social power of coercion, assumed to be a moral obligation, refers 
to an act of  obedience with informed consent . According to Durkheim, 
such an act is possible due to a subject’s internal willingness –  the  spirit of 
discipline  ( Durkheim, 1982 : 178). This is the name given to the process by 
which the principle of duty is interiorized. In Durkheim’s view, the moral 
act is unthinkable without this faculty, accepted as a basic disposition that 
must be constructed throughout the socialization process. As such, for our 
author, society imposes upon us, but in doing so it socializes us and creates 
in us the mechanisms that make us accept and require it. Durkheim cer-
tainly recognizes that there is no social conformism that does not at the 
same time suppose relative margins of individual autonomy (Durkheim, 
1982: 46, note 6). Yet even within these margins of freedom, the will itself  
constitutes a social product; it is always a will determined socially and 
compelled by conditions that lead to action in the indicated social sense 
in virtue of the respect imposed by these conditions. As we can see, the 
heart of the problem behind these ideas is none other than an explanation 
of the collective order by means of a theory of social regulation. This 
work presents an outline of Durkheim’s sociopolitical perspective, where 
we fi nd a fi rst explanation of the conditions that guarantee the institution 
and maintenance of social life, based on its  normative dimensions .  

     1.3.     According to Durkheim, social acts constitute a  patterned  behaviour. In 
this sense, there is a direct correlation between the Durkheimian char-
acterization of the moral act and his defi nition of social facts as  moulds  
into which action is poured ( Durkheim, 1982 : 58). With this basis, the 
Durkheimian perspective leads us to the confi guration of a social world 
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regulated by moral guidelines, such that society becomes a  moral power  
that, as an object of respect and a source of shared ideas, sets  norma-
tive frameworks within which action is inscribed . In this way, it is pos-
sible to assert that Durkheim’s point of view establishes a tradition that 
assumes that social action is a process engraved in  normative frameworks ; 
“The dominant models in the fi eld of the theory of social action can be 
differentiated by the image of their anthropological case. There are three 
dominant ones. One of them is  homo moralis , which came from Durkheim 
and Kant’s sociologization and was revisited and enhanced by Parsons 
and structural functionalism. This image is of a moral subject who has 
interiorized a normative universe that applies in his different situations 
of action, a disciplined reader of all- inclusive codes who knows what is 
prescribed for himself  and for others in each possible situation” ( Ramos, 
1999b : 236).  

     1.4.     In the arena of emotions and affections, this compulsory determination 
supposes an ongoing labour of control and emotional management 
geared toward limiting, transforming, or displacing natural inclinations, 
in an attempt to adjust them to the requirements of social life. The col-
lective guidelines established for what is socially expected, demand ways 
of feeling and make up a normative framework that is continuously in 
place, explicitly or implicitly, affi rming the accepted emotional expressions 
and sanctioning feelings considered to be  inappropriate . This norma-
tive confi guration regarding the emotional dimension has been subse-
quently developed, for instance, by authors such as Arlie Hochschild, in 
his analysis of “feeling rules,” and by William Reddy, with his concept 
of “emotional regime.” Among Spanish speakers, this concept has been 
developed and enhanced from a Foucauldian angle by Federico Besserer, 
considering the term “regimes of feelings” to refer to the dimension of 
normative control that regulates the fi eld of the emotions (Cf.  Bericat, 
2000 ; Pampler, 2014;  Besserer, 2014 ).  

     1.5.     According to  The Rules of the Sociological Method , that which makes 
it possible to comply with a normative order is society’s transcendence 
and moral authority. In this sense, the subject takes on the norm as legit-
imate, in that it represents a  superior  power that is at the same time a 
 desirable  value. Society thus seems to the individual to be a principle that 
imposes compliance with the normativity in virtue of its  transcendence  
( Durkheim, 1982 : 176– 178). This transcendent reality is made up of two 
dimensions. Along with Duty, social life entails a less- visible dimension –  
the Good ( Durkheim, 1982 : 48, note).  

     1.6.     Social life, as Durkheim established, is not simply a constricting world, at 
least not  only that . It is also, and above all, an order that is taken as  legit-
imate , as well as a  desired  order, in that it is underpinned by social ideas 
from which the individual affi rms his social condition and transcends 
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beyond himself. Coercion is assumed  only and to the degree to which  the 
society is a  regulatory power  as well as a  desired good . In this sense, no 
regulation can be established without a basis of value; there is no way to 
demand respect for the norm if  this norm does not have values that make 
this compliance acceptable. Meanwhile, this value is fed by appropriate 
 feelings  that lead to the required action being carried out. It is this union 
between Good and Duty that characterizes social acts, that makes it pos-
sible for them to be imposed upon us.     

  4.3     Durkheim’s diagnosis of modern societies: social 
order, individualism, and normative crises 

      2.1.     In  The Division of Labour in Society  (1893), a book based on his doctoral 
thesis, Durkheim develops a quite comprehensive exercise to explain how 
traditional societies become modern societies. The text posits a theory 
of social differentiation that explains, through the development of the 
division of labour, the passage from a mechanical solidarity (founded in 
similarities) to an organic one (based on functional inter- independence). 
He thus describes not a process of dissolving but of  transformation  in 
social integration mechanisms. The value of this type of explanation 
when considering the emotional aspect rests in the fact that social soli-
darity is made up of collective feelings.  

     2.2.     In  The Division of Labour in Society , Durkheim deals with the topic of 
moral integration, analysing the transformation of the mechanisms of 
solidarity. His main question centres on relations between the individual 
personality and social solidarity, in the framework of differentiation and 
assuming that the division of labour has a moral dimension ( Durkheim, 
1984 : XXX, 6).  

     2.3.     The work attempts to cover progressively these three main objectives: 
     (a)     To explain the nature of social solidarity and its historical expressions, 

refl ected in the types of mechanical and organic solidarity. They each 
represent different models of social cohesion, with emotional and 
value regimes that are also different.  

     (b)     To develop an evolutionary theory of society that explains these 
transformation processes through changes in the material conditions 
of the social environment (an increase in moral volume and density) 
( Durkheim, 1984 : 208– 211). This point is relevant for our review, 
because it presents a hypothesis of  correspondence  between  social 
mediums  and  emotional regimes with value .  

     (c)     To elucidate –  in the framework of this process of differentiation 
and the type of solidarity it entails –  the moral and emotional 
mechanisms that make integration possible, or at least that lead to 
crisis conditions.     
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     2.4.     The main thesis of  The Division of Labour in Society  establishes an histor-
ical convergence between the emergence of a cooperative society and the 
development of the individual personality. It is possible for Durkheim in 
that the cooperation derived from the division of labour produces  simul-
taneously  conditions for personalization and for increasing moral bonds 
among individuals. Durkheim envisions organic solidarity as a plat-
form for social integration, open to a diversity of functions and values, 
but integrated in the end by a series of common beliefs and feelings 
articulated around respect for the individual personality. Regarding the 
affective aspect, this process supposes the emergence of a  new emotional 
regime  linked to these beliefs and values ( Durkheim, 1984 : 283).   

 However, the cult of the individual takes on an exceptional and, in the end, 
paradoxical form within the argumentative framework of  The Division of 
Labour in Society.  Even though he recognizes the relevance that this cult has 
acquired in modern societies, Durkheim remains uniquely reserved about it. 
To him, respect for the individual personality is  insuffi cient  on its own to guar-
antee social integration. In fact, its unilateral development may lead to a cer-
tain type of social entropy, when its development is incapable of producing the 
altruism required for social life. According to Durkheim, the cult of the indi-
vidual refers to a private goal, not to a true social bond ( Durkheim, 1984 : 332). 

 If  the cult of the individual cannot be taken as a cornerstone of social 
integration, what does social integration depend on? The answer given by 
Durkheim once again refers to the moral function of the division of labour. 
In traditional societies, the collective consciousness made up the main inte-
grating factor. This role is taken on in modern societies by the division of 
labour ( Durkheim, 1984 : 332). Since the cult of the individual is shown to 
be an insuffi cient regulatory mechanism, Durkheim believes that the moral 
effects of the division of labour (expressed in the multiplication of bonds and 
regulatory groups in each professional sphere) can promote the integration of 
a differentiated social order. Yet this answer is provisional and is clearly insuf-
fi cient, in light of the considerations in the latter part of the book. 

 In the third and fi nal part of  The Division of Labour in Society , we fi nd for 
the fi rst time a systematic expression of the concept of  anomie  to allude to 
“abnormal” types of labour division characterized by serious regulatory- type 
problems, where the rules are not complied with, are inexistent, or are being 
adjusted to new or changing conditions. Even though these anomic types of 
crises are considered here as provisional, in that they express processes of 
rapid transition in the economic and social order, their introduction is rele-
vant because they announce concerns and problems that Durkheim will cover 
more rigorously in his subsequent writings. It is relevant that these aspects 
are mentioned because they foreshadow a fi rst version of the Durkheimian 
diagnosis of modern societies, characterized by the identifi cation of 
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normative- type crises. In our analysis, their consideration is doubly mean-
ingful with regard to the identifi cation of emotional expressions of the 
implicated anomic disruptions. 

  4.3.1     Collective affections and moral malaise: emotional 
expressions of egoism and anomie 

      2.5.     In his next book,  Suicide  (1897), Durkheim abandons his initial opti-
mistic tone that considered the evils of the modern society to be transi-
tory. While  The Division of Labour in Society  shows a society disrupted 
by the effect of strong, yet temporary transformations, in  Suicide  the 
problems analysed refer to a broader  structural condition . In this sense, 
the problems covered are conceived as a  symptom  of  a profound moral 
crisis that puts on display the breakdown of social bonds and the need 
for profound reforms in the societies analysed. The topic of suicide is 
taken as part of a deeper issue, yet is in no way a temporary one; general 
conditions of social cohesion are analysed here as part of a framework 
where the emotional and value- laden aspect will take on a more prom-
inent role ( Durkheim, 2002 : 353– 359).  

     2.6.     The analysis in  Suicide  offers a new vein of interpretation of the links 
between the individual and society. The increase in suicides expresses not 
only the increasing state of individuals incapable of dealing with modern 
life, but also, and above all, the general crisis of the societies to which 
they belong ( Durkheim, 2002 : 221, 307). In this sense, the book looks at 
progress through a sceptical lens, taking its object of study (the growth 
in suicide rates with regard to cohesion and social health) as a  symptom  
of  the moral malaise of modern society ( Durkheim, 2002 : 167, 328– 336). 
Durkheim points it out in these terms: “Thence are formed currents of 
depression and disillusionment emanating from no particular individual 
but expressing society’s state of disintegration. They refl ect the relaxation 
of social bonds, a sort of collective asthenia, or social malaise, just as 
individual sadness, when chronic, in its way refl ects the poor organic state 
of the individual” ( Durkheim, 2002 : 172).  

     2.7.     The diagnosis made in  Suicide  adds a profound, critical evaluation of 
society’s ability to regulate the conduct of individuals and make them a 
part of groups that offer support and meaning to their existence. Thus, 
society is seen as a power that  regulates  and a moral means that  integrates  
“… society is not only something attracting the sentiments and activities 
of individuals with unequal force. It is also a power controlling them” 
( Durkheim, 2002 : 201).   

 This perspective introduces an important watershed moment, the incorpor-
ation of a new analytical dimension. The framework applied initially to explain 
social life (centred on coercion and regulation) is extended to incorporate the 
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role of  integration  as a mechanism of social cohesion (Ramos, 1998: 25– 31). 
The implications of this incorporation are likewise on display in Durkheim’s 
explanation of the basic mechanisms of social cohesion –  no social institu-
tion, on its own, produces integration without the series of shared values 
or the role of institutions that offer cohesion (the family, religion, etc.). No 
normative order can be sustained without ideals, in other words, without 
the concurrence of a common framework of values that act as a base. Thus, 
obedience with informed consent (which was discussed in the fi rst section) 
requires at least an emotional and value- centred foundation to back it up. 

     2.8.     The explanatory framework developed in  Suicide  also represents an 
important step on the path toward a more profound theory of limits, 
tensions, and contradictions in the modern order. Based on this new 
approach, problems associated with social cohesion derive from an 
insuffi cient or excessive presence of regulatory (R) and integration 
(I) mechanisms. This operational defect results in different types of 
fractures in the social order, and consequently, in different types of sui-
cide, depending on the mechanism to which they refer. Based on this new 
interpretation, the analysis of the different types of suicide can be linked 
to the creation of  collective affections  and  emotional structures  where 
the regulatory or integration processes, or both, show different types of 
failures.    

 Based on this classifi cation, problems derived from a  regulation insuffi ciency  
(- R) lead to what Durkheim calls  anomic suicide . On the other hand,  exces-
sive regulation  provokes perturbations categorized as  fatalistic  suicide (R+). 
Meanwhile, problems derived from  insuffi cient integration  (- I) lead to  ego-
istic  suicide, while cases of excessive integration (I+) lead to  altruistic  sui-
cide ( Durkheim, 2002 : 332). From this framework a diagnosis is derived that 
conceives of modernity as subjugated to a  constitutively selfi sh and anomic  
logic whose sources and expressions are signifi cantly refl ected in the emo-
tional dimension ( Durkheim, 2002 : 330– 332;  Ramos, 1998 : 39). 

     2.9.     The perspective presented in  Suicide  had repercussions and resonance in 
the texts that Durkheim would develop in the following years, particu-
larly regarding morality, education, and religion. For the latter two, there 
are clear connections with the emotional dimension. The regulation and 
integration crises refl ected in the growing suicide rates prove the need to 
construct new models to stimulate social cohesion, based on values and 
collective emotions that can reconstruct moral unity.    

 Within this framework, education plays a key role, as we can see in texts such 
as  Education and Sociology  (Durkheim, 1968),  The Evolution educational 
thought: lectures on the formation and development of secondary education in 
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France  (Durkheim, 2006), and  Moral Education  (Durkheim, 1961) .  In the 
latter text in particular, moral education becomes strategic, since it is a means 
of fi ghting against anomie (forming in the individual the spirit of discipline) 
and of dealing with egotism (by fostering group membership). It requires as 
a foundation a framework of values that offer freedom and are not taken 
on merely out of tradition or imposition (moral autonomy). The  subtext  
surrounding all these refl ections is clearly emotional, since it deals with the 
management of, work with, and control of emotions, as well as the reconver-
sion, transformation, or sublimation of desires in terms of the requirements 
raised by problems of integration in contexts and conditions of crisis.   

  4.4     Religion, symbolic integration and collective 
effervescence 

 In a well- known autobiographical reference from 1907, Durkheim recognizes 
retrospectively the moment in which what he classifi es as a  crucial change in 
direction  came about in his thinking, based on the comprehension of the role 
of religion in social life:

  It was only in 1895 that I had a clear view of the capital role played by 
religion in social life. It was in that year that, for the fi rst time, I found a 
means of tackling sociologically the study of religion. It was a revelation 
to me. That lecture course of 1895 marks a watershed in my thinking, so 
much so that all my previous research had to be started all over again so 
as to be harmonized with these new views. The  Ethik of Wundt , which I 
had read eight years previously played no part in this change of direc-
tion. It was due entirely to the studies of religious history which I had 
just embarked upon, and in particular to the works of Robertson Smith 
and his school. 

 ( Durkheim, 1907/ 1982 : 259– 260)   

 Finding this new approach to religion would allow him to enhance his thesis 
on social facts, moving toward the approach used by the Good/ Duty duo. 
This dual- dimension approach would come about by means of analytical 
instruments that would allow him to capture their profound dimension. In 
this sense,  The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life  (1912), which crowned 
his work regarding this approach to the study of religion, continues with the 
refl ections fi rst introduced in  Suicide . As we shall we, the role of emotions and 
affections takes on a progressively greater weight in this stage. 

     4.1.     In the fi nal stage of his life, Durkheim assigned a relevant role to the 
analysis of religion. Yet his refl ections on the topic do not make up an 
isolated chapter within his comprehensive perspective of society; rather 
they should be taken as the result of a deeper analysis and pinpointing 
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of questions closely linked to the understanding of the mechanisms that 
make the integration of modern societies possible.  

     4.2.     Durkheim’s analysis of religion moves from an initial defi nition in which 
religion is taken only formally according to its obligatory nature, to a pro-
gressive approach to its origins and integrative functions. The defi nition 
of religion given in  The Elementary Forms  is wide- ranging, based on the 
notion of the  sacred  and modelled on the topic of social regulation and 
integration ( Durkheim, 1995 : 44).  

     4.3.     Religion is a phenomenon of origins, since it represents the basis on 
which a fi rst type of distinction and hierarchal creation is instituted in 
the world –  the distinction between sacred and profane, the origin of all 
subsequent distinctions ( Durkheim, 1995 : 36– 37, 224). The sacred does 
not represent a physical reality but rather a  distinction  that includes two 
dichotomous spheres of the world –  the sacred and the profane (a distinc-
tion that gives way to the separation between permitted/ restricted worlds; 
everyday life/ eminent sacred sphere, etc.).  

     4.4.     Durkheim establishes a mutual relationship between the social and the 
sacred. What is sacred (eminent collective reality) has a social origin, since 
society constructs the source of all authority. On the other hand, what 
is sacred (at the mercy of the infl uence of its authority and transcend-
ence) contributes to the  constitution  of  what is social. The transcendence 
assigned to society (and with it to the values and practices it expresses) 
is an attribution constructed not in individual solitude but in  association . 
Durkheim introduces here an important thesis, regarding the construction 
of social aspects based on moments of  effervescence , in which collective 
ideals are periodically updated so as to maintain among the members of 
the group the principles of social unity. These moments of effervescence 
have a signifi cant emotional aspect ( Durkheim, 1995 : 213– 214).  

     4.5.     The symbolic institution of society is thus set in an  emotional  assumption. 
The creation of shared ideals makes up the basis of social integration, 
from which is in turn derived all attachment to normative criteria. Moral 
authority refers to Duty; it institutes and maintains it, but at the same 
time, this authority is not maintained without an attribution to  shared 
values and feelings . Values and emotions are needed that legitimize the 
restriction and sacrifi ces that moral life and the acceptance of a governed 
life demands. Even though society is structured on norms, this structure 
gets its strength from an emotional factor, derived from the experience 
of the sacred, which Durkheim classifi es as the  dynamogenic power  of  
religion (Durkheim, "Durkheim, E. (1975). Le probl è me religieux et la 
dualit é  de la nature humaine. Extrait du Bulletin de la Soci é t é  fran ç aise 
de philosophie, 1913, 13, pp. 63- 100. In  É mile Durkheim, Textes. 2. "1975, 
T. 2:24). This force is recreated in ceremonies, cults, and ways of reacti-
vating the moral ideal. Religion (or more precisely, the sacred) is thus 
seen not only as a ritual marking of a mythical social beginning, but as 
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a series of practices through which the collective identity is constructed 
and social bonds are constantly maintained. Upon this foundation, the 
institution of what is social is possible since it is taken as an expression 
of a moral and emotional community of values and beliefs. In this way, 
 Giddens (1995 : 129) notes that the main objective of  The Elementary 
Forms  is not, as has often been believed, to show that religion produces 
society, but rather that the collective representations incorporated in 
religion express the self- creating capability of what is social. Based on 
this characterization, Durkheim introduces the role of ideals in the con-
stitution of society. His argumentation contemplates two fundamental 
pillars: (1) Even though everything sacred is social,  not everything social is 
sacred  (distinction between moments of atony/ effervescence); (2) What is 
sacred expresses  characteristic  social experience that leads the individual 
to transcend himself, according to collective values ( see Durkheim, 1975 , 
T. 2:87).  

     4.6.     Religion is not merely false consciousness; it expresses real feelings. The 
faithful are not deceiving themselves by feeling a power that transcends 
them. That power is real, since it derives from the collective force that 
the community of believers produces through ceremonies, rites, or events, 
which, no matter what form they may take, create emotional energies 
through the association and production of practices that produce a com-
munity of emotions and beliefs. The representations produced by religion 
are not an invention; they have a practical effi cacy and  their consequences 
are real . In this profound sense,  the idea is a builder of reality  ( Durkheim, 
1995 : 229).  

     4.7.     If  the sacred principle is nothing more than the expression of society 
itself  as a concrete reality, ritual life can be interpreted in secular, rational 
terms. Society consecrates men, things, and even ideas such as freedom, 
reason, or homeland ( Durkheim, 1995 : 215). Thus, even revolutions can 
be understood as experiences of social effervescence full of  emotional life , 
where shared beliefs originate and strengthen, emotions circulate and are 
enhanced, and values are promoted or fought for, in the interest of pro-
ducing new collective ideals ( Durkheim, 1995 : 220– 221).     

  4.5     Some closing thoughts 

 Before ending this chapter, we would like to incorporate two ideas that we 
believe may suggest other veins of interpretation to establish links between 
the latest results on Durkheim’s sociology of religion and the proposal of a 
theory of knowledge and of social action, set in emotional foundations. 

     5.1.     In the text “Systems of Primitive Classifi cation” (1902), Durkheim shows 
that the emotional aspect is found  at the base of systems of classifi cation . 
In fact, the material and symbolic organization of the world produced 
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from these classifi cation systems  comes from an emotional orientation  
(Durkheim and Mauss, 1963: 47). This idea includes signifi cant capital 
for our analysis, highlighting the  practical, emotional nature  of  processes 
by which reality is organized, knowledge is presented, and forms of inter-
vention are produced (Durkheim and Mauss, 1963: 83– 86).  

     5.2.     In the text “The Religious Problem and the Dualism of Human Nature” 
(Durkheim, 1913/ 1975), Durkheim underscores the practical nature of reli-
gion. Its main value does not consist in offering conceptions of the world, 
but in offering  practical principles of faith . Religion is, above all, a  power . Its 
dynamogenic virtue resides in this  energetic component , linked to the ritual 
action in which social life is originally produced, in moments characterized 
by elevated levels of collective effervescence. The descriptors of collective 
effervescence in this text are the concepts of  emotion  and  collective energy . 
What is more, in the development of this text, as Eva Illouz (2007: 15) 
has suggestively noted, emotions are shown as  the energetic component 
of action . This thesis offers interesting lines of thought, especially when 
related to claims made in the course  Pragmatism and Sociology  (Durkheim, 
1983), where the practical aspect of knowledge and its implications for 
understanding a theory of action and of truth are covered. In all these 
considerations, the process of producing collective representations about 
the world, and the systems of classifi cations to which these representations 
belong, include a signifi cant emotional component.      

   Notes 

     1     Full- time professor. Social and Political Sciences Department, Universidad 
Iberoamericana, Mexico.  

     2     In writing this chapter we have considered the current development in the fi elds of 
sociology and emotions, affections, and sensibilities. Even though we recognize the 
differences in these approaches, for this chapter we have considered both emotions 
and affections, covering them based on the notion of  emotional dimension . For a 
general overview of these topics, see Garc í a & Sabido, 2014:20– 22; Ariza, 2016:11– 
12;  Clough, 2008 ;  Clough & Halley, 2008 ; Gregg & Seigworth,  2010 ;  Scribano, 
2012 ;  Calder ó n, 2014 .  

     3     Some relevant works on the study of emotions in Durkheim include those by 
 Barnwell, 2018 ; Bericat, 2001;  Cuin, 2001 ;  Chahbenderian, 2013 ;  Fish, 2016 ; 
Fischer & Chong, 1989. For a complete biographical review of his works, cf. 
 Fournier, 2013 ;  Lukes, 1973 ;  Ramos, 1999a . For a systematic overview of his work 
in recent years, see  Datta, 2008 ; Gane, 2002; Pearce,  1989 ;  Poggi, 2000 ;  Ramos, 
1999a , 2011;  Scribano, 2020 ;  Stedman, 2001 .   
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       Chapter 5 

 Max Weber    

   Gregor Fitzi      

   5.1     Introduction 

 Max Weber (1864 –   1920) is considered today as ‘the classic’ of sociology par 
excellence, its grounding father and most infl uential author. The historical- 
critical edition of his work was concluded in 2020 ( Weber 1984 –   2020 ; here 
cited as MWG). Thus, his complete oeuvre is now at the disposal of the scien-
tifi c community. Yet, rather surprisingly, there is less scientifi c debate about his 
sociological theory than expected. The mainstream of sociological research is 
somehow convinced that his work is outdated. Paraphrasing the motto of 
medieval scholasticism, one commentator states that it can be read at least 
‘because it is useless’. Accordingly, the widespread knowledge about Weber’s 
classical sociology is more the product of an ‘oral vulgate’ than of a scientifi c 
assessment of his texts. This also concerns Weber’s relationship to the issue of 
emotional behaviour. The most accredited variation of the narrative suggests 
that Weber is possessed by substantial rationalist prejudice and disregards the 
world of passions in his scientifi c work. The modern age would witness the 
fulfi lment of the process of ‘disenchantment’ that dominates reality through 
the rational means of science and technology. The modern individual would 
be forced to bow to social change and live in an emotionless reality. Weber’s 
alleged extreme methodological and existential rationalism is then interpreted 
as the origin of the many accidents of his biography: his nationalism and his 
nervous breakdown; or his sexual malaise and his extramarital adventures. 

 That these hypotheses do not match the complexity of Weber’s life and work 
is highlighted by Jaspers’ illuminating portrait of Weber as the most multifa-
ceted intellectual of his age ( Jaspers, 1989 ). Nevertheless, the phantasmagoria 
of the demonic Weber offers a classical plot of literature that is intriguing 
for any novelist. Weber is depicted as the Faust of the turn of the century. 
He banishes the spirits of passion from his laboratory during the day and 
summons them again at night. The result is his political and sexual irration-
alism. The most atavistic chords of the German spirit would play through in 
Weber’s oeuvre and thus determine the reasons for a fatal attraction or an 
absolute refusal of his viewpoints. There is, of course, some serious scientifi c 
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research on Weber’s biography ( Kaesler, 2014 ;  Kaube, 2014 ;  Radkau, 2005 ). 
Yet, at the end of the day, an image emerges that discourages the scientifi c 
assessment of his sociological theory building. 

 The predominant neoliberal worldview derives a crucial advantage from 
this irrational approach to sociological classics because social critique must 
cope without the analytical means that interpretative sociology could provide 
it with. Yet, if  despite all the bans on reading that one encounters in the socio-
logical vulgate and elsewhere, some brave researchers fi nally decide to read 
Weber’s texts, they rapidly note how his Faustian image is misleading. Weber’s 
sociology offers a far more differentiated appreciation for the meaning of 
emotions in both ancient and modern societies. This foundation encourages 
a systematic reconstruction of Weber’s unlabelled sociology of emotions that 
is nonetheless present in all domains of his sociological work from the ‘Basic 
Sociological Terms’ (MWG I/ 23, 147– 215) to the ‘Sociology of Domination’ 
(MWG I/ 23, 449– 497). Yet, the analysis of the role of emotions also plays 
a central role in Weber’s sociological- historical work. Thus, a reconstruc-
tion of Weber’s sociology of ascetic Protestantism will show how, somewhat 
unexpectedly, the emotional residue of the ‘rationalism of world domination’ 
represents for Weber the architect both of its material success and its decline 
as a ‘religious conduct of life’ (MWG I/ 18).  

  5.2     The sociological dignity of non- rational choice 

 Max Weber has often been accused of rationalist prejudice. Yet, his focus on 
the rational aspects of action is dictated by purely epistemological reasons 
(MWG I/ 23, 147– 215). ‘Interpretative sociology’ is a scientifi c critique of 
everyday life experience as well as of established social knowledge. Its meth-
odological procedure consists in reconstructing the development of social 
action and starts with the aspects that are most evident from the viewpoint 
of its scientifi c observer. Among these, the modalities of social action based 
on rational calculation, especially economic calculation, play a fundamental 
role. They offer the highest degree of evidence to the observer and can thus 
be more easily understood intellectually. Based on this assumption, sociology 
can explain the rational stratum of social action, by reconstructing ‘rational 
ideal- types’ that can be applied to the analysis of social reality. If  the observed 
social action deviates from what could be predicted on the basis of this know-
ledge, it is necessary to understand which other ideal- types of action come 
into play that have lesser degree of intellectual evidence. By such means, 
interpretative sociology can develop a scale of theoretical models that serve 
as a framework of interpretation to understand the observed social reality, 
starting from the easiest explanatory frames of rational action and pene-
trating subsequently into the non- rational ones. 

 The ‘rational choice’ which, in particular, characterizes economic action –  
Weber’s ‘purposive rationality’ –  thus represents a fundamental dimension of 
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social action, yet it is neither the only nor the main one, if  one considers social 
reality in its complexity. Furthermore, the concept of rationality needs to be 
critically refl ected upon. Different historical periods and cultural regions 
generated very different forms of rationality. Weber devoted his study of 
the ‘economic ethics of world religions’ to this issue (MWG I/ 19 –   21), which 
unfortunately remained unfi nished ( Schluchter, 1991 ). The historical form of 
social action that comes closest to the ideal- typical model of purposive ration-
ality, the ‘rationalism of world domination’ through science and technology, 
must be regarded as the product of the historical development of the modern 
Occident since the Protestant Reformation (MWG I/ 18). Yet, the greatest 
part of human history is grounded either on other forms of rationality, e.g., 
on Confucianism as in contemporary China ( Bell, 2010 ), or on non- rational 
modalities of social action. Sociological theory must, therefore, be capable of 
taking into account not only ‘voluntary, interest- driven and rational action’, 
on which the paradigm of the theory of rational choice today insists ( Becker, 
1976 ;  Coleman, 1990 ;  Norkus 2001 ). Furthermore, interpretative sociology 
must contemplate the forms of passive and irrational action that have come 
to the fore. In addition, for Weber there are also limitations for the faculty of 
sociology to comprehend human behaviour. Thus, he draws a clear distinc-
tion between sociology and social psychology that excludes from the domain 
of sociological comprehension the phenomena that characterized the work 
of French mass psychology. The reason for this is that, for Weber, the pre-
condition for sociological analysis is determined by the meaningful reference 
of social action to ‘other social actors’, so that he denies the presence of this 
reference in mass behaviour or pure imitation of others’ behaviour ( Le Bon, 
1898 ;  Tarde, 1890 ). This defi nition of the limits of interpretative sociology is 
a matter of debate. Yet, what is certain is the fact that Weber postulates emo-
tionally driven action with reference to the actions of others as a constituent 
part of the research domain of sociology. This theoretical option of Weber’s 
sociological research project confronts the interpreter with the question of 
what status he, at the end of the day, grants to emotional action. 

 The quadripartite typology of social action proposed by Weber stems from 
the attempt to found the epistemological autonomy of sociology on the cap-
acity of explaining economic as well as religious and political behaviour, by 
integrating their ideal- types into two great conceptual dichotomies. It is to 
Schluchter’s credit that he highlights the often- ignored meaning of the fi rst 
of these dichotomies, between ‘purposive rationality’ and ‘value- rational 
social action’ ( Schluchter, 2005 : 28). Its meaning lies in the contrast between a 
‘success- oriented’ ( Erfolgshandeln ) and a ‘validity- oriented’ ( Geltungshandeln ) 
form of social action. Rational action with regard to values, therefore, is not 
a variant of purposive rationality, in which the material goal is replaced by a 
value. Here, the focus is not on the endpoint, but on the unfolding of action, 
because keeping faith with a particular course of action has a ‘witness value’ 
for the actor. Alongside the fi rst dichotomy between ideal- types of action, 
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however, there is a second dichotomy that Weber considers as prevailing in 
pre- modern and non- western history. It is the dichotomy between action based 
on the compelling force of habit and action against it (that is, the contrast 
between ‘traditional’ and ‘emotional action’). These ideal- types differ from 
the fi rst two in that they bring behaviours to expression that over time are not 
explicitly conscious, because they are determined ‘more or less unrefl ectively’ 
by habit or emotion. This is what makes them so important for interpretative 
sociology and demands to be explained. 

 Emotional and traditional action differ from each other in terms of the 
relationship they entertain with the inertia of everyday life. Tradition, in fact, 
involves a non- refl ected reproduction of habit, whereas on the impetus of 
punctual emotional states of mind, emotional action breaks with the regu-
larities of everyday life. At the extreme of what can still be considered ‘mean-
ingful social action’, Weber classifi es traditional action as often taking the 
form of a dull, automatic reaction produced by the acquired habits that shape 
everyday life. Instead, emotional action distinguishes itself  by the fact that it 
is an impulsive reaction due to the impact of unexpected or unfamiliar new 
events. In turn, this behaviour is eccentric with respect to the ideal- typical 
model of social action endowed with meaning. Yet, it conveys a considerable 
innovative force, capable of thoroughly reshaping social reality. The imme-
diate dedication to the current feeling preceding all rationalization is essen-
tial to emotional action. Fear, anger, enthusiasm, love, jealousy or hate drive 
human beings to make profound and often irrevocable changes in their social 
life, often without allowing them to assess the consequences of their decisions. 
This output differentiates emotional action from rational action with regard 
to values, which implies the conscious elaboration of action guidelines that 
orientate the social actor in a planned manner over a longer period of time. 
Both, however, have in common that the meaning of action is found during 
the course of its development, and not beyond it, in the achievement of a 
particular goal.  

  5.3     The political power of non- rational choice 

 With these observations, Weber concludes his analysis of the types and 
dichotomies of individual action to turn his attention to the other two 
dimensions of the social world, which are not merely ‘punctual’, like action 
orientation, but ‘relational’ and ‘stratifi catory’. Weberian sociology has, in 
fact, a three- dimensional architecture, proposing a ‘theory of social action’, 
a theory of ‘social structure’ both in the horizontal (social relation) and ver-
tical sense (social group), as well as a theory of social validity ( Geltung ). In 
the ‘Basic Sociological Terms’ (MWG I/ 23, 147– 215) Weber reconstructs the 
typology of social relationships, starting from that of action orientation and 
showing how the latter constitutes the basis on which the complex structures 
of social reality are grounded. The matter is complex ( Fitzi, 2004 ). Yet, here, 
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the reconstruction will be limited to the role that the assessment of emotional 
action plays for Weber’s theory building. Starting from the four- part typology 
of action, Weber introduces a distinction between two different processes that 
establish horizontal social relationships. The ‘communitarian type’, which 
Weber calls  Vergemeinschaftung , is based on a subjective sense of belonging 
that those involved perceive in an emotional sense. This distinguishes it from 
the processes of association ( Vergesellschaftung ) that are based on the rational 
types of action orientation with respect to purpose or value. Thereby, Weber 
shows how relevant emotions are for cementing social ties, especially in situ-
ations of social crisis where the regular course of everyday life breaks down 
and rationally stated contracts do not hold anymore. 

 Through a number of logical steps that assess the relationship between 
social actors and social groups, involving the development of the concepts 
of representation ( Vertretung and Repr ä sentation ), imputation ( Zurechnung ) 
and social grouping ( Verbandsbildung ) Weber gradually moves from the ideal- 
typical reconstruction of horizontal to vertical social structures. The latter are 
characterized by ‘asymmetrical social relationships’, in which one part directs 
and the other executes, reciprocating the rule through an attitude of legit-
imation, or at least of acceptance for its authority. The assessment of asym-
metric social relationship gives rise to the well- known distinction between 
power as domination ( Herrschaft ) and power as infl uence ( Macht ). The latter 
indicates the actor’s ability to impose his will even against others’ resistance 
and even if  this does not structure a social relationship. Domination, instead, 
constitutes a structured relationship of command, or rather an asymmetrical 
two- way relationship between command and legitimation. Once the defi n-
ition of  Herrschaft  has been established, however, the question for the soci-
ology of emotions is how and within what limits emotional action can cement 
asymmetric relationships of domination. 

 Weber enquires into the topic by assessing the relational character of legit-
imation. In his view, this is the only approach that allows for the consolida-
tion of a consistent typology of domination, including the type that is based 
on emotional action. This is one of the best- known chapters of Weber’s 
theoretical edifi ce: the ideal- typical assessment of charismatic power. Here, 
emotional action is seen not only as the topical moment inducing the break 
with the unwritten laws of habit, but also as the privileged forging of new 
social ties, especially in pre- modern times. Following the intervention of a 
‘charismatic leader’, a prophet, commander, demagogue or adventurer, a pro-
cess of sudden and emotionally tense redefi nition of coexistence is triggered, 
especially if  his action is inspired by a substantial crisis of traditional social 
orders. The bearer of charisma comes, proclaims his mission and promises to 
guide his followers out of the predicament that hit them. Yet, the temper of 
emotion, enthusiasm and heroism dictated by the state of exception in which 
a charismatic personality comes to power, because it is considered capable of 
leading the social group towards a decisive event, are not destined to last. The 
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emotional wave of charisma profoundly modifi es social relations; however, it 
has a limited duration. 

 Like the typology of action, that of domination is also framed within a 
series of dichotomies. Here, the distinction between reason and emotion plays 
an essential role. The legitimacy of a ‘ruling power’ can be the expression 
of a system of rational rules and thus be objective, or else it can be rooted 
in the personal authority of a leader. The latter can be based either on the 
‘sacredness of tradition’ (that is, of what is known, because it has ‘always 
existed’), thus limiting the arbitrariness of power on the basis of rules of 
habit. Or the authority springs from the emotional dedication to the per-
sonality that breaks with traditional certainties to face the unknown in an 
attempt to overcome the state of exception, in which the social group has 
found itself. The belief  in charisma thus comes into play as a ‘gift of grace’ of 
the person who is considered capable of guiding his followers towards salva-
tion. Weber’s defi nition of the third ideal- type of domination is based on the 
concept of religious charisma ( Sohm, 1892 ). Here, the personality is regarded 
as having supernatural or superhuman, or at least specifi cally exceptional, 
powers and properties not accessible to others; or as being sent by the Lord 
and having exemplary value. Historically, the attribution of such exceptional 
qualities to a particular person has often been conditioned in a magical sense, 
as can easily be observed in both religious and political contexts. Economic 
crises, wars, pandemics, natural catastrophes and migratory fl ows shatter 
the daily certainties of habit, which stabilize the emotional substratum of 
social relationships, bringing out a malaise that demands to be addressed and 
resolved. In the most diverse forms, the ‘charisma bearers’ then appear on the 
scene, promising to eradicate the causes of the predicament. 

 Weber introduces the ideal- type of charismatic power last, contrasting 
its features with those of domination based on rationality or tradition. 
Charisma is characterized by being strongly personalistic, extra- ordinary and 
independent from the principles of economic profi tability. This highlights 
its irrational and emotional character that does not tolerate the regulation 
of action in both the rational and habitual senses. Yet, in order to explain 
charismatic authority, it is essential to understand how militants, followers 
and adherents evaluate the charismatic gift of the leader, because the empir-
ical persistence of charismatic power depends on a particular problem: the 
confi rmation of the leader’s gift of grace ( Gnadengabe ) in the eyes of his 
supporters. To reiterate the relationship of subordination it is thus crucial 
that the faith is confi rmed again and again in the gift of grace. This originally 
occurs spontaneously, as a result of the psychological distress caused by the 
state of exception, in which the social group fi nds itself. The particular emo-
tional atmosphere, both individual and collective, of such situations gives rise 
to confi dence in the talents of a demagogue, to enthusiasm for the heroism of 
a commander, or to faith in the revelation of a new religion, advocated by a 
prophet, who sometimes supports its value with miraculous deeds. 
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 The need to keep alive the legitimacy of a charismatic leadership through 
‘confi rmation’, however, must not lead to seeing it as a political relationship of 
an ephemeral character. In the ideal- typical case, the bearer of charisma asks 
not for consensus. On the contrary, he warns his supporters to understand 
the objective necessity of his mission, arising from the predicament, in which 
they fi nd themselves and which can only be overcome under his guidance. 
Recognition of the charismatic endowment is therefore not dependent on the 
supporters’ judgement but is imposed on them as a ‘duty’. As long as they 
aspire to the salvifi c event inherent to the charismatic leader’s mission, they 
must support him. The shift from despair to hope and to enthusiasm for the 
guidance of the charismatic leader thus informs the unconditional emotional 
dedication to his person. If, however, the confi rmation of the gift of grace fails 
repeatedly, as the economic crisis worsens, the pandemic persists, the election 
or the war is lost, the bearer of charismatic power appears to be ‘abandoned 
by his god’. The failure to achieve the salvifi c event eventually deprives him 
of charismatic authority. This can occur suddenly, in an irrational and violent 
way, leading, in an extreme case, to the ritual killing of the failing charismatic 
leader and the restoration of traditional power. Or it can take the form of 
a gradual dissipation of the emotional tension that underpins charismatic 
power, bringing the social group back into the mainstream of everyday power 
relationships. 

 This is what Weber calls the ‘routinization of charismatic power’ (MWG 
I/ 23, 533– 591). By its very nature, charisma is the realm of exception, which 
in its ideal- typical form cannot be maintained over time. Its routiniza-
tion is characterized by a gradual shift from the subjective principle of the 
person to that of the ‘political reifi cation’. The relationship of domination 
must profoundly modify its nature, by abandoning the emotional register of 
power legitimation and undergoing either a process of ‘rationalization’ or 
‘traditionalization’. The topical beginning of this process generally corres-
ponds to the probable disappearance of the bearer of the charismatic gift, so 
that a question of succession emergences. This change is associated with the 
material interests of the ‘charismatic apparatus’ which supports the power 
system and seeks sources of income that are less random than those of the 
state of exception. As a rule, the charismatic power group is an emotional 
community without ‘clerical staff ’, so that its ‘administrative apparatus’ 
has no specialist training. Its fi nancial means is generally patronage or has 
a predatory character. The prophet is matched by apostles, the commander 
by followers, and the demagogue generally by men of trust, chosen based on 
their respective charismatic qualifi cation. As the charismatic tension wanes, 
however, this apparatus must be reconverted in a day- to- day sense. 

 Finally, the charismatic leader is survived by his doctrine, or the 
eponymous tale of his deeds, which are used to ground the claim of validity 
for the functions and offi ces of the charismatic organizational apparatus 
that must be converted to everyday life. This transformation gives rise to the 
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concept of ‘offi ce charisma’, in which the charismatic qualities of a specifi c 
function do not depend on the person but derive from the institutional role 
entrusted to him or her. The ‘de- emotionalization process’ of the adminis-
trative apparatuses reaches its peak with the modern bureaucratic structure 
of power. Here, the rationalization of the political sphere results in the sys-
tematic exoneration of the institutions from every emotional randomness of 
the individual personalities that bear them. In a social structure that achieves 
the ‘political disenchantment of the world’, it thus appears that emotions are 
progressively marginalized. However, this is only partly true. There is, in fact, 
a strong emotional residue that persists in rationalized social structures. Its 
power is not only to be observed in the rise of ‘Caesarism’ as the modern 
form of political charisma in mass democracy (MWG I/ 15, 432– 596;  Weber, 
1994 ). An emotional residue persisting within the frame of ‘disenchantment’ 
also determines the unexpected development of the religious conduct of life, 
which is typical for the modern ‘rationalism of world domination’, as Weber 
points out in the study on Ascetic Protestantism (MWG I/ 18).  

  5.4     Modernity as a child of non- rational choice 

 To differentiate the modern economic development model from pre- modern 
forms of capitalism, above all adventure capitalism, Weber coined the concept 
of ‘modern capitalism’, identifying it with the continuous profi t aspiration 
of the rational capitalist enterprise. Its anthropological premise lies in the 
curbing, or at least the rational tempering, of the irrational impulse to enrich-
ment aimed at consumption. Thus, modern capitalism is not an expression 
of the classical  auri sacra fames , which is present in all historical epochs and 
geographical regions, but of its limitation. The peculiarity of modern Western 
capitalism consists not only in giving an irresistible impulse to the quantita-
tive accumulation potential of capital, but it also baptises an unprecedented 
form of ‘rationalism of world domination’ that starts with the domestication 
of the human impulse towards the enjoyment of worldly pleasures. According 
to Weber, this attitude concerns both the social classes that capitalist societies 
are divided into. Entrepreneurs must aim to reinvest profi ts to assure the con-
tinuity of capitalist accumulation and workers must self- discipline themselves 
to the point where their performance can become part of a profi t calculation. 
In the context of a causal- historical explanation, the question arises as if, on 
the one hand, this conduct of life is an historical- cultural product and, on 
the other, as if  it existed before the birth of modern capitalism as a material 
production system. 

 According to Weber, the maxim of life conduct that imposes on the indi-
vidual the duty to indefi nitely increase his wealth, by the simultaneous disdain 
for its use for consumption, cannot be read as an expression of simple utili-
tarianism. On the contrary, it implies the modifi cation of the causal chains of 
action and denies the ‘anthropological constant’ that induces individuals to 
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spend money as a way to realize human needs, but also to enjoy the pleasures 
of life. From a sociological- historical point of view, it must thus be explained 
why the inclination for monetary accumulation, which in pre- modern times 
was perceived as immoral and was religiously sanctioned, became common 
practice from the Reformation onwards. Before that, the interest in profi t was 
limited to the necessity of reproducing the means necessary to secure a living. 
‘Economic traditionalism’ prevailed and was characterized by what today 
may be called the life conduct of ‘Mediterranean humanity’, which is based 
on the motto: ‘working for living. Not living to work’ ( Latouche, 1999 ). In his 
study on ascetic Protestantism, Weber thus analyses the novel psychological 
impulses that the Calvinist religious faith awakened, which could induce a 
conduct of life that was so far removed from the ‘anthropological constants’ 
of economic traditionalism. 

 Calvinist religious dogmatics was based on two guiding ideas. On the one 
hand, the believer should actively intervene in the world, in order to sub-
ordinate its social orders to God’s ethical prescriptions. The ‘just religion’ 
ought to modify the world, starting from the individual conduct of  life. On 
the other hand, the ‘worldly profession’ was considered as the focus of  this 
religious practice and this was elevated to the status of  an instrument of  reli-
gious asceticism. Accordingly, working hard and successfully was considered 
as the king’s road to fulfi lling the will of  the Lord. The believer should 
be emancipated from the chaos of  passions by subordinating them to the 
dictates of  religious ethics, so that the conduct of  life would be rationalized 
to the point where its emotional, sinful and irrational potential could be 
completely neutralized. Yet, according to Weber, this fi nding is not enough 
to explain why the transformation of  the Calvinist religious dogmatics into 
a pervasive rationalization of  life conduct became a mass phenomenon 
within the Protestant sects. For this reason, the study on the ‘Protestant 
Ethic’ undertakes a comprehensive historical- sociological reconstruction of 
the developments that characterized the pastoral practice of  the Calvinist 
and Puritan clergy between the fi fteenth and seventeenth centuries. The fun-
damental assumption of  Calvin’s religiosity was the doctrine of  predestin-
ation that is the ‘election’ of  the individual believer through God’s grace. In 
his inscrutable omnipotence, the Lord destined only a part of  humanity to 
eternal life. Hence, the worldly conduct of  life could not infl uence the divine 
will thanks to magical intercession, as is the case with the sacraments of  the 
Catholic Church. The inner- worldly activity served the exclusive purpose of 
glorifying the name of the Lord. 

 The grandiose coherence, yet also the pathetic inhumanity of  the ‘doc-
trine of  predestination’ placed particularly heavy burdens on the emotional 
balance of  the faithful, spreading the feeling of  the individual’s unprece-
dented inner solitude. The Calvinist doctrine of  salvation thus had a par-
ticular impact on the order of  social life with two implications. In a positive 
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sense, it gave a fundamental impulse to the processes that tended to ration-
alize economic and social relations. In a negative sense, Calvinist religious 
doctrine imposed a complete mortifi cation of  the most basic human needs, 
including the necessity to counteract the senselessness of  suffering and the 
injustice of  earthly life through a magical- religious interaction with God. 
Calvinism limited itself  to responding to the question of  divine justice in 
a fundamentally imperfect world  –    that is, ‘theodicy’  –    with the doctrine of 
the inappellability of  predestination. This imposed the accumulation of  an 
unbearable psychic tension on the faithful that threw the individual into a 
state of  complete existential uncertainty, denying the possibility of  sharing 
with others the management of  the emotional gap between earthly existence 
and the prospect of  salvation. Thereby, a psychic discomfort emerged that 
had no immediate social outlet. According to Weber, it was this unease that 
provided the emotional fuel requiredd to transform the abstract Calvinist 
religious doctrine into a concrete practical- rational behaviour aimed at regu-
lating everyday life in an increasingly ascetic way. In order for this transform-
ation to take hold and become generalized in the sense of  an ‘elective affi nity’ 
between ascetic Protestantism and the spirit of  capitalist accumulation, how-
ever, an involuntary practical turn of  Calvinist religiosity came to the fore. 
Weber insists on this point, since this not only represents the beginning of 
the decline of  Calvinism as a religion, but it also informs the historical pro-
cess that favoured the dissemination of  inner- worldly asceticism starting 
from the Protestant sects. 

 Faced with the suffering that the doctrine of predestination caused to 
the faithful, the Calvinist clergy were gradually forced to spread certain 
guidelines for the conduct of life, to combat this distress. Thanks to a study of 
the historical development of the Calvinist and Puritan religious movement, 
Weber reconstructs the process whereby a progressive reinterpretation of the 
meaning for the ascetic, inner- worldly conduct of life came about. At a time 
when religion still played a fundamental role in the order of life, the search for 
certainty about the state of grace was a pressing need for the faithful. Asked 
how the doctrine of predestination could be endured, Calvin lapidarily replied 
that the Christian had to be content with faith, without knowing whether he 
belonged to the ranks of the elected. Confronted with the pressing demand 
for at least some signs of the ‘state of grace’ for the faithful, exempting them 
from the psychical oppression caused by the doctrine of predestination, two 
types of advice came to be dispensed in the daily exercise of spiritual care. 
On the one hand, the clergy insisted that it was without doubt a duty to con-
sider oneself  as chosen and to reject all doubt as an assault of the devil. This 
lack of self- confi dence had to be interpreted as insuffi cient faith and thus 
as lacking the effi cacy of God’s grace. On the other hand, tireless profes-
sional work was strongly recommended as the main means to achieve self- 
confi dence. Hoping to alleviate the enormous psychic oppression caused by 
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the doctrine of predestination, the Calvinist- orientated humanity threw itself  
unsparingly into professional work whose material success could at least be 
read as a sign that it was not invisible to the Lord. Thereby, little by little, 
progressive enrichment was unintentionally promoted to an indirect criterion 
for the confi rmation of the state of grace. The following transformation of 
the attitude towards capital accumulation, together with the acquisition of 
the ascetic inner- worldly conduct of life, thus instilled in Western humanity 
an ‘elective affi nity’ with the spirit of capitalism that favoured its impetuous 
development. The emotions that had been thrown out of the door by the 
ascetic conduct of life, because of the doctrine of predestination, thus made 
their return by the window in the form of an existential anguish, imposing on 
ascetic Protestantism an historical turning point that profoundly marked the 
history of the modern occidental world. 

 In summary, it can thus be said that even if  the process of the ‘disenchant-
ment of the world’ programmatically eradicates emotions from everyday life, 
as ‘ascetic Protestantism’ did in the Calvinist and Puritan currents of the 
Reformation, they soon reappeared in the form of an anguish that has to be 
socially managed. This evidence emerges, if  one traces back Weber’s historic- 
causal reconstruction of the Reformation to the point where he reconstructs 
the endogenous crisis of ‘inner- worldly asceticism’, which led to the decline 
of the religious attitude of the conduct of life, favouring instead material 
success as a post- religious entrepreneurial strategy.  

  5.5     Conclusion 

 In order to take stock of  Weber’s contribution to a sociology of  emotions, 
it may be noted that, for him, emotions are undoubtedly an integral part 
of  social reality. Yet, their sociological meaning remains on a threshold, 
limiting their relevance to the effective impact they have on social action 
with reference to others. It is for this reason that simple, imitative or mass 
action remains excluded from Weber’s understanding of  social reality. The 
mere outburst of  passions does not interest his research programme. If, how-
ever, emotions affect the unfolding of  social action or social structuration, 
they become sociologically relevant. As a rule, the social realm for Weber 
is the playground of the two compelling forces of  everyday life: habit and 
calculation. The modern development of  society can be explained as the 
progressive predominance of  an instrumental rationality of  world domin-
ation to the detriment of  the forces of  tradition, with the consequent sub-
version of  the related ‘anthropological constants.’ The everyday forms of 
social relationship, including both rational and traditional domination, are 
characterized by a substantial lack of  heroism. Routine and not emotion 
guarantees their resilience. This is maybe the deepest meaning of  Weber’s 
concept of   Herrschaft . A ‘domination’ based on an infi nite series of  small 
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administrative procedures carried out by bureaucratically trained clerks who 
ideal- typically are accustomed to act far removed from every emotion:  sine 
ira nec studio . 

 However, for Weber, this is not all that can be observed at the end of the 
‘process of disenchantment’, because social reality hides an extraordinary 
reverse side that sociology must take into account. This is the realm of 
emotions, where sudden and irrational outbursts shatter the crust of everyday 
life, disrupting the framework of habit and rational calculation. The fl ame 
of passion when it takes hold of society is very intense, yet also short- lived. 
Therefore, emotions have a ‘threshold value’ for sociology. They are the fuel 
that grants non- refl ected impulse- driven behaviour to suddenly reshape social 
relations. On the one hand, their impact on social reality is crucial. Yet, on 
the other, it is quite diffi cult to institutionalize the social transformation that 
emotions can trigger. To have concrete results, their innovative impetus must 
be brought back into the mainstream of everyday social life. Emotional action 
and charisma are the stars of the social scene. Yet, they can only be successful 
in the long run, if  they withdraw from the stage in good time and leave a trace 
on the institutional fabric of everyday social life. If  waves of emotional effer-
vescence aim to extend their duration beyond the state of exception, they are 
neutralized by the habitual inertia of social structuration, regardless of trad-
itional or rational type, and so leave no trace of their passage.   
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       Chapter 6 

 Georg Simmel  1      

   Massimo Cerulo      and     Antonio Rafele      

   6.1     Introduction 

 Georg  Simmel (1858– 1918 ) is considered one of the founders of sociology, 
the fi rst sociologist to have written an entire text on love (1921) and various 
theoretical analyses on the manifestation of emotions, the latter understood 
as forms of sociality and reciprocal action, possible only within a relationship 
(1917– 1919, 1909, 1908). 

 If  in Comte, Durkheim and Weber, emotions are not explicitly thematised, 
without being considered as structuring elements of society and social inter-
action ( Shilling, 2002 ), in Simmel’s sociology the attention to emotional 
expressiveness and to the feelings of the subject living and acting in mod-
ernity is present in numerous writings ( Fitzi, 2019 ), although a semantic dis-
tinction between the terms “emotion” and “feeling” is not produced. First 
of all, for Simmel, there can be no modern individual who does not “feel”, 
who does not perceive emotions in the course of his social interaction. Like 
rain and sunshine, emotions and feelings “fall” on the subject, but the subject 
can choose how to use them in the course of their actions ( Simmel, 1908 ). 
Consider the example of pity, an emotion that allows the subject to come 
into contact with the religious sphere –  “pity is religiosity still in its fl uid 
state” ( Simmel, 1906 ) –  and, consequently, with his individual interiority as a 
believing and, social being:

  The relationship of the respectful child to his parents; of the enthusiastic 
patriot to his homeland or of the cosmopolitan to humanity; the rela-
tionship of the worker to his class struggling to emerge or of the feudal 
lord proud of his nobility to his state; […] all these relationships with 
such an infi nitely varied content can have a common tone that can be 
defi ned if  we consider them in the form of their psychic aspect. 

 ( Simmel, 1906 : 25)   
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 Understanding social phenomena is therefore possible if  an adequate account 
is taken of the role played by emotions in the interactions of individuals, the 
way they feel, relate to each other and create forms of sociality. 

 In his early works and then, in particular, in his major work,   Sociology  
(1908) , Simmel repeatedly points out how the advent of modernity, of so- 
called “metropolitan life”, and of what he calls the “age of money” have 
erased “ancient” ways of manifesting emotions to make way for a modern 
intellectualism that stands as the dominant force in the management of 
most individual actions (Gerhards, 1986). One of the main characteristics of 
modern everyday life is, in fact, an “intensifi cation of nervous life”, a privil-
eging, in everyday actions, of the use of the intellect ( Verstand ) –  that more 
superfi cial faculty of the psyche, with its logical –  combinatory character that 
allows individuals to manage multiple activities even simultaneously, adapting 
with ease and practicality to the frenetic rhythms of modernity –  over reason 
( Vernunft ) –  that faculty of consciousness that gives the subject the possibility 
of refl ecting on the world and giving it meaning, which therefore implies a 
confrontation with the emotions experienced. 

 In this tendency, Simmel hypothesises that the inhabitants of the metrop-
olis become like “grains of dust” ( Staubkorn ), overwhelmed by the bombard-
ment of stimuli, commitments and information present in modernity that 
could affect their ability to deepen interactions, to be moved, to “feel” (Idem). 
What could be defi ned as the “intellectualism” of consciousness, combined 
with the characteristics of the monetary economy, leads to the birth of the 
so- called “blas é  man”, whose essence consists in the attenuation of sensitivity 
to the differences between things: not because these are not perceived, but in 
the sense that their meaning and value are often equated due to the hurried 
rhythms imposed by modern daily life (see De Certeau, 1980). Being blas é  is 
therefore a necessary defensive attitude through which the modern individual 
protects his capacity for refl ection and emotionality from the voracious omni-
presence of stimuli, information and routines that characterise his experience 
of everyday life ( Nedelmann, 1999 : 142).  

  6.2     The metropolis and the image of the self 

 In this section we rebuild, by reading some passages of Georg Simmel, the 
relationship between the metropolis and representation. In particular will be 
presented the following nodes: (a) the effects of the modern metropolis on 
individual sensibility and social organizations; (b) redefi ning the concept of 
lifestyle as an identity and social form; (c) the forms of individual and col-
lective representation, of which televisionis the point of arrival, in light of 
changes introduced by the metropolis. 

  The Metropolis and Mental Life  dates from 1903; it is directly related to 
Simmel’s previous essay,  The Philosophy of Money  (1900), and in particular 
to its second part dedicated to money and its impact on lifestyle. Together 
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with the subsequent essay,  The Philosophy of Fashion  ( Simmel, 1905 : 303– 
313), it constitutes the highest and most overt refl ection Simmel dedicates 
to the metropolis and its consequences (Frisby, 1992,1994): fashion, alle-
gory and morals, distraction and attention, freedom, solitude and lifestyle. 
The two essays articulate a sophisticated set of images that reveal details of 
the metropolitan experience from the inside (Cerulo, Rafele, 2020; Frisby, 
Feathersone, 1997) 

 The metropolitan type rests on the following psychological premise: “[T] he 
intensifi cation of emotional life due to the swift and continuous shift of 
external and internal stimuli” ( Simmel, 1903 : 103). The number, frequency 
and intensity of the stimuli available and alluring in the metropolis is much 
greater than in the provincial towns. Such seemingly insignifi cant variants as 
quantity and speed can cause a qualitative leap in individual experience: the 
self  is projected into a new techno- sensorial world, which challenges its pre-
vious mental balance. In order to adapt to the new rhythms of life, the self  
strengthens one particular organ:

  Instead of reacting emotionally, the metropolitan type reacts primarily 
in a rational manner, thus creating a mental predominance through the 
intensifi cation of consciousness, which in turn is caused by it. Thus, the 
reaction of the metropolitan person to those events is moved to a sphere 
of mental activity which is least sensitive and which is furthest removed 
from the depths of the personality. 

 ( Simmel, 1903 : 104)   

 This organ, which occupies the upper strata of the mind, can be defi ned as:

  the most adaptable of our inner forces. In order to adjust itself  to the 
shifts and contradictions in events, it does not require the disturbances 
and inner upheavals which are the only means whereby more conservative 
personalities are able to adapt themselves to the same rhythm of events. 

 ( Simmel, 1903 : 104)   

 The response to stimuli is moved to a malleable and dynamic psychic 
zone able to sense and neutralize as many stimuli as possible. As a means 
of absorbing and processing stimuli from the outside, emotionality is over-
come, and becomes a mode of the past, consistent with provincial life, but 
totally inadequate for metropolitan life. If  the provincial town is a  medium  
that requires distinct practices and forms of organization, the metropolis is 
a  medium  that stimulates new strategies of aggregation. The technological 
difference between the provincial city and the metropolis refl ects itself  in the 
difference between a  moral , and an  allegorical  intention, between a mode 
characterized by the preservation and repetition of habits, and one which 
instead tends to build and undo them rapidly, thus acknowledging that habits 
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are ephemeral and illusory (Handel,  2003 ; Molseed,  1987 ). The metropolis 
weakens pre- existing boundaries between subject and object by conferring on 
the medium, rather than on the self, the power of originating historical and 
social processes (  Nedelmann, 1990a, 1990b; Rammstedt, 1989 ). The advent 
of a new medium deviates and regenerates the course of time, by creating a 
new mental condition, and the potential for new modes and possibilities of 
living. The self  is pure energy, the vital and inviolable structure that justifi es 
the presence of things, because things exist only insofar as they are being 
used; but the self  is also a mere refl ection of the outside, the ever- developing 
product of the pressures coming from society (Rammstedt, 1991). The indi-
vidual proceeds as if  in suspended animation in the middle of thousands of 
“shocks” or stimuli .  While being seduced by lights, posters, the gazes from 
passers- by, noise, colours and shop windows, the individual can let all these 
stimuli quickly glide away. In other words, the individual wanders through 
the streets of the metropolis  distractedly;  an organ is strengthened, one that 
is light, resilient and dynamic, half- way between consciousness and uncon-
sciousness ,  capable of neutralizing any new stimulus or prompt from the out-
side. Distraction does not represent a degraded form of experience; it is an 
active and effective device: it allows an individual to keep pace with the rapid 
and fast- dispersing rhythms of the metropolis without inner upheaval, and it 
allows millions of people to live side- by- side, putting up with, and ignoring 
one another. From a different perspective, distraction creates a problem that 
is far from easy to solve: Is it possible to make this multitude of stimuli mean-
ingful? Is it possible to obtain a clear and distinct image of the self, of one’s 
characteristics and of one’s potential? Distraction is a broad perception but 
it can only glide over things. As does everyday life, it fl ows rapid, light and 
uninterrupted. Consciousness can only surface by renting the veil of this 
 continuum,  by suddenly and momentarily interrupting the fl ow of experi-
ence, allowing the subject to leap to a higher mental level offering a sharper 
representation of the self. A continuous interplay or a to- ing and fro- ing 
between distraction and attention comes about, where the former serves to 
live with a life populated by stimuli that leave little space for thought, and the 
latter serves to register a quantitative and initially indistinct series of events, 
later to be transformed and elaborated into self- consciousness. The life of the 
self  unfolds in a  pars construens,  which is swift, conscious and unconscious, 
and in a  pars destruens , which is slow, lucid and entirely dependent upon the 
former. Indeed, it is only possible to deconstruct something once experienced, 
and then, only by working on it. To deconstruct the means to mortify, to 
treat living things as if  they were dead objects, but also to enhance experi-
ence, to cast light on it: the individual follows life in a “reverse direction”, 
focusing on details, on interference and gaps in the narrative, on those parts 
in which a clear and linear sequence leaves room for additions, for sudden 
interruptions and turns that modify and recreate the event experienced. The 
self  makes a leap to a higher mental level and, in this kind of transfi guration, 
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reaches a “high observation point” from which to look back and gain a dis-
tinct, though provisional, image of its own characteristics and potential, of 
its own strengths and weaknesses. In this moment of self- awareness, the self  
is lifted toward a liminal dimension, halfway between life and death, a dimen-
sion which grants a “better and deeper perspective”, but which also numbs 
the senses. Consciousness appears to be essentially tactile, a refl ection of 
experience, but also, automatically, a distancing from it: it is a prosthesis of 
experience, as well as a weapon against it. 

 Money, allegory and a multiplicity of stimuli produce an unprecedented 
psychic phenomenon:

  The essence of the blas é  attitude is an indifference toward the distinctions 
between things. Not in the sense that they are not perceived, as is the 
case of mental dullness, but rather that the meaning and the value of the 
distinctions between things, and therewith of the things themselves, are 
experienced as meaningless. 

 ( Simmel, 1903 : 106)   

 On the one hand, money causes a levelling of the difference between values 
and objects, the public and the private, interiority and exteriority (Rammstedt, 
2003); on the other hand, the speed at which different experiences follow each 
other makes them appear a mere prosthesis of the everyday. The excitement 
produced by the multiplicity of different situations encountered turns into 
its opposite: the feeling that all experience is ephemeral, vain and illusory. 
A circular and potentially infi nite process aimed at its own self- reproduction 
originates within the self: illusion and disillusion, renewed illusion and 
renewed disillusion. Free from morals and a sense of duty, the individual lives 
life in the real or imaginary pursuit of  pleasure.  Pleasure is not derived from 
achieving a goal, or from preserving and safeguarding given values; rather 
it derives from a psychic condition of openness and alertness, nourished by 
illusions and disillusions related to things, people and experiences. The per-
suasion that illusions will materialize one day is the drive of individual life. 
However, it is not the realisation of illusions that matters; rather it is the 
tension that generates around them: the idea of  being able  to realize them 
( Campbell, 1987 ). From a different perspective, an individual’s independence 
from the process of social change constitutes an integral part of freedom. 
Within narrow social groups, the creation of boundaries and a closure toward 
the outside, coincide with the imposition of strong ties on the individual. In 
order to hold a distinct role within the social group the individual is stuck 
with a precise function, and his freedom of action is accordingly reduced:

  In the measure that the group grows numerically, spatially, and in the 
meaningful content of life, its immediate inner unity and the defi niteness 
of its original demarcation against others are weakened and rendered 
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mild by reciprocal interactions and interconnections. And at the same 
time the individual gains a freedom of movement far beyond the fi rst 
jealous delimitation. 

 ( Simmel, 1903 : 107– 108)   

 When social groups grow in size, and open up toward the outside, they 
also change from a qualitative viewpoint: their boundaries and unity tend 
to loosen, and the individual comes to enjoy a freedom of action never 
experienced before the advent of the metropolis. This freedom offers the pos-
sibility of asserting one’s particular  style of life,  and of transforming one’s 
imaginary world into a series of the minutiae of daily life: sex, clothes and 
consumption in general. Within a narrow and close social group, the indi-
vidual feels a strong sense of belonging; however, this is countered by a limi-
tation of freedom. On the contrary, within larger social groups, and therefore 
within the metropolis, freedom expresses itself  also in the loss of a precise 
recognition of one’s social identity. In the metropolis, everybody continues 
to have an identity and a role bound up with his name; a person’s profi le, 
however, is more fragile, because it becomes less noticeable and is inextricably 
linked to situations of anonymity. 

 Freedom and solitude are responsible for greater qualitative differences 
within social groups, yet they also imply the domination of modal strat-
egies over fi nal strategies, and of the private over the public sphere. Building 
one’s own original, albeit marginal, profi le, requires a deep interiorization 
of practices, tastes and choices. Once a tool for class differentiation, an 
individual’s lifestyle is now perceived as a second skin, something which can 
make us visible to others as well as to ourselves. As a result, collective, ver-
tical and codifi ed identities weaken in favour of individual, private and provi-
sional identities, intrinsically validated merely by their presence. Cohesion is 
not built through imitative processes, or generally shared values, but instead 
derives from unstable dynamics, resting on the interiorization of the other as 
a necessity for happiness and self- realisation. In this context, to live means 
to recognize one’s habits, and to control and negotiate them with others on 
a constant basis. The individual no longer needs to be in confl ict with the 
external world, but simply to partake of it by learning how to play the game 
along with, and better than, the others. 

 The isolation of the self  and the consequent loss of any sense of the fi nality 
of time bring everyday life centre stage. The  everyday  becomes the matrix of 
all experiences, but also a system of modes and practices whereby the self  
reassesses the value, function and sense of ongoing events (Benjamin,   1936 ). 
Before becoming a habit, every single event presents itself  to the individual as 
a potential narrative. In this phase it is experienced as a myth or a daydream, 
as a blind and instinctive force that demands to manifest itself. Daily use, 
repetition, and self- observation transform that potential into a familiar  hab-
itus , circumscribed and perfectly recognizable. A repeated experience becomes 
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absorbed and integrated into behaviour, one more fragment of the history of 
one’s psyche (Benjamin,   1940; Jedlowski, 1990) . The sense and meaning of 
the various experiences come together in the self  only  a posteriori : things do 
not have an intrinsic or autonomous value. Their meaning only surfaces when 
the self  makes an image of them, when it recognizes and relativizes them as 
a prosthesis of everyday happenings. The crucial question here is not, what 
does that specifi c event mean? Rather, what does that event mean for me, 
what is its impact on my daily life, and how does it stand in relation to the 
previous experiences I have interiorized? On this premise, the self  experiences 
and interprets even great social structures, such as religion and politics, not as 
holistic systems, but as small fragments or details “stuck” between the folds 
of clothes and daily actions. The self  appears to itself  as a system always  in 
potential , eligible for sudden reconfi gurations, but constantly aiming toward 
illusory or concrete pleasure. The self  is a dynamic singularity that cannot be 
pinned down; its action is justifi ed by its relation and communication with 
other singularities. Interaction with people is unavoidable, yet is justifi ed 
by mere interest (not in the sense of personal benefi t). People spend time 
together for the sake of pleasure, aesthetically, in the original sense of the 
term, and to enjoy themselves, not for political or ideological reasons, or for 
a distinct purpose.  

  6.3     Emotions and daily life 

 How are emotions infl uenced by these tendencies? First, it must be made clear 
that, for Simmel, they constitute the subject together with the rational factor. 
Emotion and reason thus form an inseparable union that represents the core 
of the (modern) individual, who fi nds in himself  criteria for judgement, evalu-
ation and motivation to act. However, although they are an integral part of 
the subject (since they are born within it and characterise it, making each sub-
ject unique), in their manifestation they take on aspects that go beyond the 
singularity of the individual, thus becoming social phenomena: they, in turn, 
produce social interactions. 

 In this discussion, however, it is important to make it clear that emotions 
play an ambivalent role in modernity: they are both a means of communica-
tion and identifi cation with others, and an instrument of self- understanding 
and thus of personal identifi cation. They are elementary forms of sociality, 
bridges between the individual and society, because although the latter is cer-
tainly based on certain socio- structural assumptions, it could not take root 
without relying on feelings, beliefs, imaginary representations, desires and 
aspirations (Watier, 2002). 

 In this two- way relationship between the individual and society, there is 
emotional ambivalence. It is easy to fi nd oneself  “alone”, (i.e., with very 
few people with whom one can claim to have an in- depth and continuous 
acquaintance) even though one is immersed in a plurality of daily interactions, 
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especially in the professional sphere (see Cerulo, 2021). This loneliness is 
ambivalent because, on the one hand, it risks instilling in the subject a sort 
of “schizophrenic” behaviour (emotions of happiness and nervousness that 
alternate continuously) due to the uninterrupted emotional stimuli suffered by 
an increasingly frenetic and technological metropolitan life and aimed at pro-
fessional competition. On the other hand, however, it allows him to seek out 
countless experiences and emotional interactions, regardless of family rules, 
neighbourhood, class, etc. The subject chooses to follow one path among a 
thousand possible others, and this tension, this wealth of possibilities, tinges 
modern existence with an irresistible fascination:

  The fascination that innumerable life experiences exert on us [is 
determined] in its intensity by the fact that through them we leave unex-
plored infi nite possibilities of other enjoyments and opportunities to 
affi rm ourselves. It is not only in the passing by of men, in their separation 
after a brief  contact, in the complete estrangement from countless beings, 
to whom we could give, who could give us so much; in all this there is not 
only a sumptuous waste, a heedless grandeur of existence. This specifi c 
value of non- enjoyment also gives rise to a new, more intense and more 
concentrated fascination with what we actually possess. The fact that it is 
precisely this that is realised among the many possibilities of life gives it 
a tone of victory, the shadows of life’s unexpressed and unenjoyed wealth 
form its triumphal procession. 

 ( Simmel, 1900 : 210)   

 Immersed in this ambivalent existential and emotional dimension, the 
inhabitants of modernity, in order to keep up with the fast pace imposed by 
metropolitan experience, act or, better, re- act mainly through the use of the 
intellect, thus trying to protect what Simmel calls “sentimentality” from the 
acceleration of experience, the excess of stimuli and the continuous change 
imposed by the modern era (see Gassen and Landmann,   1993 ). We are there-
fore faced with a strategic manifestation of emotions selected based on the 
demands of the social context in which we fi nd ourselves acting, the here 
and now of everyday life, and the objectives to be pursued. This is not, mind 
you, a denial of emotions, but a display of those most suitable for not being 
disturbed by the social situation in which one fi nds oneself. Thus, in normal 
daily interactions, fl eeting, momentary, “impressionistic” expressions and 
emotional behaviour are increasingly taking shape. 

 The ambivalence of modernity, this being made up of trends and counter- 
trends, forces subjects to live an essentially tragic relationship, caught in what 
Simmel calls the “dualism of individuality”: being for oneself  and being social 
( Simmel, 1908 ). On the one hand, the modern subject tends to withdraw into 
himself, in search of new spaces of individualisation and refl exivity; on the 
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other hand, he cannot help feeling the social call that characterises him as 
belonging to a life in common with others. Existential ambivalence becomes, 
in Simmel, a principle of socialisation, a modern vehicle through which to 
grasp the facets of social reality. 

 This ambivalence also characterises the manifestation of emotions and 
represents a kind of social energy that guarantees the ego vital impetus: it 
is a dual instrument of knowledge in that it is directed towards oneself  and, 
specularly, towards the other. Thus, although they emerge as confl icting forces 
and potential creators of tension in social interaction and, consequently, in the 
choice the subject must make about their manifestation, emotions are always 
elementary forms of sociality; in this sense, they cannot but be charged with 
further ambivalence: on the one hand, they help to create social interactions; 
on the other, they also arouse emotions. 

 In this direction, Simmel studies various forms of “emotional– sentimental” 
social interaction: sociability, discretion, modesty, shame, gratitude, loyalty, 
confi dence, friendship, marriage, coquetry, and love. These emotions always 
play a dual and ambivalent role: on the one hand, they allow the subject to 
enter society, build social interactions, gain experience; on the other, they 
allow him to discover and identify himself  and create a path of existential 
self- recognition through the emotions he perceives in his relationships with 
others. A few examples may further clarify the point. 

 One thinks of  coquetry ( Koketterie),  which is a form of play that becomes a 
general form of interaction (Simmel, 1909). Studying the “fl irtatious” behav-
iour of  the subjects (starting with the coquetry typical of  early twentieth- 
century upper- class women during the courtship process: their granting and 
denying themselves, embracing an invitation and immediately retreating to 
their positions), Simmel highlights how, through such a form of playful inter-
action, one can arrive at a thematization of  social reality in a more convin-
cing and profound way than in normal everyday interactions, marked by the 
respect of  institutional and social rules that leave little room for imagination 
and facetiousness. In coquetry, subjects must trust their emotions, as a com-
pass to orientate themselves within a playful, intimate relationship, osten-
sibly directed towards the other but, at bottom, an instrument of  personal 
identifi cation. Thus, the power to be free to assume a defi nitive position 
within the relationship translates, at the same time and ambivalently, into 
the freedom to use one’s own power of  fascination (and coquetry) towards 
the other. 

 Another example is gratitude, for which there seems to be little room in 
everyday social interactions. For Simmel, in fact, in modern interactions that 
are very often based on speed and utilitarian reciprocal exchange, a relation-
ship is seldom devoid of instrumental interest, but rather is characterised 
by the desire to give for the pleasure of doing so, which corresponds to the 
emotion of gratitude. The latter could be defi ned as a counter- gift, not in the 
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sense of opposition to the act of giving, but as an action that is born from the 
gift and lives in its memory:

  It can be said that deep down, gratitude does not consist so much in 
the fact that the gift is returned, but in the awareness that it cannot be 
returned. For we fi nd ourselves in the presence of something that creates 
in the soul of the recipient a permanent disposition towards the other, 
something that brings to awareness the idea of the inner infi nitude of a 
relationship, which cannot be completely exhausted or realised by means 
of any fi nite activity. 

 ( Simmel, 1917 : 87)   

 Gratitude constitutes a positive response that Ego addresses to Alter in order 
to build a social bond that is free from instrumental or utilitarian perspectives. 
For Simmel, this form of sociality is confi gured as a unique reciprocal action 
and reveals the subject’s totality: his being- for- itself  that turns to the other in 
its entirety. 

 One of the most important emotions and forms of sociality for its function 
of creating cohesion within the interaction, gratitude is both a thank- you 
and an invitation, the gateway to one’s own intimacy: “the most refi ned and 
strongest relationships are often linked to this emotion, independent of any 
single reception, which offers the other, as if  by an obligation of gratitude, 
our whole personality and which also addresses the entirety of his” ( Simmel, 
1917 : 74, 76). 

 A similar argument applies to friendship, defi ned by Simmel as a social 
emotion that allows interaction between individuals or groups. Friendship, 
being just an elementary form of sociality, creates a deep and spiritual union 
between two subjects, since it can play on the absence of the sexual factor, 
an element of vehemence and passion, and on a time span which is usually 
longer than that which characterises the feeling of love:

  The ideal of friendship leads to an absolute spiritual familiarity, which 
here often seems even more attainable than in love, because friendship 
lacks that unambiguous concentration on one element, which for love 
is sensuality. […] For this reason friendship, which lacks this vehemence 
but also this unruliness of passion, can better unite the whole person 
with the whole person, can better overcome the closure of the soul, acting 
certainly not so impetuously, but to a greater extent and in a longer 
succession of time. 

 ( Simmel, 1917 : 43)   

 Friendship, according to the German sociologist, is characterised by eight 
main elements. It is an emotion which: 
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      1     is positive, because it binds individuals through feelings of friendliness 
and benevolence;  

     2     is secondary, because it does not manifest itself  in the form of an imme-
diate need, but is open to various types of social, cultural and situational 
infl uences;  

     3     unlike what can occur in love, is always based on mutual affection 
and therefore, while characterising the subjectivity of the individual, 
transcends his or her singularity;  

     4     can be caused by motivations and orientated towards ends external to 
friendship itself  (it is therefore not self- referential);  

     5     is abstract, because it can be found in heterogeneous social spheres and in 
different categories of social actors;  

     6     is composite, because it can be accompanied by the manifestation of 
other emotions;  

     7     is dynamic because it can create new bonds or break previously established 
ones; and  

     8     is socially productive, because it contributes to the social construction of 
reality   

 (see Nedelmann,   1990a, b ). 

 Friendship is theorised by Simmel as a sort of absolute emotion: the deepest 
and, at the same time, the most appropriate to the individual’s presence in 
modern everyday life: it would not create discomfort, disturbances, uncer-
tainties, but would allow an interaction with the other based on discretion 
and tact. In modernity, in fact, friendship becomes free from any ties of prox-
imity, kinship or clan. Emancipating itself  from the traditional, undifferen-
tiated social circle in which it took shape in previous societies, the emotion 
in question fi nds new spaces and channels in which to manifest itself. The 
concept of freedom as a direct consequence of modernity returns. However 
if, on the one hand, the friendship bond is freed from its previous constraints, 
discovering spaces and times previously unthinkable, on the other hand, it 
discovers new diffi culties in its development, running the risk of not being 
able to fully manifest its deep emotional charge. As social differentiation 
grows, so does distrust of others. It becomes diffi cult to express total inter- 
subjective openness, so one trusts with distrust and out of necessity. Also, as 
Simmel points out, having abandoned traditional community life, each man 
has some secret to hide, which he takes care to keep concealed within those 
“ideal spheres” that characterise the discretion of each individual. 

 In modern times, material property is fl anked by “psychological private 
property”, unique to each subject and characteristic of his or her specifi c per-
sonality. This psychological private property must be safeguarded at all costs 
because it preserves the mystery of individuality that makes each subject not 
assimilable to another. If  this property were to be violated, the individual 
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would risk showing himself   in toto , without any more secrets and, in so doing, 
the same effect of reciprocity ( Wechselwirkung ) between the subjects present 
in friendship would be lacking precisely because there would be no more 
secrets to discover. 

 If  social interaction exists, then, for Simmel it is largely thanks to the form 
of sociality of discretion, which allows Ego to know Alter, but only partially 
and never fully, even in friendship. It is not by chance that in friendship (as 
in gratitude), the feelings of touch ( Taktgef ü hl ) and modesty ( Schamgef ü hl ), 
which for Simmel represent the subject’s ability to mediate between curiosity 
about one’s own emotions and respect for the other in the course of inter-
action, between the right to ask and the right to secrecy, acquire fundamental 
importance ( Simmel 1908 ). In other words, friends must always be careful not 
to overstep that discreet boundary, which is synonymous with respect for the 
other, which preserves the relationship in a vital tension through a play of 
words and silences, sentences spoken or only hinted at, glances and illusions:

  […] discretion does not consist at all only in the fact that the other person 
is a friend, but also in the fact that the other person is a friend. Discretion 
does not consist at all only in respecting the other’s secrets, his intentional 
desire to hide this or that thing from us, but is already in keeping oneself  
at a distance from knowing everything about the other that he does not 
expressly manifest. 

 ( Simmel, 1917 : 54)   

 The importance of the boundaries to be maintained during interaction 
emerges here. These are fl exible boundaries that, while varying according to 
the form and intensity of the interaction itself, must always be maintained as 
they are vital to the continuation of the interaction.  

  6.4     On love 

 The last emotion we will review is that of love which, for Simmel, is confi gured 
as a direct and purposeless interaction, free from any utilitarian relationship 
and light years away from the instrumental reason characteristic of modern 
society. In modernity, this too is characterised by ambivalence: on the one 
hand, having freed itself  from the family sphere, which was previously its 
main environment of manifestation, it fi nds a freedom of expression that 
gives the subject the possibility of living multiple experiences; on the other 
hand, due to the considerable increase in social differentiation, the love rela-
tionship becomes essentially tragic and individual: it only ignites in the face 
of individuality and shatters in the face of its insuperability ( Simmel, 1921 ; 
 Seebach, 2017 ). 

 As we have seen, Simmel’s subject, forced to come to terms with his 
ineliminable solitude constitutive of the experience of modernity, is in search 
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of some form of consistency that gives solidity to his ego. In this discourse, 
love is consistent in its continual search for individuality through the other, a 
tendency that makes the subject once again ambivalent in his actions: on the 
one hand, he tends to shy away from the responsibilities that dyadic experi-
ence brings with it; on the other, he feels the need to live in a continual search 
for the other and to experience different experiences with the latter. He is 
caught between unity and multiplicity; between the desire to “dare” the other 
and the fear of no longer fi nding himself. 

 Love is, therefore, confi gured as a totalising emotion, which produces a 
shattering experience for the individual in his or her entirety (also because, in 
interactions of love, one addresses the other as a whole, unlike other forms 
of interaction in which only a part of one’s self  is brought into play). Love 
always brings together two wholes: two subjects who reveal themselves to 
each other, for what they are and not only for that part of themselves that 
they want or need to show. 

 Simmel often returns to this discourse of unity, the pivotal point of his 
“philosophy of love”. He sees love as a revolutionary force capable of creating 
havoc and disorder in existing reality, but at the same time of transforming 
the subjects themselves, reshaping their relationships, thus creating a new 
order and, in the end, a new social reality that can only be used by the subjects 
involved in the interaction. In fact, through the experience of love, the lovers 
create their own “love landscape”. The external world takes on a different 
form in their eyes: in the company of the beloved everything changes and the 
world appears better than it really is. The experience of love thus becomes a 
sort of experiential bridge: through it one is driven to act, to be actively in 
the world and not to close it off  from oneself. In fact, a deeper analysis shows 
how, according to Simmel, love creates its own love object. When Ego loves 
Alter, he, although turning to another subject, turns his love towards himself. 
Alter would then be the object through which it is ultimately possible to love 
oneself. It is a mirror- love made possible only by the presence of another sub-
ject within the constituted love- interaction ( Simmel, 1921 ). 

 Once again, therefore, the individual is forced to live tragically, caught 
between the desire for extraneousness and the need to relate to the other. 
Oscillating within the modern process of social differentiation, it “is always 
member and body, part and whole, completed and in need of completion” 
( Simmel, 1917 : 19). Ego needs Alter because it is only through its presence 
that it can experience love. It is thanks to the “contamination” with the other 
that it is possible to look at oneself  from another perspective and go deep 
into the relationship with one’s self. Yet, because of the characteristics of 
modernity, love is marked by confl ict: between the different parts of the self, 
between the individual and society and, above all, between the subject and 
the other, bound by an interaction suspended between intimacy and solitude, 
between indiscretion and discretion, between the desire to become a We and 
the need to remain a separate I and You. 
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 Modernity thus seems to appear as a gentle conspirator, careful to guar-
antee the polymorphism of reality. Like the wave of the sea that laps and 
then recedes, these modern forms of sociality described by Simmel display 
the characteristics of transience and fl eetingness, in a relationship made up of 
secrets, fantasies and Ego- Alter games, in which the ambivalence of emotions 
and their manifestations plays a major role. Simmel’s experience of modernity 
thus takes on the traits of an adventure, that is, of the present open to all that 
could be, of the here and now that oscillates between tendencies and counter- 
tendencies, ambiguities and contradictions, openness and closure to the out-
side world. We are dealing with an individual who goes ahead “by trial and 
error”, aware of the different spheres of reality that make up his emotional 
experience. 

 Emotions are part of this modern “tragicness”: as forms of sociality, they 
enable the subject to relate to others and to get in touch with himself. In 
doing so, they generate new emotions which, in turn, generate new social 
interactions. The effects are continuous and two- way, in the logic of trends 
and counter- trends that characterises Georg Simmel’s fresco of modernity.   

   Note 

     1     Antonio Rafele is the author of the section: “The metropolis and the image of 
the self”; Massimo Cerulo is the author of the following sections: “Introduction”, 
“Emotions and daily life”, “On love”.   
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              Chapter 7 

 Vilfredo Pareto    

   Vincenzo Romania      

   7.1     Introduction 

 The work of  Vilfredo Pareto (1848– 1923) has long been neglected by socio-
logical historiography,  1   with a few exceptions, amongst which stands out 
Talcott Parsons’ The Structure of    Social Action  (1949  [1937]), a sociological 
classic that recognizes and pays particular tribute to the Italian sociolo-
gist: that of  having contributed, together with Durkheim and Weber, to 
defi ning the fi eld of  sociological theory in antithesis to the utilitarian para-
digm of social action.  2   Beyond those rare exceptions, his work has received 
only scant interest and there has been little work on his work on the canon-
ical defi nition of  the fi eld of  the sociology of  emotions (see  Cerulo, 2018 ). 
The main reasons that explain this oblivion are the prolixity and opacity 
of  his writing; his insistence on the irrational character of  human action, 
which differed markedly from the progressive climax of  the classical period 
of  sociology ( Connell, 1997 ); and, fi nally, his political involvement in early 
Fascism, which had long been the subject of  controversy (cf.  Alexander, 
1994 ). However, Pareto can be considered the only classical sociologist, 
together with Gabriel Tarde, to place emotions at the centre of  his analysis 
of  the social system.  

  7.2     Intellectual biography 

 Vilfredo Pareto was born in Paris in 1848 into an Italian family of noble 
origins and republican ideas which had been exiled to France for political 
reasons. After a few years, the family returned to Piedmont. Here, Pareto fi rst 
followed classical studies and then graduated in 1869 in engineering, with 
a thesis on the fundamental principles of the equilibrium of solid bodies. 
In Turin, Pareto encountered Darwinism and the philosophy of John Stuart 
Mill, of which he became an interpreter and a critical reader, in opposition to 
Spencerian evolutionism. 

 After moving to Tuscany, Pareto worked as a physicist in the fi eld of railway 
transport, but he also published economic and political writings, which 
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were very successful. His scientifi c background allowed him to approach 
pure economics and, in particular, the work of Leo Walras. This led him to 
succeed Walras in 1893 as the chair of Political Economy at the University 
of Lausanne. He taught at the Swiss university for the rest of his career, and 
from 1897, he also taught a course in sociology at the same university. 

 His career as an economist was brilliant and would produce a signifi cant 
advancement in the understanding of the processes of subjective and col-
lective utility (e.g. his famous concept of  Pareto optimality , which indicates 
the best possible level of allocation of resources among the subjects within an 
economy). The results of this intellectual effort are contained in the  Manual 
of Political Economy , written between 1890 and 1906 ( Pareto, 2014  [1906]), 
where an intellectual tension between sociology and psychology is already 
visible. The Italian thinker considered it too reductive to explain human 
behaviour only from the heuristics of  homo oeconomicus . Individual egoism 
could not be taken for granted and transformed into mathematical formulas. 
Rather, to understand economic behaviour, it was necessary to understand 
the relevance of psychological and ideological reasons and thus to distin-
guish, as he would theorize better in the following years, logical actions from 
non- logical actions. 

 From a political point of  view, it is in this era that Pareto’s distance from 
all socialist ideologies becomes clearer. While in Italy the intellectual scene 
was pervaded by the debate between scientifi c Marxism and idealism, Pareto 
clearly endorsed economic liberalism, which he considered the only political 
doctrine to be based on scientifi c assumptions. This, according to some psy-
choanalytical interpretations, such as that proposed by  Borkenau (1936) , 
originated from the radical confl ict between the young Vilfredo Pareto and 
his father Raffaele, a political and intellectual fi gure who played a crucial 
role in the diffusion of  Mazzini’s ideas in Italy and Europe. This interpret-
ation is hardly demonstrable, especially in the light of  the new biograph-
ical evidence produced by  Mornati (2018a ;  2018b ). What seems to us more 
relevant for the purposes of  our discussion is to note how Pareto’s political 
commitment corresponds to a consistent epistemological stance: liberalism, 
in its conception, fully implements the principles of  positivism and defi nes 
the methodological individualism that would inspire all his subsequent 
intellectual production. 

 Therefore, the ideological scepticism of the liberal intellectual corresponded 
to the scientifi c scepticism of the positivist scientist ( Bobbio, 1973 ). This 
is particularly evident in his critical study on  Les syst è mes socialistes  fi rst 
published in French in 1902 ( Pareto, 1951 ). The thesis of the book is that 
in all societies, the government elites circulate and cyclically go through 
moments of ascendance ( anabasis ) and decay ( catabasis ). Socialism covers 
this process through the illusion of great Virtuist “passions” but aims, like all 
other ideologies, to conquer the positions of the elite. Emotions thus critically 
enter the interests of Pareto, whose intellectual fi gure increasingly resembles 
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that of the great “debunker” of human passions, behind which are hidden 
completely instrumental ends. 

 Having progressively abandoned political economy and the study of pol-
itical doctrines, in the last years of his life Vilfredo Pareto devoted himself  
entirely to the study of sociology. He worked for almost twenty years on his 
 Trattato di Sociologia Generale , a text of over 2,000 pages published in Italian 
and French between 1916 and 1917, when the author was almost seventy 
years old. The text would appear in English in 1935 in the American transla-
tion, edited by Arthur Livingston, with the title  The Mind and Society .  3   From 
this moment on and throughout the 1930s, Pareto’s sociological fame grew 
and produced signifi cant critical literature, both philosophical and socio-
logical.  4   Together with Livingston himself, the pioneer of Pareto’s sociology 
in America was Lewis Henderson, who in 1932, founded the Pareto Circle 
at Harvard. Among others, the Pareto Circle would be attended by great 
names in the social sciences of the twentieth century: George Homans, Pitrim 
Sorokin,  5   Joseph Schumpeter, Talcott Parsons, Elton Mayo, Crane Brinton, 
and Robert K. Merton. 

 During this period a real “Pareto cult”  6   was developing at Harvard. There 
are many reasons for this success: on the one hand, compared to the com-
peting Chicago School, Pareto offered a systematic abstract model, com-
patible with that of the founder Pitrim Sorokin. Secondly, his sociology 
placed great emphasis on values and normative orientations, fundamental 
pillars in the construction of Parsons’s theoretical architecture. Last but 
not least, his theory on the circulation of elites deconstructed the moral 
primacy of socialist doctrines and offered a strong interpretative frame-
work against Marxism. Refl ecting on Pareto’s impact, Homans wrote that 
“as a Republican Bostonian who had not rejected his comparatively wealthy 
family, I felt during the thirties that I was under personal attack, above all 
from the Marxists. I was ready to believe Pareto because he provided me with 
a defense” ( Homans, 1962 : 4). 

 The fame of the Italian sociologist gradually waned after World War II, 
in parallel with the decadence of the functionalist paradigm. As already 
mentioned, the sociology of emotions would devote only a certain amount of 
attention to him in later years.  

  7.3     Logico- experimental and non- logico- experimental 
actions 

 Pareto’s sociological production is quite extensive,  7   but the main theories 
are concentrated and outlined in  Trattato  (1935 [1916]), on which we will 
focus in this chapter. The text is prolix and rich in digressions, but it follows 
a defi ned logical structure that can be schematically illustrated, as we shall 
outline below. 
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 According to Pareto, all human action can be divided into two main cat-
egories: logico- experimental actions and non- logico- experimental actions. 
The fi rst type is defi ned as follows because (1) it correctly links premises and 
results on the basis of deductive ( logical ) reasoning, and (2) it is based on 
observable and replicable ( experimental ) evidence. These are, in other words, 
actions based on scientifi c and objective –  that is, shared –  knowledge of 
what are the most appropriate ways to achieve a given goal. Those who per-
form them are not moved by instinct but by awareness. The rational actor, for 
Pareto, pursues his own interests by resorting to a solid scientifi c knowledge 
and a clear pragmatic and rational calculation of the consequences.  8   He is 
aware, based on his own experience and practical observation, of what are, for 
all practical purposes and for every possible observer, the most appropriate 
means to achieve a given goal. Such is the action of the  homo oeconomicus , 
the rational actor theorized by positivism and the ideal citizen of liberal 
doctrines, three traditions in which Pareto clearly recognizes himself  and 
which he synthesizes into this category. 

 However, according to Pareto, this model of social action is not enough to 
explain what human beings do in most contexts of their existence. In fact, all 
those actions determined by a transcendental subjectivity (e.g., of a religious, 
ideal, or value type) or by theories that transcend the logical- rational demon-
stration do not fall within the category of logico- experimental actions. Non- 
logico- experimental actions are all based on instincts, feelings of belonging, 
values, beliefs, emotionality, and the biology of the actor. They represent, 
according to the Italian sociologist, the most relevant component of human 
actions. Consistent with the thought of the French crowd psychologists, from 
Gabriel Tarde to Gustave Le Bon, Pareto shows how irrational, emotional 
elements emerge from social life and infl uence social behaviour in a decisive 
way. Pareto’s conception is therefore  in nuce  contradictory: on the one hand, 
it underlines the importance of everything that transcends rationality, for 
social cohesion and collective utility, while, on the other hand, it denounces 
the atavistic weakness in human beings, explained by the prevalence, in their 
typical behaviour, of non- logical action. 

 Like Durkheim, Pareto does not offer any psychological explanation of 
why individuals act illogically but rather focuses on collective feelings (he 
often uses the term  sentiment ), namely those emotions that are socially 
constructed and objectively shared by all. Like the French thinker, Pareto 
uses the theme of emotions to fundamentally differentiate sociology from 
psychology: “Non- logical actions originate chiefl y in defi nite psychic states, 
sentiments, subconscious feelings, and the like. It is the province of psychology 
to investigate such psychic states” ( Pareto, 1935 , I: 88). This great dichotomy 
between logic and feeling closely resembles the model of social action studied 
by Max Weber, but it would seem that the two authors never infl uenced each 
other ( Bobbio, 1964  and  1973 ).  
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  7.4     Non- logical actions and rationalizations 

 Having defi ned the distinction between logical and non- logical actions, 
Pareto adds a further piece to his theoretical model. Non- logical actions, 
while representing the predominant part of human behaviour, he says, never 
appear as such in social representations: “Human beings –  indeed –  have a 
very conspicuous tendency to paint a varnish of logic over their conduct” 
( Pareto, 1935 , I: 79). The Italian sociologist believes, in other words, that indi-
viduals are continuously engaged in justifying and rationalizing their instincts 
and emotions ( Rutigliano, 1994 ). The subject has a certain relationship to 
the theory of  rationalization , developed by Sigmund Freud and his follower 
Ernest Jones (1908). In Jones’s theory, in particular, rationalization represents 
a process implemented by an individual to hide emotions or inconvenient 
aspects of reality. Indeed, in Freud’s overall work, rationalization is a process 
performed by the ego that has to do with the resolution of inner confl icts 
placed in the unconscious and semi- conscious dimension. Pareto does not 
deal with subjective psychological elements, but mainly with how language 
and philosophical, doctrinal, and ideological representations provide individ-
uals with elements of the rationalization of subjective emotional experiences. 
He deals, in other words, with the collective resources of the rationalization 
of subjective emotional experiences. As Raymond Aron suggests:

  the underlying reason for the distinctiveness of the Paretian method is 
that, compared with the psychoanalytic method, it is not psychological 
since it deliberately ignores the sentiments or states of mind of which 
the residues are merely the expression. Pareto renounces exploring the 
subconscious and unconscious; he concentrates on an intermediary level 
between the depths of consciousness and acts or words directly appre-
hensible from the outside. 

 ( Aron, 1971 : 171)   

 In summary, according to Pareto, (a) social action is driven mainly by non- 
logical drives; (b) however, only logical actions are considered publicly plaus-
ible; (c) given this contradiction, people engage in a continuous process of the 
rationalization of illogical behaviour; and (d) this process produces beliefs, 
common- sense orientations, ideologies, doctrines, religious precepts, and nor-
mative orientations that make the illogical acceptable. According to Pareto, 
“the human being has such a weakness for adding logical- developments to 
non- logical behaviour that anything can serve as an excuse for him to turn to 
that favourite occupation” ( Pareto, 1935 , I: 104). 

 There exists, in other words, a fundamental confl ict between man’s inner 
passions and the public behaviours that suppress their manifestation. From 
this confl ict arise all the great narratives that guide human behaviour. The 
irrational is, in fact, unspeakable in a world that makes rationality its supreme 
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meta- value. With this, Pareto is once again comparable to Weber in facing 
the fundamental confl ict of all modernity: the iron cage of rationality. And 
this is further comparable to Freud in reading the process of civilization as a 
process of the rational suppression of instincts ( Freud, 2002 ). As Norberto 
Bobbio explains,

  Pareto had been struck by the varied and captious way in which these 
passions had been hidden, simulated, masked by pseudo- rational 
constructions. The classical quarrel between passion and reason did 
not appear to him as a quarrel between the lower and upper part of the 
human soul, but between natural instinct and its counterfeiting, between 
spontaneity and construction. 

 ( Bobbio, 1964 : XX)   

 From this conclusion, Pareto moves to defi ne the mission of sociology, 
which is twofold. First, its task is to reveal the artifi cially rational character 
of non- logical actions, to show how, beneath the surface of the rationality 
of ideologies and beliefs, deeply irrational forces remain that move human 
behaviour: “Hence our need to do a thing of supreme importance for our pur-
pose here –  to tear off  the masks non- logical conduct is made to wear and lay 
bare the things they hide from view”. Secondly, the sociologist is called upon 
to distinguish truth from the social usefulness of non- logical actions, that 
is, their function for the integration and balance of the social system: “The 
experimental truth of a they and its social utility are different things. A theory 
that is experimentally true may be now advantageous, now detrimental, to 
society; and the same applies to a theory that is experimentally false” ( Pareto, 
1935 , I: 171).  Or, again:

  In the course of our study, therefore, we shall have to try to separate 
those two parts; and then not stop with the refl ection that a certain argu-
ment is inconclusive, idiotic, absurd, but ask ourselves whether it may 
not be expressing sentiments benefi cial to society, and expressing them 
in a manner calculated to persuade many people who would not be at all 
infl uenced by the soundest logico- experimental argument. 

 ( ivi , I: 264)   

 Unlike the positivism of the origins, Pareto separates scientifi c truth –  which is 
concretized in logical reasoning –  from the pragmatic utility of social actions 
and their social representation. He is convinced, in fact, that even non- logical 
actions possess some social utility and that, at the same time, logical action 
could also produce negative effects for the community. In this sense, he is a 
critical positivist who recognizes the crucial importance of the pragmatic val-
idation of knowledge and clearly detaches himself  from the approaches of 
Comte and Spencer, who are repeatedly his critical targets.  
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  7.5     Residues 

 The most substantial and demanding part of the  Trattato , however, concerns 
the analysis of the verbalizations that humans use to make non- logical actions 
appear rational. Pareto is, in fact, convinced that the best way to study non- 
logical actions is to explore the arguments that support them.  9   Unlike what 
Durkheim does in Elementary Forms of Religious Life (1965 [1912]), Pareto’s 
data are not ethnographic but consist of social representations, developed 
within particular societies, cultures, religions, and political groups to justify 
models of social action that have neither a logical basis nor an empirical- 
experimental validation. 

 In every theory that supports non- logical actions, according to the Italian 
sociologist, two types of elements can be distinguished: the arguments, which 
are the superfi cial and variable part that he calls  derivations ; and the fi xed 
elements of human behaviour, fundamental for every representation, which 
he calls  residues . 

 Residues, in other words, are what remains when all logical- rational elem-
ents and all superfi cial arguments are eliminated from a theory. They are 
the direct reference to an element of human behaviour that does not need 
further interpretation. They are the most important and yet most indefi nite 
part of social representations. They are the arguments that refer directly and 
constantly to the ultimate drivers of non- logical actions. Pareto sometimes 
defi nes them as sentiments or “manifestations of sentiments” and other times 
as  instincts ,  10   using the terms as synonyms.  11   

 The fundamental residues are classifi ed as follows: 

     1      Instinct for combinations . This can be defi ned as the instinct of men to 
creatively combine objects, elements, and phenomena. Otherwise, it is an 
associative instinct or, more specifi cally, the tendency of the human mind 
to produce differential associations between elements of the material and 
immaterial worlds. It is the element which, according to Pareto, stimulates 
innovation and social change.  

     2      Group- persistence (instinct of persistence of the aggregates ). This has a 
nature somewhat opposite from the fi rst. It is, in fact, the tendency to 
preserve the integrity and uniformity of relationships, identifi cations, and 
existing groups. It manifests itself  in the attachment to a community, to a 
place, to a social group. It produces stability and stagnation.  

     3      Need to manifest sentiments through external acts (activity, self- 
expression ). This kind of residue concerns what Pareto calls “powerful 
sentiments”, which are associated with striking symbolic acts. These are, 
as usual, collective sentiments, based on the model of the Durkheimian 
rituals. The most signifi cant prototype is religious exaltation: “One may 
feel a calm and thoughtful need for ‘doing something’. But that sentiment 
may rise in intensity to the point of exaltation, exhilaration, delirium. [...] 
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Religious chants, contortions, dances, mutilations performed in states of 
delirium, belong to [this] variety. However, mutilations and more gen-
erally, voluntary sufferings often involve another kind of residues –  the 
ascetic type” ( Pareto, 1935 , II: 648).  

     4      Residues connected with sociality.  This is the tendency of a social group to 
adopt homologenous and uniform behaviour and the individual to sacri-
fi ce himself  for the needs of the community. This instinct is proactive and 
pro- social. Its manifestations are neophobia, self- pity extended to fellow 
others, cruelty to strangers to defend one’s community, sharing one’s 
goods, renouncing selfi sh good for collective ends, seeking social recogni-
tion, and sacrifi cing one’s life for one’s community. It is connected to rec-
ognition. In fact, Pareto affi rms: “The sentiments of sociality manifested 
by various sorts of residues are nearly always accompanied by a desire for 
the approbation of others, or for avoiding their censure” (ivi, II: 690).  

     5      Integrity of the individual and his appurtenances.  This is, on the contrary, 
a defensive and egoistic residue concerning the defence of one’s iden-
tity and possessions. It is, in other words, the preservation of the private 
sphere, which is not affected by the social sphere.  

     6      Sex residue.  This is the residue in which Pareto demonstrates more 
explicitly the importance of considering the biological element in the 
understanding of human behaviour.    

 In summary, according to Pareto, there are six fundamental “drives” of 
non- logical action –  and many of  these involve human action. Two of  these 
(1 and 2) express the dialectic between social stability and social change; 
two others (4 and 5), the dialectic between identifi cation and distinction. 
The third refers to the public expression of  common feelings of  belonging, 
while the last represents a clear link between social dynamics and bio-
logical determinism. In brief, Pareto proposes a model of  social action 
conciliating primordial instincts and passions with modern and industrial 
mechanisms of  social differentiation. There are three fundamental elem-
ents of  the residues: (a) human nature, (b) the individual as a rational, 
self- determining entity, and (c) the society with which it enters into a dia-
lectical relationship. The rational component of  interests remains outside 
the residues because it is included in the logical- experimental actions. The 
author thus outlines a system of  social action that claims to be applicable 
to any human group.  12   The differences between cultural, political, and reli-
gious groups are reduced to epiphenomena. All human behaviour is driven 
by fundamental forces that transcend the manifest differences that are 
proper to the whole of  humanity. 

 For Pareto the residues cover a large part of human behaviour and there-
fore overlap with the concept of “human nature”, which is inherently emo-
tional. Clearly, in each of the six categories of residues proposed by Pareto, 
an emotional element is included. This is evident in different exerts of the 
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 Trattato , as in the one that follows: “Human beings are persuaded in the 
main by sentiments (residues), and we may therefore foresee, as for that 
matter experience shows, that derivations derive the force they have, not, or 
at least not exclusively, from logico- experimental considerations, but from 
sentiments” (ivi, vol. IV: 885). 

 The thesis is that there is “a group of constant and generalized sentiments” 
determining human life. Indeed, according to Pareto, the same residues have a 
capacity for emotional contagion or of “redundancy” that recalls very closely 
the contemporary Durkhemian theory of social effervescence:

  The acts in which sentiments express themselves reinforce such sentiments 
and may even arouse them in individuals who were without them. It is a 
well- known physical attitude, and individual putting himself  in that atti-
tude may come to feel the corresponding emotions. 

 (ivi, II: 647)   

 In conclusion, Pareto develops a general social system, inserting emotions 
within the dynamics of structuration and the institutionalization of social 
action. Therefore, the classifi cation of residues offers an original –  and per-
haps not totally unconscious –  combination among the great paradigms of 
European classical sociology: Comtian positivism, Simmel’s formal soci-
ology, the Weberian theory of social action, the Durkheimian theory of 
social solidarity, and fi nally, a certain Darwinian evolutionism, deprived of 
the historical- fi nalistic component.  

  7.6     Derivations and social equilibrium 

 If  the model pretends to offer an overall explanation of human behav-
iour, the differences between the various human groups can be noticed, 
according to Pareto, especially at the superfi cial level of the arguments or 
symbolizations: the so- called  derivations .  13   While the residues vary very 
little over time, the derivations are highly variable historical, cultural, and 
social products. They constitute the most visible element of rationaliza-
tion, which is the ideological justifi cation of non- logical or illogical behav-
iour: “The derivations comprise logical reasonings, unsound reasonings, 
and manifestations of sentiments used for purposes of derivation: they are 
manifestations of the human being’s hunger for thinking” (ivi, III: 889). 

 Since they are verbalizations, Pareto coherently distinguishes them in 
linguistic- argumentary categories: 

     1      Assertions , namely the mere enunciation of real or imaginary facts, 
sentiments, or mixtures of facts and sentiments.  

     2      Authority , that is, the legitimation of a given action based on the authority 
of men, traditions, divinities, or personifi ed entities.  
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     3      Accords with sentiments or principles , or the legitimation of a given action 
based on sentiments, interests, or normative principle, or on the belief  in 
metaphysical and supernatural entities.  

     4      Verbal proofs , concerning the rhetorical capacity to prove an argument 
through incidental sentiments, metaphors, allegories, or analogies.    

 Therefore, Pareto lists among the derivations those rhetorical tools that give 
strength to a discourse on the preferability or plausibility of a given course 
of non- logical action, from the illocutive and perlocutive point of view.  14   Two 
of them (1 and 4) refer to the direct, illocutive rhetorical force of speech; the 
second derivation concerns the  a priori  legitimation of a derivation –  what 
in rhetoric is called  argomentum ab auctoritate ; the third, instead, explicitly 
concerns the speaker’s ability to involve his audience’s emotions. 

 With respect to derivations, emotions still play a crucial role, but of a 
different kind than for residues. They stimulate the construction of consensus 
based on the mechanisms of persuasion. Using the terms of sociolinguistics, 
it can be said that Pareto focuses on the  emotional function  of  speech. The so- 
called “agreement with sentiments and principles”, in particular, indicates all 
those arguments that recall values, principles, and shared beliefs that stimu-
late emotional involvement in the public. 

 This has two purposes consistent with the two tasks of sociology: to show 
how some arguments in favour of non- logical actions are useful, despite their 
irrationality, and to unmask all ideological constructions. Pareto, in fact, 
directs his most potent criticism towards political doctrines (from socialism to 
nationalism) that resort to rhetorical strategies (metaphors, personifi cations 
of the people or the nation) to give strength to illogical feelings. 

 From the interaction between residues, derivations, interests, and elem-
ents external to society derives social equilibrium. Unlike other classical 
sociologists, Pareto does not believe that society is the product of social 
structures or organic syntheses. Rather, borrowing the metaphor of dynamic 
equilibrium from rational mechanics, he believes that social systems are 
produced by the interaction and combination of several elements. Indeed, the 
form of human society

  is determined –  aside from external environment –  by sentiments, 
interests, logico- experimental reasonings used for satisfying sentiments 
and interests, and, in a secondary way, by derivations, which express and 
sometimes intensify sentiments and interests and serve in certain cases as 
instruments of propaganda. 

 (ivi, IV: 1478)   

 His insistence on social representation and the unveiling of their artifact 
character led Brigitte Berger to say, “Society is essentially interpreted by Pareto 
through an analysis of ‘knowledge,’ that is, of the manifold and commonly 
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deceptive ways in which society interprets itself” ( Berger, 1967 : 267). Pareto’s 
is, in fact, a tireless struggle to unmask the ideological character of legit-
imate interpretations of social facts. In this sense, one can consider him an 
enlightenmentist who shifts Machiavelli’s cynical realism to the sociology of 
knowledge. But he is also a thinker who, like Kant, criticizes the very bio-
logical base of the human being, those that prevent a full liberation of the 
rational potential of the species. 

 Each element interacts with the others, and the emerging structure is the 
product of this dynamic process of exchange, which gives rise to cycles, and, 
in particular, to the rise and fall of political elites and sociocultural models. 
Pareto’s approach is therefore fully attributable to the paradigm of methodo-
logical individualism. Although it differs from the positivistic- evolutionist 
model, it retains its systematic and universalistic claim to defi ne the nature of 
man and society.  

  7.7     Discussion 

 The sociology of Pareto developed in an historical period dominated by a 
dominant paradigm: rational utilitarianism, supported by both philosophy 
and the economic sciences, and fi nally, by sociological positivism. According 
to this approach, human behaviour, oriented to the maximization of subjective 
happiness, would naturally tend towards rationality and the suppression of 
emotionality. 

 Pareto does not detach himself  from it morally or politically, but, rather  
epistemologically. Unlike sociological positivism and classical liberal eco-
nomics, the Italian sociologist, in fact, goes beyond the limits of the rational 
actor and shows how sentiments, values, instincts, and a sense of belonging 
are crucial elements in directing human behaviour. However, the Italian soci-
ologist does not exalt the irrational. Rather, he advocates historical pessimism, 
which looks with scepticism at the social transformations that pass through 
his time and considers humans from a negative point of view, as beings who 
cannot rise above their own instincts. 

 As Talcott Parsons explains, Pareto rejected the hypothesis of the most 
naive and dogmatic positivism according to which it was considered pos-
sible to build a society on exclusively logical- rational bases. This is because in 
human behaviour there always remains a dimension that cannot be expressed 
through statements, that cannot be reduced to formulas, whose character is –  
precisely –  emotional, normative, and moral:

  Pareto approached the study of action free from positivistic dogmas. 
Moreover, his recognition of the concrete inadequacy of economic theory 
implied, in a direct way which Marshall did not provide, the unaccept-
ability of the utilitarian position for general social theory. And having 
defi ned logical action in a way closely corresponding to the conceptions 
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of economic theory he proceeded to a systematic investigation of some of 
the principal nonlogical elements of action. For Pareto, this eventuated in 
a complex classifi cation of residues and derivations which, along with the 
“interests” and the principal facts of social heterogeneity he incorporated 
into his generalized social system. 

 ( Parsons, 1949 : 299)   

 In his reaction to the limits of utilitarian theory, according to Parsons, 
Pareto shows how social action is directed to transcendental ends or to sym-
bolic ends/ means relationships. The concept of  sentiments  that he introduces 
is broader and less specifi c than that typically used by the modern sociology 
of emotions. It corresponds, in the author’s words, to “any spiritual state 
other than social logical reasoning, and vice versa”. It synthesizes ethical, 
instinctual, and social drives in one ideal- typical category. Emotions, in fact, 
are not exhausted by instinct. 

 On the contrary, Pareto states that every social emotion –  that is, collect-
ively defi ned –  is the result of a process of social construction. This social con-
struction, however, mainly concerns the forms of the  emotional display  rather 
than the basic emotions, which, conversely, are thought of as constants. An 
example of this is given in  Les Systems Socialistes , when he analyses the forms 
of religious sentiment:

  it is essential not to confuse the religious sentiment existing in men with 
the forms it takes. The oscillations thus exist for the former than for the 
others, but in general they are much less intense for the sentiments than 
for the forms. One must therefore beware, when one sees a certain reli-
gious form declining, of the conclusion that the feeling is also in decline; it 
may not be much changed in intensity and manifest itself  in other forms. 

 ( Pareto, 1951 : 17)   

 It is again Parsons who brilliantly explains the complexity of this theory, 
which mixes biological determinism and social constructionism:

  The sentiment itself  is a human creation. It may itself  be relatively vague 
and indefi nite, only achieving defi niteness by a process of development, if  
at all. Furthermore, there may be confl icts of sentiment which are only to 
a relative degree clearly formulated and which may be concealed by indef-
inite residues. Analysis will reveal innumerable ways in which, remaining 
on the normative level itself, complexities of the kind Pareto so acutely 
analyzes may arise. 

 ( Parsons, 1949 : 217)   

 Consistent with other sociological theories of his time, the Italian sociolo-
gist believes that there is a common human nature and still believes, even if  
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implicitly, that emotions, sentiments, feelings, and passions do not vary over 
time. Only their representation, the forms of their expression, and their philo-
sophical or doctrinal rationalization vary. In this sense, even if  not further 
developed, in separating the origins and expression of emotional states its 
sociology contains  in nuce  a very articulated and therefore modern theory of 
emotions in which biological, cultural, and normative data interact with and 
co- structure each other. 

 The limits of this embryonic sociology of emotions are instead the 
following: the imprecision of terminology; the clear contrast between logic 
and emotion; the emphasis on the universal character of emotions; and the 
consequent inattention to the dimensions of subjectivity, the cultural defi n-
ition of emotions, and their situational regulation. 

 In the more than 2,600 paragraphs of his work, Pareto speaks of emotions 
in mutable and imprecise terms. He never uses the term “emotion”, but in 
the defi nitions of residues and derivations he refers, above all, to the indef-
inite concept of “sentiment”. In other passages of his work, he still refers to 
“passion, propensity, inclination, disposition, need, appetite, instinct, psychic 
state”, terms which, as Antonio Mutti explains, “often return and are used 
interchangeably” ( Mutti, 1994 : 152). This imprecision is partly intentional. 
Reason is conceived as inherently precise and feeling as inherently indefi nite. 
However, Pareto does not develop a phenomenological conception of what is 
and how one experiences and manifests emotion, but rather offers an analysis 
that we could call second- hand. He investigates, in fact, the verbal and behav-
ioural manifestations of emotions, and their externalization in the behaviour 
of the individual and that of the community. Minimal references to the sub-
jective experience of emotions are offered when he mentions its neurophysio-
logical effects ( Pareto, 1935 , II: 647). 

 This is, moreover, perfectly consistent with the heuristic and epistemo-
logical model in which his work is located. Unlike the historicists, Pareto 
does not consider  comprehension  a valid method; rather, he tries, with an 
intellectual operation that is not always successful, to offer a positivist but 
critical point of view on human feelings. His is still an approach that aims, 
like Durkheim’s, to constitute an alternative sociological fi eld to the psycho-
logical. Therefore, emotions are rather studied from an intermediate point of 
view between individual action and the structural component that infl uences 
the cycles of society. 

 The link that Pareto establishes between non- logical actions and feelings thus 
places a clear incompatibility between reason and emotions. Consequently, 
emotions are defi ned mainly negatively, as the force from which non- logical 
actions originate due to human weakness, as well as bias that prevents us 
from looking objectively at natural and social phenomena. Again, reason is 
conceived as analytical and feelings as synthetic; reason seeks demonstra-
tion, while feelings (or sentiments) seek justifi cation; reason is defi ned, while 
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feelings are undefi ned and contradictory; reason is calm, while feelings can be 
extremist ( Mutti, 1994 : 156– 58). 

 However, in his work, there is also room for a positive conception of 
emotions themselves. In fact, Pareto recognizes a positive potential (par-
ticularly visible in the conceptualization of the instinct of combinations) in 
stimulating scientifi c discovery. Furthermore, they have a crucial utility for 
social cohesion, since they defi ne the ultimate ends to which a given commu-
nity orients its collective action and, consequently, its values. 

 In conclusion, this classic author’s interest in the theme of  emotions is 
structural and based on a background pessimism about human nature and 
the historical dynamics of  the West. Pareto is, in fact, convinced that the 
human being is irremediably emotional and that any deviation from this 
original datum, in an evolutionary sense, can only happen very slowly. 
However, he is among the fi rst classical sociologists to clearly defi ne a link 
between social action and emotions, and he is therefore an author of  great 
relevance in our study of  the relationship between the classics of  sociology 
and emotions.   

   Notes 

     1     Among the international critical works, the more signifi cant are Henderson 1935; 
 Parsons 1949  [1937];  Bousquet 1960 ;  Perrin 1966 ; and Aron 1971. After the 1960s, 
a new international interest in Pareto’s work has been recorded only in recent 
decades (see Femia and Marshall, 2009). By contrast, in Italy secondary socio-
logical literature on Pareto is consistent. Among the most important texts are 
 Bobbio 1964 ;  Pizzorno 1973 ;  Mutti 1992 ; and  Rutigliano 1994 .  

     2     Before publishing his famous book, Talcott Parsons dealt specifi cally with 
Pareto in three works: the entry “Vilfredo Pareto” in the  Encyclopedia of Social 
Sciences  [ Pareto, 1933 ]; a review of  Mind and Society  published in the  American 
Sociological Review  in 1935; and the essay “Pareto’s Central Analytical Scheme” 
(Parsons, 1936).  

     3     This choice closely recalls the title of the almost contemporary  Mind, Self and 
Society  (1934), a posthumous edition of George Herbert Mead’s lectures, edited 
by Charles Morris. Nevertheless, the two authors developed substantially divergent 
theoretical perspectives.  

     4     As far as journals are concerned, two articles appeared in the decade of 1930– 
1940 in the  American Journal of Sociology.  The fi rst was a critical article by 
M. A. Bongiorno on the  Trattato  (Bongiorno,  1930 ), and then in 1940, an essay by 
Timasheff  on the concept of  Law in Pareto’s Sociology  (Timasheff,  1940 ). In 1936, 
the  Journal of Social Philosophy  dedicated a special issue to the Italian sociologist, 
and Morris Ginsberg published an introductory essay in  The Sociological Review . 
As far as monographs are concerned, the most important works are by Homans 
and Curtis ( 1934 ) and the already mentioned  Henderson (1935) .  

     5     Sorokin (1928) had already dealt with Parsons in  Contemporary Sociological 
Theories .  
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     6      
  At Harvard in the 1930s there was certainly, led by Henderson, what the then 
Communist or fellow- travelling or even just mild American style liberals in the 
University used to call ‘the Pareto cult’…. The Pareto cult was never one that 
infl uenced a majority of the faculty, but it had fairly wide repercussions. 

 (Crane Brinton,  Letter , 17 February 1967, cited in  Heyl, 1968 : 317)    

     7     For a review, see  Pareto (1966 ).  
     8     “[W] e apply the term  logical actions  to actions that logically conjoin means to ends 

not only from the standpoint of the subject performing them, but from the stand-
point of other persons who have a more extensive knowledge –  in other words, to 
actions that are logical both subjectively and objectively in the sense just explained. 
Other actions we shall call  non logical  (by no means the same as ‘illogical’)” 
( Pareto, 1935 , vol I: 77, §150). Signifi cantly, the author clearly defi nes what he 
means by logical actions, without, however, offering any practical example, while 
he does not defi ne –  if  not in the negative –  non- logical actions, to whose practical 
exemplifi cation he devotes a large part of his work. In other words, the  Trattato  
is based on the deductive defi nition of logical action and the extensive inductive 
exemplifi cation of non- logical actions.  

     9     The material he works on is mainly composed of philosophical texts, essays on 
classical and medievalist historiography, epistemological texts, religious doctrines, 
and political manifestos.  

     10     An example is the following: “Residues correspond to certain instincts in human 
beings, and for that reason they are usually wanting in defi niteness, in exact delimi-
tation” ( Pareto, 1935 , vol II: 509, §870).  

     11     In the proposed scheme, therefore, residues and derivations do not constitute real 
references but are rather analytical- formal instruments that refer, synthetically, to 
a large amount of empirical data. It is, once again, an epistemological model that 
recalls the Weberian ideal type.  

     12     This makes it possible to compare Pareto’s proposal with that of other con-
temporary authors, for example William Isaac Thomas who. at the same time. 
proposed a theory of fundamental  desires  common to all human beings (see 
 Romania, 2015 ).  

     13     We will pay less attention to them because they are less central to our theme.  
     14     Therefore, we can say that, albeit with the intellectual tools of his time, Pareto 

anticipated some elements of the so- called  linguistic turn  of  social sciences.   
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       Chapter 8 

 Charles Horton Cooley    

   Mariano Longo      

   All our life has a history, that nothing happens disconnectedly, that every-
thing we are or do is part of a current coming down from the remote 
past. Every word we say, every movement we make, every idea we have, 
and every feeling, is, in one way or another, an outcome of what our 
predecessors have said or done or thought or felt in past ages. 

 ( Cooley (1902)1922 : 34)  

  8.1     Introduction 

 The sociology of emotions is generally conceived as a recent development. 
Indeed, the emergence of a sociological sub- discipline devoted to the topic of 
emotions dates back to the early 1970s, when the relation between emotions 
and society was clearly thematized, and sociology started dealing with such 
topics as emotional display, emotional rules, emotions and social action ( Stets, 
Turner, 2004 ). Yet, considering emotions as a completely recent sociological 
topic is misleading. Although classical sociology did not produce a sociology 
of emotions, emotions have been dealt with by social thinkers in the nine-
teenth and at the beginning of the twentieth century. Nonetheless, as soci-
ology consolidated as an independent academic fi eld, sociologists tended to 
expunge emotions from their analysis. Sociology had, by now, defi ned its spe-
cifi c scope and emotions were conceived as an appropriate object for biology 
or psychology rather than sociology. In the passage from classical to post- 
classical social theory, sociology produced highly cognitive approaches, which 
divested the social actor of its emotional component and regarded it solely as 
a rational and cogitative being. The model of actor which post- classical soci-
ology produced –  what Alfred  Schutz, (1962 ) called the sociological puppet –  
was unemotional. Emotions were thus held as irrelevant, or at least marginal, 
in sociological analysis. 

 As a matter of fact, emotions are a relevant component of classical soci-
ology, which is particularly evident in such authors as, Weber, Durkheim, and 
Simmel ( Longo, 2019 ). As the discipline was still striving for the defi nition 
of its fi eld, classical authors were more free than later authors would be as 
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to the self- limitation of topics and themes. The relevance given to emotions 
and sentiment is even more evident in the development of American socio-
logical thought, as it was being elaborated between the nineteenth and twen-
tieth centuries. By synthesizing the thoughts of one of the earliest American 
sociologists, namely Lester Frank Ward, Robert Bierstedt underlines that, 
according to Ward, emotion, not reason, is the chief  component of human 
action, hence the element triggering and determining human activity: “Ward –  
writes Bierstedt –  gave the distinction of the  primum mobile  to feelings, not 
ideas. Men are moved by the power of sentiment, not intellect” ( Bierstedt, 
1981 : 52). Yet emotions and sentiment are not understood by Ward as a 
positive social force, as they are potentially anti- social. As compared to the 
gloomy representation proposed by Ward, sociologists such as Cooley, Park, 
Burgess and Znaniecki analyse the relations between emotions, sentiments 
and society from a more optimistic point of view. Although they give great 
relevance to the emotional component of the social actor, they all conceive of 
emotions as a socialized component of the individual, and in so far as they 
are socialized, they represent a relevant factor of social stability and integra-
tion of the individual in society. 

 What I propose in this chapter is an analysis of Charley Cooley’s approach 
to emotions. Cooley proposes a strong interconnection between the indi-
vidual and the social and his sociology of emotions must be understood as a 
part of his overall theoretical achievements.  

  8.2     Self and society 

 Although strongly infl uential within the so- called Chicago School, Cooley 
never taught in Chicago and his original, somewhat unsystematic thought, is 
diffi cult to locate within a specifi c sociological tradition. His style is impres-
sionistic, often driven by ethical rather than argumentative intent ( Mead, 
1930 ,  Lewis and Smith, 1980 : 163), which makes his works unusual to the 
modern reader. In a timely and somewhat ungenerous obituary review of 
Cooley’s thought, George Herbert  Mead (1930 ) stressed the relevance 
of  Cooley’s conception of  the self. The self, although located in a phys-
ical body, is made up chiefl y of  cultural (hence social) elements ( Willey, 
2011 : 170). Mead stresses the innovation of  Cooley’s approach as compared 
to the old Western tradition which substantialized the Ego (a sort of  sub-
stratum independent of  sociality and communication). The selfhas no sub-
stance: it is the output of  a relational process. As Mead puts it, according 
to Cooley, the self  “arises through the imagination of  the idea that others 
entertain of  the individual” ( Mead, 1930 : 696) hence, through a process of 
internalization of  what one thinks others think about oneself. As a counter-
part, society is conceived of  as a “relation among personal ideas” (Cooley, 
( 1902 )  1922 : 19), or the organization of  the ideas social actors have about 
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each other. The self  is social, as it emerges as a refl ex of  social relationships 
and social communication, and, at the same time, the solid facts of  society 
are mental, as both the idea one constructs of  oneself  (the self) and the 
personal ideas one conceives of  other individuals and the relations they may 
have (society) are mental. Cooley aims to show the strong interconnection 
between the individual and society, the self  and societal organizations, as 
emerge in his famous and icastic sentence “Self  and society are twin- born, 
we know one as immediately as we know the other, and the notion of  a 
separate and independent ego is an illusion” (Cooley,  1909 : 5). What the 
above quoted lines point to, is that self  and society are two sides of  the same 
reality, which entails that “society is mental”, because “the human mind is 
social” (Cooley ( 1902 ) 1922: 81). 

 In his obituary essay, Mead tends to underestimate the strong social and 
communicative component of the constitution of the self  and set the standard 
of a critique to Cooley, which tends to consider him as prone to a mentalist 
(hence idealist) representation of the self  and society (see, e.g.,  Farberman, 
1970 ). As a matter of fact, Cooley never denies the objectivity of the social 
actor: people are real, according to Cooley, and endowed with an instinctive 
self- feeling, which has to be domesticated within social intercourses. Yet, 
sociality is possible only in so far as we interact with other people by refer-
ring to the ideas we have about them: “the personal ideas are the immediate 
personal reality, the thing in which men exist for one another, and work dir-
ectly upon one another’s lives” ( Cooley (1902 ) 1992: 124). Cooley stresses 
that society is mental as a counterpart of the idea that the mind is social, and 
by both assertions Cooley means that both the self  and society are rooted 
in communicative processes. Cooley is not denying the physical component 
of the individual and society: he is only stressing the relevance of ideas and 
communication as fundamental elements both for the constitution of the self  
and for the organization of society ( Schubert, 2006 ). Communication (hence 
a social fact) is the  trait d’union  between the self  (emerging from constant 
conversations with oneself  and the other) and society (intended as the mental 
representation of personal ideas and their relations). There is no duality, since 
communication set the very possibility of both the human self  and human 
relations ( Lewis and Smith, 1980 : 163). Communication is, in fact, “the mech-
anism through which human relations exist and develop –  all the symbols of 
the mind, together with the means of conveying them through space and pre-
serving them in time” (Cooley,  1909 : 61). The mind is shaped by communica-
tion and, in its turn, it shapes the external world, but only in so far as it adopts 
signs and symbols which are already socially defi ned and shared. As Emma 
Engdahl correctly puts it: “both self  and society are understood as artifacts 
of intersubjective processes. This indicates that the infl uence that we have on 
society is what makes us present in it, and that the infl uence that society has 
on us is what makes it present in us” ( Engdahl, 2005 : 43).  
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  8.3     Sociability and sympathy 

 According to Cooley, the construction of  the self  is emotional in so far as it 
has to be connected to our instinctual perception of  ourselves. This percep-
tion, which Cooley calls self- feeling, is only indistinct at birth and may be 
described, in William James’s terms, as a form of  excitement connected to 
possession ( Hinkle, 1963 : 708). In  Human Nature and Social Order  Cooley 
makes explicit reference to James, and his idea that “a man’s self  is the sum 
of  all he CAN call his” (James, quoted in Cooley,  (1902)1922 : 170). Self- 
feeling is hence constructed around all an individual perceives as his own 
(including his body, his relations and his moral values). This feeling is indis-
tinct at birth and is gradually shaped, as the individual has communicative 
interaction with their fellow people, thus converting it into a social, rather 
than an instinctual, feature of  the social actor. Indeed, the sense of  appro-
priation combines with what Cooley calls sociability, such that self- feeling is 
gradually domesticated through a sympathetic connection to other people. 
Sociability is a general sentiment drawing us towards our social surroundings. 
As such, Cooley identifi es sociability as the raw material on which other, 
more differentiated, social sentiments build up (Cooley,  (1902)1922 : 86). 
More specifi cally, sociability is “the capacity and need for social feeling, 
rather too vague and plastic to be given any specifi c name like love. It is not 
so much any particular personal emotion or sentiment as the undifferenti-
ated material of  many” (Cooley,  (1902)1922 : 86). The feeling of  one’s self  is 
thus a precondition for life with other people, its function being “stimulating 
and unifying the special activities of  individuals” (Cooley,  (1902)1922 : 171), 
which makes interaction possible. Although the self  is confi gured as a 
feeling, Cooley stresses its radical social character and icasticaly comments 
“ ‘I’ is a militant social tendency” ( Cooley,  (1902)1922 : 181) by which he 
stresses both that the self  is moulded by society and that it is functional to 
social relations. 

 It is thanks to the social experience in primary groups that the individual 
develops a social identity, thus transforming indefi nite dispositions and 
feelings into sentiments and ideas. Thus, the genetic components of the self  
are socially made relevant through socialization and communication. This 
process is possible due to sympathy, which one could defi ne as our capacity 
to tune up with other people. Sympathy is hence our faculty, which is both 
emotional and cognitive, to envisage the thinking, feelings and emotions of 
other people. Sympathy, intended as the capacity to share both our cognitive 
and emotional sphere with others, is “the basis for the altruistic or organic or 
holistic development of personality, groups, and ideas” ( Hinkle, 1963 : 709. 
Wiley ( 2011 : 171) stresses that the idea of sympathy is better understood if  
compared to Mead’s concept of role- taking. According to Mead, role- taking 
is a cognitive process, by which a cogitative self  enters into relationships with 
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other people through communication and by recurring to abstract ideas. 
The process is particularly relevant in the construction of the self  in primary 
socialization, during which a not- yet- socialized I becomes aware of himself  
as a socialized Me (Wiley,  2011 : 171). Sympathy, understood as the capacity 
to share both thoughts and emotions with our fellow- people is, according to 
Willey (Wiley,  2011 : 171), Cooley’s emotional and cognitive version of role- 
taking. Cooley is quite clear when underlining that sympathy is a form of 
understanding, not to be confused with compassion, as it is in the common 
use in English. Sympathy “denotes the sharing of any mental state that 
can be communicated, and has not the special implication of pity or other 
‘tender emotion’ that it very commonly carries in ordinary speech” ( Cooley, 
(1902)1922 : 136). For Cooley, sympathy is defi ned as “the sharing of any 
mental state that can be communicated” ( Cooley, (1902)1922 : 136). Sympathy 
may be conceived as a conversation with another person, which implies “to 
have more or less understanding or communion with him, to get on common 
ground and partake of ideas and sentiments” ( Cooley, (1902)1922 : 136). As 
compared to Mead’s strong cognitivism, Cooley’s sympathy may therefore be 
intended as a form of emotional understanding, our capacity to interpret not 
only thoughts but also states of mind ( Nungesser, 2013 : 71– 72). This form of 
emotional understanding is relevant for the development of personality and 
is, as Cooley writes, “guided and stimulated in its selective growth by feeling” 
( Cooley, (1902)1922 : 156). 

 Both sociability and sympathy are relevant components in the develop-
ment of the social self  and its emotions. As the individual growths within 
the context of his social relations, the originally amorphous self- feeling 
undergoes a process of differentiation and refi nement, yet it keeps having, 
as its essential feature, a strong connection with a sense of appropriation 
( Cooley, (1902)1922 : 171). An undistinguished self- feeling is converted into 
a plurality of sentiments of oneself, each depending on the social relation 
we entertain ( Hinkle, 1963 : 708). Personal thoughts become more diversifi ed 
and new social feelings emerge, so as to adapte “to the (growing) complexity 
of life itself” ( Cooley, (1902)1922 : 34). The meaning of I and mine –  hence 
of the self- feeling –  is learnt in the same way as we learn other feelings such 
as “hope, regret, chagrin and thousands of others”, that is by “having the 
feeling, by imputing to others with some kind of expression and hearing the 
word along with it”. As the feeling evolves, it becomes a social sentiment, 
“defi ned and developed by intercourse” ( Cooley, (1902)1922 :192). Cognition 
and emotions are faculties which the individual learns to manage in social 
intercourse. Both are raw and crude at the beginning of life, and are refi ned as 
we develop personal ideas, e.g., an idea of the others with whom we enter into 
relations. And the process of refi nement is circular, in the sense that the more 
personal symbols we develop, the more we refi ne our feelings and cognition, 
and the greater becomes our capacity to interpret symbols, hence allowing us 
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to achieve a cognitive and emotional relationship with the world and other 
people:

  An infant’s states of feeling –  Cooley writes -  may be supposed to be 
nearly as crude as his ideas of the appearance of things; and the process 
that gives form, variety, and coherence to the latter does the same for 
the former. It is precisely the act of intercourse, the stimulation of the 
mind by a personal symbol, which gives a formative impulse to the vague 
mass of hereditary feeling- tendency, and this impulse, in turn, results in 
a larger power of interpreting the symbol. It is not to be supposed, for 
instance, that such feelings as generosity, respect, mortifi cation, emu-
lation, the sense of honor, and the like, are an original endowment of 
the mind. 

 ( Cooley, (1902)1922 : 114)   

 The process may be better understood by referring to what Cooley effect-
ively defi nes as the “looking- glass self”, hence the self  as mirrored in our 
fellow people (Cooley, ( 1902 ) 1922 : 183– 184). Socialization implies that the 
perception of oneself  is no longer instinctual, as it is now defi ned by the 
way we think other people perceive us. What we perceives as ours is, in fact, 
dependent on the attitude others have towards us: “The self  at any particular 
moment–  Cooley writes –  (…) is simply the system of objects and ideas 
which, because of the attitude of others toward us, we cherish as distinctively 
our own” ( Cooley, Angell and Carr, 1933 : 119). And, as the self  is social, it 
implies a process of differentiation of the individual from the plurality of his 
fellow people: “It always possesses a social setting; that is, it is an assertion 
of the ways in which we are distinctive from our fellows” ( Cooley, Angell and 
Carr, 1933 : 119). Self- feeling is hence always connected to our perception of 
the thought of others, which affects “specialized endeavor of higher as well 
as lower kinds” ( Cooley, Angell and Carr, 1933 : 119). It cannot be limited to 
the instinctive sense of appropriation, but also to higher motives, connected 
to our social values (such as the sense of duty). It is, as such, utterly social, as 
clearly emerges from the following quotation: “There is no sense of “I,” as in 
pride or shame, without its correlative sense of you, or he, or they” (( Cooley, 
Angell and Carr, 1933 : 120). 

 It is the reference to the perception other people have of the individual 
which allows us to domesticate the sense of appropriation characterizing 
our instinctual self- feeling. The perception of one’s self  is no longer a kind 
of egotistic appropriation of the world, since it is shaped by the mirroring 
quality of social relations. Cooley breaks up the mirroring effect into three 
components: “the imagination of our appearance to the other person; the 
imagination of his judgment of that appearance, and some sort of self- feeling, 
such as pride or mortifi cation” (Cooley, (1902)  1922 : 184). In the fi rst stage, 
we mirror ourselves in the attitude others have towards us. The second phase 
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is essentially social and is linked to the judgement we think other people 
have of us. Cooley writes: “The thing that moves us to pride or shame is 
not the mere mechanical refl ection of ourselves, but an imputed sentiment, 
the imagined effect of this refl ection upon another’s mind” (Cooley, (1902) 
 1922 : 184). As the self  develops, it is no longer defi ned by one’s assertion of 
being here now (as when a child claims possession of the world) but by the 
capacity to tune up with our social surroundings in terms of the appropri-
ateness of our behaviours, pride or mortifi cation being relevant emotional 
indicators ( Engdahl, 2005 : 47).  

  8.4     Primary group, feelings and sentiment 

 Primary groups are characterized by face- to- face, intimate relations. The main 
sense in which they are primary is that “they are fundamental in forming the 
social nature and ideals of the individual” (Cooley,   1909 : 23). As a conse-
quence, the individual and the group are to be intended as a common whole 
“so that one’s very self, for many purposes at least, is the common life and 
purpose of the group” (Cooley, 1909: 23). Primary groups are, therefore, the 
places of social interaction in which the we- feeling (our perception of being 
part of a collective) develops. In primary groups “(o)ne lives in the feeling 
of the whole and fi nds the chief  aims of his will in that feeling” (Cooley, 
1909: 23). This is the reason why social actors refer to the primary group 
where they belong by adopting the fi rst- person plural “we”. Primary groups 
(family, neighbourhood, community) are hence the informal social structures 
in which both the self  and the social nature of man develops. Coolt writes:

  This nature consists chiefl y of certain primary social sentiments and 
attitudes, such as consciousness of one’s self  in relation to others, love 
of approbation, resentment of censure, emulation, and a sense of social 
right and wrong formed by the standards of a group. 

 ( Cooley, (1902)1922 : 32)   

 What is specifi c of human nature is, hence, our disposition towards the others, 
whereas the content of our behaviours, emotions and thoughts depends on the 
features of the intimate groups, such that “(i)f  these are essentially changed, 
human nature will change with them” (Cooley, 1909: 32– 33). 

 The process of constitution of the self, which takes place in primary groups, 
shows the deep interconnection between the individual and the social: pri-
mary groups produce, in fact, solidarity, empathy, a sentiment of kindness 
which helps consolidate social relations among its members. A benevolent 
and altruistic disposition towards the others, so typical of primary groups 
“contributes to an ideal of moral unity of which kindness is a main part. 
Under its infl uence the I- feeling becomes a we- feeling, which seeks no good 
that is not also the good of the group” (Cooley, 1909: 189– 190). The reference 
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to the groups of intimates permits us to specify in what sense Cooley considers 
the self  as social: it is social, not only in so far as it is the output of a process 
of domestication of the I- feeling, but also because it emerges in a social con-
text characterized by the we- feeling, the perception of ourselves as belonging 
to a group whose members share a purpose, sentiments and morality. 

 Primary groups are humanizing agents in so far as they convert innate drives 
(“lust, greed, revenge, the thirst for power, and the like” ( Cooley, Angell and 
Carr, 1933 : 59)) into sentiments, in a relational process which conditions raw 
emotions “through sympathetic insight into sentiments such as love, ambi-
tion, and resentment” ( Cooley, Angell and Carr, 1933 : 59). Sentiments are 
“instinctive emotions organised around ideas”, thus culturally conditioned 
instinctual drives. They are moulded and humanized within our relation with 
other people, yet the process is more effective within primary groups, where 
the identifi cation with the social context

  occurs spontaneously, over and over again, is not limited by conscious 
purpose, is accompanied by full and free play of pre- verbal as well as 
verbal communication with all that that implies for the emotional condi-
tioning of personality, and fi nally, that it is a universal type of experience 
affecting the entire human race. 

 ( Cooley, Angell and Carr, 1933 : 59)   

 Passions (another way to name instinctive emotions) are not intended by 
Cooley as properly human. They are, as it were, linked to the animal com-
ponent of human beings and as such, we need “the spirit of family or neigh-
borhood association (in order to) control and subordinate them” ( Cooley 
(1902) 1922 : 36). It is through the mediation of family and community 
that they may be converted into sentiments, once they are “brought under 
the discipline of sympathy” ( Cooley (1902) 1922 : 36). Lust is converted 
into love, revenge into resentment, greed into ambition, such that they turn 
from disintegrative into integrative social factors. Cooley analyses greed 
as a specifi c example, stressing how experiencing greed may have a posi-
tive effect on the social structure but only if  it is socially conditioned and  
controlled:

  The desire of possession is in itself  a good thing, a phase of self- realiza-
tion and a cause of social improvement. It is immoral or greedy only when 
it is without adequate control from sympathy, when the self- realized is a 
narrow self. In that case it is a vice of isolation or weak social conscious-
ness, and indicates a state of mind intermediate between the brutal and 
the fully human or moral, when desire is directed toward social objects 
–  wealth or power –  but is not social in its attitude toward others who 
desire the same objects. 

 ( Cooley (1902) 1922 : 36)   
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 It is socialization, as well as the close connection with intimate people, which 
makes greed social, hence a sentiment which no longer has a disruptive power. 
The instinct of appropriation and the desire to possess is tempered due to our 
being part of a primary group of intimate relations. Cooley writes: “Intimate 
association has the power to allay greed. One will hardly be greedy as against 
his family or close friends, though very decent people will be so as against 
almost anyone else” (Cooley, 1909: 36). The simple fact of sociality and asso-
ciation tends to mitigate greed as an instinctive emotion, hence the softening 
effect of sociality upon the instinctive component of human nature and 
the moralizing power of social intercourses and sociality as such (Cooley, 
1909: 36). 

 Social sentiment emerges as a refi nement of raw emotions in the self- same 
process of refi nement of cognition, hence “in conjunction with communi-
cation and could not exist without it” ( Cooley, (1902)1922 : 155). They are, 
therefore, social from the outset, as they are connected to symbols, produced 
in the communicative intercourse with others:

  It is these fi ner modes of feeling, these intricate branchings or 
differentiations of the primitive trunk of emotion, to which the name 
sentiments is usually applied. Personal sentiments are correlative with 
personal symbols, the interpretation of the latter meaning nothing more 
than that the former are associated with them; while the sentiments, in 
turn, cannot be felt except by the aid of the symbols. 

 ( Cooley, (1902)1922 : 36)   

 In the following quotation, drawn from  Social Organization  (Cooley, 1909) the 
interconnection among feeling, sociability and the sympathetic connection 
with other people is emphasized:

  By sentiment I mean socialized feeling, feeling which has been raised by 
thought and intercourse out of its merely instinctive state and become 
properly human. It implies imagination, and the medium in which it 
chiefl y lives is sympathetic contact with the minds of others. Thus love is 
a sentiment, while lust is not; resentment is, but not rage; the fear of dis-
grace or ridicule, but not animal terror, and so on. Sentiment is the chief  
motive power of life. 

 (Cooley, 1909: 177)   

 Not only does sociality domesticate instinctive emotions, it also produces dif-
ferentiation, hence a variety of nuances a raw feeling may assume according to 
the functional needs of social intercourses. As Cooley writes “social emotion 
is also elaborately compounded and worked up by the mind into an indefi nite 
number of complex passions and sentiments, corresponding to the relations 
and functions of an intricate life” (Cooley, ( 1902 )1922: 88).  
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  8.5     Nature and culture 

 The instinctual component of human nature is not dismissed by Cooley. On 
the contrary, he thinks of human life as characterized by a strong connection 
between nature and culture: they are to be distinguished, but fi nd a junc-
ture in human beings, which are both natural and cultural (hence social). By 
assuming an organicistic perspective ( Hinkle, 1963 ;  Nungesser, 2013 ), Cooley 
thinks of life (both animal and human) as a common whole, and this is more 
evident when one takes a diachronic perspective:

  The stream of this life - history –  Cooley writes –  (…) appears to fl ow in 
two rather distinct channels. Or perhaps we might better say that there is 
a stream and a road running along the bank —  two lines of transmission. 
The stream is heredity or animal transmission; the road is communica-
tion or social transmission. One fl ows through the germ- plasm; the other 
comes by way of language, intercourse, and education. 

 (Cooley, ( 1902 ) 1922: 4– 5)   

 “Germ- plasm” is a term Cooley uses to qualify heredity. A strong supporter of 
Charles Darwin, Cooley gives relevance to the genetic component of human 
behaviour. In the introduction added to the second edition of his  Human 
Nature and Social Order ,  Cooley  poses the question of emotions within a dis-
cussion on the relevance of both the hereditary and the social environment. 
Self  and society are the complex outputs of the intertwining between the her-
edity and the cultural (( 1902 ) 1922: 4– 5) such that it is hard to distinguish 
what contributes to what. Human behaviour is not predetermined by instinct 
but is, on the contrary, made possible by what Cooley defi nes as “instinctive 
emotions” as opposed to instincts among lower animals, instinctive emotions 
do not produce “fi xed modes of behavior” (( 1902 ) 1922: 29). They are, as it 
were, genetic prerequisites for plastic actions: “(t)hese instinctive emotions 
predetermine, not specifi c actions, but, in a measure, the energy that fl ows into 
actions having a certain function with reference to our environment”. Some 
instinctive dispositions are clearly related to our animal nature (e.g. anger and 
fear). Yet, simple emotions are not suffi cient to explain human behaviour. As 
Cooley writes: “all such dispositions (…) are rapidly developed, transformed, 
and interwoven by social experience, giving rise to a multitude of complex 
passions and sentiments which (…) change very considerably with changes in 
the social life that moulds them” (( 1902 ) 1922: 27). 

 Take as an example anger: “Human anger (…) motivates confl ict with 
opposing persons or other agents, being similar in function to the anger, clearly 
instinctive, of all the fi ghting animals” (( 1902 ) 1922: 24). Yet one could not 
predetermine human behaviour from anger as an instinctive emotion, since the 
way anger is managed depends on the specifi c situational context or cultural 
patterns (( 1902 ) 1922: 26). Raw instinctive emotions are hence fl exible, being 
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moulded by society (language, intercourse and education), which gives them 
specifi c content. Since Darwin believed that “the effects of habit are inherited, 
he did not discriminate as clearly as we could wish between what is hereditary 
and what is learned from others” (( 1902 ) 1922). Indeed, although there is a 
thread of continuity between instinct and culture, instinctive emotions are, 
as it were, culturally and socially redefi ned, according to specifi c culturally 
determined situations. Let me specify the connection between instinctive and 
social emotions by quoting Cooley directly:

  Though man does not show long trains of overt behavior based on 
inborn patterns he does seem to experience inner states, called emotions, 
which are unlearned. These emotions are a result of certain innate vis-
ceral reactions stimulated through the nervous system. What happens, 
then, is that these visceral reactions become “conditioned” to a great var-
iety of external situations, and whenever one of these situations arises, 
the appropriate internal, innate pattern functions, giving us an emotion 
like fear, anger, or love. 

 ( Cooley, Angell and Carr, 1933 : 32)   

 Cooley establishes a complex relation between the instinctive base of raw 
emotions and their socialized component. An instinctive emotion, although 
being a relevant component of human behaviour, is socially meaningful only 
in so far as it is culturally defi ned. It is to be confi gured as “an impulse whose 
defi nite expression depends upon education and social situation” and, as an 
impulse “(i)t does not act except through a complex, socially determined 
organism of thought and sentiment” ( Cooley, (1902)1922 : 27). Thus anger 
may, for instance, be differentiated according to levels of socialization and 
cultural domestication. Cooley detects three levels in which raw feelings may 
vary, from the instinctual, impulsive outburst of rage to the ethical manifest-
ation of indignation: 
 It is thus possible rudely to classify angers under three heads, according to the 
degree of mental organization they involve; namely, as 

      1.     Primary, immediate, or animal.  
     2.     Social, sympathetic, or imaginative of a direct sort. This is resentment 

and is caused by an idea imputed to some other person’s mind attacking 
our naive, narrowly personal self.  

     3.     Ethical or highly rational. This is called indignation and is caused by 
behavior which outrages some standard which we cherish as part of our 
broader self  ( Cooley, Angell and Carr, 1933 : 131).   

 As a general process, Cooley states that thoughts and sentiments are 
socially determined and, since they may be defi ned in a variety of culturally 
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different ways, they produce a highly complex differentiation of instinctive 
emotions, which:

  are rapidly developed, transformed, and interwoven by social experience, 
giving rise to a multitude of complex passions and sentiments which no 
one has satisfactorily elucidated. Indeed, as these change very consider-
ably with changes in the social life that moulds them, it is impossible that 
they should be defi nitely and fi nally described. Each age and country has 
its own more or less peculiar modes of feeling, as it has of thinking. 

 ( Cooley, (1902)1922 : 26)   

 Cooley asserts that fi xed instincts (hence instincts as determined by heredity, 
typical of animals), work regardless of any cultural control: “life presses a 
button and the hereditary mechanism does the rest” ( Cooley, (1902)1922 : 29). 
Human instincts are, on the contrary, characterized by plasticity, which is the 
chief  feature of human nature: we are human because we are endowed with 
plastic instincts. In his introduction to sociology, Cooley (who parallels in this 
regard Gehlen’s philosophical anthropology ( Nugesser, 2013 )) exemplifi es his 
idea of the plastic, teachable character of human nature:

  By human nature –  he writes -  we mean those characteristics which are 
human in being superior to those of the lower animals, and also in the 
sense that they belong to mankind at large, and not to any particular 
race or time. These can perhaps be analyzed into (i) a highly complex 
yet fl exible type of behavior, and (2) certain characteristic attitudes and 
sentiments which are always developed by close association with other 
people. 

 ( Cooley, Angell and Carr, 1933 : 54)   

 Yet, the universality of these characteristics is to be connected to the type, 
not to their content, which is always determined by the social context, hence 
by specifi c relations with other people. In particular, sentiments such as “self- 
consciousness, enjoyment of approbation, pain at censure, a sense of right 
and wrong, rivalry, and hero- worship” are bound to “vary in content from 
one culture to another but the general types will be found in all” ( Cooley, 
Angell and Carr, 1933 : 53). Thus, human nature may not be identifi ed with 
any specifi c behaviour or disposition, “such as pecuniary selfi shness or gener-
osity, belligerency or peacefulness, effi ciency or ineffi ciency, conservatism or 
radicalism, and the like” ( Cooley (1902)1922 : 33). Accordingly, behaviours 
and dispositions are determined by specifi c social and institutional contexts. 

 As raw instincts are teachable, they need a guide, which is to be detected 
in reason. Reason guides and coordinates instinctive emotions, so that they 
adapt to the variety of cultural and social situations. In a somewhat emphatic 
analogy, Cooley equates reason to an offi cer and instinctual emotions 
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to his recruits. Reason, in fact “takes the crude energy of the instinctive 
dispositions, as an offi cer takes his raw recruits, instructing and training them 
until they can work together for any end he may propose, and in any manner 
that the situation demands”. Thus reason, which is itself  a natural dispos-
ition, “is a principle of higher organization, controlling and transforming 
instinctive energy”. For example, lust as a teachable instinct is domesticated 
by reason, which allows one to conform to socially established rules: a man 
is, for example, converted into a wooer, who wins the favour of his beloved 
according to a set of conventions regulating courting as a social activity 
( Cooley (1902)1922 : 30). As Hinkle effectively puts it “Cooley held that 
innate emotional dispositions receive defi nitive expression through educa-
tion and social situation, and effective coordination through reason” ( Hinkle, 
1963 : 705). 

 It is due to the teachable nature of the human mind that not only the micro- 
phenomena of emotional control are possible, but also history as a macro, 
diachronic process. History, indeed, “is a process possible only to a species 
endowed with teachable instinctive dispositions, organized, partly by reason, 
into a plastic and growing social whole” ( Cooley, (1902)1922 : 30– 31). Here a 
double plasticity is at work: the plasticity of human beings and human nature, 
which can adapt to different cultural contexts and the plasticity of culture, 
which may change and evolve, thus producing history as a diachronic process. 
The adaptability of human nature to different contexts is better understood 
by referring to diachronic processes of cultural and social change. Historical 
changes are all compatible with the teachable nature of human instincts, so 
that there is no reason to suppose a change of human nature in the course of 
human history, but an adaptation of our genetic make- up to the new circum-
stance ( Cooley (1902)1922 : 31– 32). 

 It would therefore be misleading to impute social changes and historical 
developments to instinctual tendencies (including instinctual emotions). 
Cooley takes as an example war, which as a social phenomenon is strongly 
connected to a variety of dispositions, all part of our genetic make- up. 
Yet the way war is perceived, conceived of and assessed is down to specifi c 
cultures and modes of education. Saying that “war is due to an instinct of 
pugnacity” is a misrepresentation of reality, since, although “(w)ar is rooted 
in many instinctive tendencies”, these tendencies “have been transformed 
by education, tradition, and organization, so that to study its sources is to 
study the whole process of society” ( Cooley (1902)1922 : 27). Historical phe-
nomena must not be reduced to the instinctual substratum of human nature, 
which, on the contrary, is deeply conditioned by cultural and social factors. 
Cooley hence calls for “detailed historical and sociological analysis” ( Cooley 
(1902)1922 : 28). 

 A pessimistic version of human nature conceives of it as immutable, 
which makes any attempt to improve society and social relations ineffective. 
Cooley may, on the contrary, stress the moralizing and educative function of 
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social institutions. Institutions may take advantage of the changeable char-
acter of human nature and act upon such plasticity to improve conducts and 
behaviours. Teachability is, as it were, the premise for social reforms and, 
as such, it may be identifi ed as “an inexhaustible source of changing con-
duct and institutions. We can make it work in almost any way, if  we under-
stand it, as a clever mechanic can mould to his will the universal laws of mass 
and motion” ( Cooley (1902)1922 : 33). The teachable constitution of human 
nature sets the very possibility for progress and reform, thus establishing a 
stable link between the natural characteristics of the species and ethical and 
political programs aiming at social change.  

  8.6     The micro– macro link 

 What is remarkable in Cooley’s approach is that the self- same human 
characteristics (e.g., sociability and sympathy) which are adopted to explain 
the micro- phenomenon of the constitution of the self, are employed to 
account for macro phenomena such as civilization and democracy. Both 
may be intended as the gradual extension of characteristics and values of 
the primary groups to society as a whole. Life in primary groups gives new 
members of society access to ideas as love, freedom, justice, and solidarity. 
Well acquainted with pragmatism ( Lewis and Smith, 1980 ), Cooley states that 
such notions are not to be intended as the abstract product of philosophical 
investigation, but the result of the lively experience of people within “simple 
and widespread forms of society, like the family or the play- group”. In this 
elementary form of association, “mankind realizes itself, gratifying its pri-
mary needs, in a fairly satisfactory manner, and from the experience forms 
standards of what it is to expect from more elaborate association” ( Cooley, 
Angell and Carr, 1933 : 60). Cooley stresses the relevance of primary groups 
by underlining that they may be conceived of as an “an enduring criterion” 
by which different institutional and social contexts are evaluated and judged, 
thus establishing a functional connection between the everyday organization 
of social life and the meso and macro level of institutions and social systems 
( Cooley, Angell and Carr, 1933 : 60). 

 The civilizing function of society is strictly connected to emotions and 
sentiments. Modern society seems to Cooley as more capable than other 
forms of social organization to modify the emotional structure of social 
intercourses. Two processes are at work here. The fi rst (which we have already 
hinted at) is the differentiation of emotional types and contents. The variety 
of stimuli and forms of social relations caused by the increased complexity of 
society produces new types and shades of emotions, so that the individual may 
better adapt to differentiated social and institutional contexts. A more com-
plex society, this is the idea, is one which determines a more articulated emo-
tional structure (Cooley,   1909 : 177). The second process is “a trend toward 
humanism meaning by this a wider reach and application of the sentiments 
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that naturally prevail in the familiar intercourse of primary groups” (Cooley, 
1909: 178). These sentiments tend to spread outside the group of intimates, 
such that they substitute more aggressive or formal emotions, which in earlier 
epochs were associated with those relations not belonging to the narrow 
circles of intimates (Cooley,   1909 : 178). 

 Differentiation has two consequences: the attenuation and the refi nement 
of sentiments. An “animated moderations in feeling” is the fi nal output. 
Whereas, in simpler societies, sentiments could be extreme (an “alternation 
of apathy and explosion”), modern social actors are exposed to extending 
social complexity, which demands a specifi c economy in the manifestation of 
emotions. Sentiment becomes more diversifi ed and, at the same time, milder, 
“so that the man most at home in our civilization, though more nimble in 
sentiment than the man of an earlier order, is perhaps somewhat inferior in 
depth” (Cooley,   1909 : 178). The civilizing process is more evident, Cooley 
writes, among the lower classes, where an equalitarian democratization of 
emotions is at work, which entails a generalized domestication of affects, such 
that “(t)he sharp contrast in manners and feelings between the “gentleman,” 
as formerly understood, and the peasant, artisan and trading classes has 
partly disappeared” (Cooley,   1909 : 179). 

 The historical process of civilization is not linear. Cooley clearly states that 
there have been historical periods (the Italian Renaissance for example) when 
the refi nement of sentiments was more intense and comprehensive than in 
modern societies. Nonetheless, this has to be imputed to “the maturity of 
special types of culture, rather than of general progress” (Cooley,   1909 : 179). 
The overall trend, however, is one of increasing domestication of emotions, 
connected to modernity and democratization. According to Cooley, a var-
iety of interconnected factors has contributed to the stability of the process 
of humanization. The improvement of material conditions has made us less 
accustomed to coarseness and violence; new means of social communication 
have determined an increased possibility for social intercourses, whose fi nal 
consequence is a refi nement and diversifi cation of sentiments; a more stable 
social order has determined less propensity to violence; the spread of demo-
cratic values has made differences among classes and “the degrading spec-
tacle of personal or class oppression” less tolerable (Cooley,   1909 : 179). As 
compared with occasional and unstable cases of refi nement of sentiments 
(Cooley makes reference here to classic Greece), the process is now irre-
versible, “in no more danger of dying out than the steam engine” (Cooley, 
  1909 : 180). 

 A determining factor is the development of new communication media, 
which enlarges the possibility for social intercourse outside the direct experi-
ence of face- to- face interaction. “Everything that tends to bring man-
kind together in larger wholes of sympathy and understanding –  Cooley 
writes –  tends to enlarge the reach of kindly feeling” (Cooley,   1909 : 191). 
This enlargement process is chiefl y due to the development of new forms of 
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communication, that allows the enlargement of the social mind. In essence, the 
process is one by which communitarian bonds (those that bind the members 
of families or primary groups) expand to society as such, thus enlarging the 
we- feeling, once typical only of primary groups. Cooley takes as an example 
newspapers, and their capacity to produce a common ground of shared 
opinions and principle and, hence, to extend the we- feeling beyond the situ-
ation of co- presence: “Indeed –  Cooley writes –  the decried habit of reading 
the newspapers contributes much to a general we- feeling, since the newspaper 
is a reservoir of common-  place thought of which everyone partakes –  and 
which he knows he may impute to everyone else –  pervading the world with a 
conscious community of sentiment which tends toward kindliness” (Cooley, 
  1909 : 192) Humanism as an attitude towards others has in fact this enlarging 
function, since it “strives with renewed energy to make the we- feeling prevail 
also in the larger phases of life” (Cooley,   1909 : 192). 

 Democracy is hence to be intended as the extension of the values of primary 
groups to the larger society. Historically, Cooley identifi es in the Teutonic 
tribes and villages the place where public discussion, public agreement 
and public opinion started being effectively adopted to reach shared deci-
sion (Cooley,   1909 : 108). Democracy has adopted the model of participa-
tive decision- making of former times and may hence be considered as “the 
general and public phase of this larger consciousness, this public mind and 
public opinion” ( Bierstedt, 1981 : 110). By adopting a na ï ve and ethnocentric 
attitude, Cooley considers the United States as the epicentre of the civilizing 
and democratizing process. The American democracy is confi gured as a pol-
itical system fostering the conversion of formal relations among strangers 
into direct, open, straightforward intercourses typical of primary groups. 
The sense of community expands, so as to include the nation intended as a 
single unit, in a way which anticipates Parsons’ idea of the societal commu-
nity ( Parsons, 1965 ). Here is the somewhat idealistic representation of human 
relation in the American national community:

  In idea, and largely in fact, we are a commonwealth, of which each one 
is a member by his will and intelligence, as well as by necessity, and with 
which, accordingly, the human sentiment of loyalty among those who are 
members one of another is naturally in force. 

 (Cooley, 1909: 182)   

 And in such a social context, where clear- cut rules of behaviour are 
set, justice and truth may prevail. Indeed, democracy, not only as a polit-
ical system but as an overall mode of organization of human life, “aims to 
organize justice, and in so far as it succeeds it creates a medium in which truth 
tends to survive and falsehood to perish” (Cooley, 1909: 184). Sympathy is no 
longer a sentiment we share with the people in our narrower social circles, but 
with all those belonging to our society and, in an all- encompassing vision, 
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with the overall human species. And, as sympathy widens outside the bound-
aries of primary groups, the sentiment of justice extends, to include all sorts 
of people, even “alien nations and races, civilized or savage, and to help 
them to their just place in the common life of mankind” (Cooley, 1909: 181). 
Moreover, the American democracy is able to favour “social courage and 
hopefulness, a disposition to push forward with confi dence regarding the 
future both of the individual and of society at large” (Cooley, 1909: 187). In 
a domesticated society, even a negative sentiment such as discontent assumes 
a positive function. It produces a different prefi guration of the future, which 
is now conceived as open for the realization of new ideals. Discontent “works 
out programmes and hopefully agitates for their realization. There is a kind 
of piety and trust in God to be seen in the confi dence with which small bodies 
of men anticipate the success of principles they believe to be right” (Cooley, 
1909: 188).  

  8.7     Concluding remarks 

 The individual and society are strictly interconnected in Cooley’s thought. 
Any neat separation of these two aspects would be artifi cial. And this holds 
for emotions, which are never conceived of as the output of the individual 
mind or genetic make- up, but as a product of social intercourse and culture, 
both able to convert raw sentiments into a refi ned social product. Instinctive 
emotions must be tamed, as they represent the intrusion of the sensual, the 
bodily, the primordial within social life. When discussing morality, Cooley 
stresses that reason is the only human faculty able to choose between right 
and wrong, conformity and deviancy, integrative or disruptive behaviours. 
The emotional is not incompatible with the rational, but only if  it has 
been socially tamed and is now driven by reason. Emotions must be either 
domesticated (such that they may produce integration and cooperation), or 
suppressed (in case they attempt to dismantle the integrity of the we- feeling) 
( Cooley, (1902)1922 : 362;  Bierstedt, 1981 : 102). When the domestication of 
emotions works, it is both able to produce well integrated individual minds 
and set a process of enlargement of the social mind to an ever- wider context, 
beyond the narrow social milieu of primary groups. 

 In Cooley’s highly idealistic conception, the diffusion of kindness, a senti-
ment typical of primary groups, is an indicator of civilization. We are natur-
ally attracted towards other people, as we need the co- presence of others to 
develop as individual minds. Civilization accounts for the widening of mutual 
interconnection, which are not only functional (as in  Durkheim, 1893 ), but 
also emotional. Cooley quotes Kropotkin in this regard, to stress the rele-
vance of mutuality. The theoretician of mutual aid considered cooperation 
a general natural trend ( Benvenga, Longo, 2020 ). Thus, against the common 
notion that only competition may foster evolution, Cooley stresses that “this 
fusing kindness underlies all higher phases of evolution, and is essential to 
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the cooperative life in which thought and power are developed” (Cooley, 
1909: 189). Yet, if  mutual aid is, as Kropotkin stated, a general, diffuse nat-
ural trend fostering cooperation among lower animals, it is society and civ-
ilization which brings this tendency to its fullest development. “Among the 
conditions that most evidently have this effect (e.g. to enlarge the reach of 
kindly feeling, n.d.r.) are facility of communication and the acceptance of 
common principles. These permit the contact and fusion of minds and tend 
to mould the group into a moral whole” (Cooley, 1909: 191). Egoism and 
confl ict are not expunged, as both are to be conceived as relevant aspects of 
social change (Cooley, 1909: 193– 194, 199). Yet they are tolerated only in so 
far as they are not disruptive forces, thus contributing to the general progress 
of mankind. 

 Domestication, differentiation and mitigation are key words to under-
stand the socialization of instinctual emotions. By making reference to these 
processes, Cooley is able to develop a civilizing theory  avant la lettre , which at 
places resemble Elias’ great achievement ( Elias, 1939 ;  1969 ). Violent anger in 
primitive life is “crude, impulsive, wasteful” and is “felt against the opponent 
as a whole and expressed by a general assault”. The civilized man, on the con-
trary “strikes at tendencies rather than persons, and avoids so far as possible 
hostile emotion, which he fi nds painful and exhausting. As an opponent he 
is at once kinder and more formidable than the savage” (Cooley, 1909: 200). 

 Cooley gives society a civilizing function, which reminds us of Durkheim’s 
conception of the social ( Durkheim, 1914 ). But, whereas in Durkheim, 
society and the individual are neatly separated, as is evident in the notion 
of the  homo duplex , Cooley opts for a different model, where the taming of 
selfi shness depends on sympathy both as a sentiment and a cognitive compre-
hension of our fellow man and the judgement they have of ourselves. Let me 
quote a brief  passage:

  The perfectly balanced and vigorous mind can hardly be selfi sh, because 
it cannot be oblivious to any important social situation, either in imme-
diate intercourse or in more permanent relations; it must always tend to 
be sympathetic, fair, and just, because it possesses that breadth and unity 
of view of which these qualities are the natural expression. To lack them 
is to be not altogether social and human. 

 ( Cooley, (1902)1922 : 217)   

 There is no sharp distinction   à  la  Durkheim between the natural and the 
social, the individual and society. Whereas Durkheim considers morality as 
an external social fact imposed upon the social actor, Cooley’s self  is, from 
the outset, social, which accounts for its being moral. The self- feeling, once 
converted into a sentiment, is, paradoxical as it may sound, an instrument 
of social control. Love, honour, mortifi cation etc. are always relational 
sentiments and, as such, can direct one’s actions in accordance with social 
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norms and rules. In such a way, the sentiment of oneself  is converted into 
a controlling force. Moreover, the social self  and its constitution denies 
possessive individualism. This idea, still prominent in the discipline of eco-
nomics, conceives as a specifi c character of the human species to be individu-
alism and selfi shness. Cooley’s perspective is different, as the self  is a product 
of society, as well as of our natural disposition towards others, so that the 
interconnection between the individual and the social works at its best when 
the social actor is not driven by self- interest, but by a widespread identifi ca-
tion with social values ( Willey, 2011 ). 

 The complexity of Cooley’s approach to emotions is undeniable. It is 
an all- encompassing perspective, able to integrate the individual, its social 
surroundings, diachronic processes and society. Dispersed throughout his 
essays, one may fi nd illuminating insights and ideas. Yet all are diluted by 
moralistic arguments which partly accounts for the misfortune of Cooley as a 
classic of sociological thought. Cooley’s optimistic attitude is, as it were, the 
consequence of the narrow perspective from which he looks at society: the 
American provincial community is the model against which he defi nes features 
and characters of society as a whole. Bierstedt emphasizes Cooley’s ethnocen-
trism, when describing him as follows:

  Cooley writes from a position of moral and intellectual security. He 
knows what is right and what is true and what is good. He has a quite 
security in the superiority of the Anglo- Saxon race and the Christian 
religion. He is sure that intemperance must be suppressed and heathen 
converted. 

 ( Bierstedt, 1981 : 105)   

 Yet, regardless of his ethnocentric optimism, regardless of his moralistic 
attitude and impressionistic mode of argumentation, Cooley’s sociology of 
emotions is full of insights and promising intuitions. In so far as they are 
socialized, emotions are to be intended as social facts and must be analysed 
within a sociological perspective. Cooley is able to anticipate the everyday 
management of emotions ( Hochshild, 1975 ;  1979 ), which are always relation-
ally displayed and culturally controlled. He hints at the relevance of utterly 
social emotions, such as shame, which would be subdued to intellectual scru-
tiny by later symbolic interactionists ( Scheff, 2000 ). He can envisage the civ-
ilizing function of society, through a process of domestication of instinctive 
emotions, thus anticipating Norbert Elias. He proposes a na ï ve micro- macro 
connection, when asserting the strong correlation among emotions, commu-
nication and the extension of the we- feeling to society as a whole, intended as 
a national community. It is no surprise, therefore, that his approach is being 
subjected to a process of rediscovery and re- evaluation, which will prob-
ably have, as its fi nal output, the redefi nition of the place of Charles Horton 
Cooley within the sociology of emotions ( Nungesser, 2013 ).   
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       Chapter 9 

 George Herbert Mead    

   Lorenzo Bruni      

   9.1     Introduction 

 George Herbert Mead (1863– 1931) can be considered, for all intents and 
purposes, as a classic of sociological thought. This affi rmation is not univer-
sally shared. Indeed, Mead is often defi ned primarily as a psychologist or a 
philosopher, and his standing as a sociologist has not always been accepted. 
Mead’s elevation to the canon as one of the leading lights of sociology has 
come about in two fundamental stages. Herbert Blumer and J ü rgen Habermas 
are the two thinkers whose interpretive work has made the greatest contribu-
tion to Mead’s status as a sociological institution (see  C ô t é  2016 ;  Huebner, 
2014 ;  Carreira da Silva, 2006 ). 

 Blumer was the fi rst to promote Mead’s canonization within the discipline 
of sociology ( Blumer, 1981 ;  1969 ). The reception of Mead’s work on the part 
of the founder of symbolic interactionism is credited with laying the ground-
work for the legitimization of Mead’s thought in the disciplinary fi eld of soci-
ology, providing the impulse for a substantial program of empirical research 
(see  Carreira da Silva, 2006 ). Mead’s elevation to the status of an institu-
tional fi gure in sociology was defi nitively certifi ed by J ü rgen Habermas and 
by the central role that he attributes to Mead in  The Theory of Communicative 
Action  (1987). Habermas, as is well known, makes ample reference to 
Meadian theory with the aim of formulating a sociological hypothesis on the 
social solidarity between strangers in the transition from a prevailing model 
of goal- orientated strategic action to a model of communicative action. The 
German sociologist credits Mead with being the sole artifi cer of a symbolic-
ally mediated theory of social interaction. 

 Mead’s refl ections on emotions are distinguished from other classic socio-
logical formulations by one peculiarity. Like other sociologists, Mead believes 
that emotions are exquisitely social. But the characteristic feature of his con-
ception is his proposal of a singular defi nition of the social dimension of 
emotions. For Mead, emotions are the raw material for the cognitive devel-
opment of inter- subjective human relations. Emotions constitute a sort of 
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connective fabric, social in origin, between a dimension of feeling and a more 
cognitive dimension determined by human behaviour. 

 Mead’s works do not include a systematic treatment of emotions. This 
may account for the frequent underestimation of the role of emotions in the 
overall economy of his thought. Indeed, Mead is “often interpreted as overly 
rational and lacking a theory of emotions” ( Deegan, 2017 : 12). Nevertheless, 
Mead’s refl ections on emotions are of great importance, above all because of 
the originality of the position he develops and because of its intimate rela-
tionship with the general framework of his social theory. Mead’s conception 
of emotions can be deduced both from his general social theory and from 
several essays explicitly devoted to the subject. 

 Section 9.1 presents a brief  overview of Mead’s scientifi c and intellec-
tual profi le. Section 9.2 reconstructs the fundamental elements of his social 
theory, with specifi c attention to the contextual genesis of self- consciousness 
and its social signifi cance. Section 9.3 examines the reception of Mead’s social 
theory in the work of two sociologists of emotions: Susan Shott and Thomas 
Scheff. Sections 9.4 and 9.5 focus specifi cally on Mead’s conceptualization of 
emotions. Our attention turns to a detailed analysis of two essays:  The Social 
Character of Instinct,  and  Emotion and Instinct , where the theme of emotions 
is treated in a circumscribed manner. While the third section examines how 
Mead’s social theory has been used to study emotions in two approaches in 
the fi eld of symbolic interactionism, the fourth and fi fth sections analyse 
Mead’s conception of emotion in the narrow sense, concentrating on those 
texts in which the author explicitly addresses the theme of emotion.  

  9.2     A brief intellectual profile of G.H. Mead 

 George Herbert Mead is one of the major contributors to the develop-
ment and dissemination of pragmatism, especially in the years following the 
First World War, even though many of his works date to an earlier histor-
ical period (see  Huebner, 2014 ;  Joas, 1997 ;  Cook, 1993 ). Pragmatism can be 
defi ned as a movement of Western philosophy, developed between the end of 
the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century, whose main area 
of inquiry is the dimension of  experience , understood as an open- ended and 
active process, pertaining equally to the thinking and feeling dimensions of 
human activity. 

 Mead’s intellectual development is situated within the broad perspective of 
research and investigation of the concept of  experience , which must be studied 
starting from human activity of a perceptive nature all the way through to 
more refl ective activities, which take on a fully social signifi cance (see  Joas, 
1997 ;  Calcaterra, 2003 ). From a philosophical and epistemological point 
of view, Mead can thus be considered a pragmatist. From a scientifi c point 
of view, he is a social psychologist. For a long time, the terms “social” and 
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“psychology” were not deemed to be compatible because traditional psych-
ology tended to identify the discipline with the study of the individual taken 
singularly, or with the study of mental functioning, understood as the organic 
activity of the brain. Mead, instead, proposes a program of research whose 
focus is the nexus between society and shared meanings, on the one hand, and 
the formation of the mind and the development of personality, on the other. 

 Mead’s scientifi c position can also be defi ned as behaviourist. He believes 
that it is necessary to observe human behavior as it appears in order to study 
it and understand it scientifi cally. His interest, however, is in a social variant 
of behaviourism. In fact, Mead’s approach is conventionally defi ned as  social 
behaviourism . Human behaviour cannot but be understood as starting from 
an undeniable fact: the existence of society (see  Morris, 2015 : 20). Individual 
human acts must always be observed and understood within the broader cat-
egory of social acts. Behaviourism, for Mead, indicates a particular approach 
to the study of experience understood in terms of  social conduct , which must 
be explored scientifi cally while, at the same time, taking into account the 
importance of internal states, especially of consciousness, but in light of their 
social genesis. 

 Without going deeply into Mead’s biography, which is not our concern 
here, it is worth recalling that in 1894 he accepted a position as Assistant 
Professor in the Department of Philosophy and Psychology at the University 
of Chicago, thanks to the intervention of his colleague and friend John Dewey, 
becoming the Chair of the department in that same year (see  Joas, 1997 : 22). 
In the history of sociological thought, this is a rather signifi cant event, since 
that is where Mead came into contact with the Chicago School of sociology, 
a school of thought closely tied to the social issues then emerging in the pul-
sating heart of the fast- growing metropolis of Chicago ( Joas, 1997 : 23). 

 It is important to note the fragmentary and unsystematic nature of Mead’s 
scientifi c production. In his intellectual career, he never organized his own 
thoughts in systematic and complete works. Many of his published scientifi c 
articles are reworked texts of conference papers or lectures given during his 
university courses. Mead’s published volumes are all the products of post-
humous collections of previously unpublished texts not subjected, therefore, 
to revision by their author (cf. Huebner,  2015 : 391). Some of the better- 
known volumes are:  The Philosophy of the Present  (1932), in which Mead 
outlines the fundamental themes of his philosophy;  Movements of Thought 
in the Nineteenth Century  (1936), an historical- philosophical essay; and  The 
Philosophy of the Act  (1938), which collects refl ections developed by Mead 
in the last fi fteen years of his life and concerning a pragmatic philosophy 
of time. 

 The author of texts on psychology, philosophy, ethics, and pedagogy, Mead 
is known to the sociological audience above all for the contents of his social 
theory, brought together and condensed in  Mind, Self, and Society: From the 
Standpoint of the Social Behaviorist , a collection of his notes prepared for 
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lectures in his social psychology classes held from 1927 to 1930. The text is 
made up of twelve sets of classroom materials, which include students’ notes 
and stenographer transcripts, together with eight fragments of manuscripts 
written by Mead himself  (Huebner,  2015 ). The editorial work of collecting 
and publishing this plurality of sources was undertaken by Charles Morris 
in 1934.  

  9.3     Mead’s social theory 

 We now turn to a reconstruction of the main elements of Mead’s social theory. 
From a sociological perspective, Mead’s thought represents a strong discon-
tinuity with respect to structural– functionalist approaches. In orientations of 
this kind, individuals are considered only as a means through which initial 
factors operate to produce certain actions (cf.  Blumer, 1981 ;  1969 ). The ori-
ginal aspect of Mead’s sociological refl ections consists in interposing between 
initial factors and actioning a process of self- interaction. Unlike structural- 
functionalist sociological conceptions, individuals, for Mead, are not limited 
to responding to external and objective factors. Individuals come to terms 
with themselves in the situations where they act, by entering into relationships 
with themselves and giving rise to an internal dialogue, which plays out by 
making our own the responses that others have to us. Individual action is not 
the mere product of a determining external reality. Subjects participate in the 
formation of the situations in which they fi nd themselves, by representing 
those situations, by interpreting them, by contributing to their construction. 

 Individuals are endowed with a  Self , with the capacity to think their own 
thoughts. That capacity, in Mead’s view, is social, because it comes about 
and is triggered only in case of interaction with other  Selves . For this reason, 
Meadian theory is unlike other sociological conceptions, which tend to see 
society as an entity that imposes itself  on individuals, prescribing structures, 
norms, roles, and values. This does not mean that Mead’s theory rejects, in 
an overly ingenuous fashion, the existence of a social structure, but that the 
importance of that structure does not lie in a presumed priority attributed 
to action nor in the hypothetical existence of parts of the social system that 
operate autonomously (cf.  Blumer, 1969 ). Rather, the concrete and effective 
importance of the social structure is defi ned by the extent to which it enters 
into the process of interpretation and defi nition from which common action 
emerges. Mead views society as a set of continually interacting persons, who 
encounter a plurality of situations imposed on them by the conditions of life 
( Blumer, 1969 ). Within social situations, each person, endowed with his or 
her own  Self , interprets the actions of others, contributing to the social con-
struction of  common actions , which are, in fact, the products of a cooperative 
process of interpretation. 

 From the point of view of the theory of consciousness, an integral part 
of his social theory, Mead elaborates a proposal that makes it possible to 
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account for the formation of thought and the reproduction of human 
action by way of an approach that is consummately sociological. The mind 
cannot be defi ned solely as the seat of the psyche. The mind is not, as it is 
conceived by neuroscientifi c reductionism, the organic seat of biochemical 
reactions. Or, rather, it is not only that. The mind is self- consciousness, and 
self- consciousness is always constituted within the social relationships of 
partners to interactions. Mead, then, presents a social theory of conscious-
ness, which –  in harmony with other modern intersubjective concepts of 
self- consciousness –  moves beyond the conception of psychic activity as the 
exclusive domain of the individual. Among these intersubjective conceptions, 
Mead’s theory distinguishes itself  for its marked reference to the concrete and 
symbolic social dynamics that generate consciousness, but, like other inter-
active approaches, Mead holds that individual consciousness can exist only 
in a social context. In phylogenetic terms, consciousness emerges within the 
social process. 

 The human capacity for refl ection is not an innate characteristic, but rather 
develops from social behaviour, by assuming the attitudes of others towards 
ourselves. While the emergence of self- consciousness –  the typically human 
capacity of the individual to make himself  an object to himself  –  resides pri-
marily in the assumption of the attitudes of others towards ourselves, the 
willingness to put ourselves in the other’s shoes is, in turn, intertwined with 
Mead’s observations on the genesis of meaningful gestures. The distinction 
between simple gesture and meaningful gesture, though present in other 
works by  Mead (1910 ;  1912 ) is the subject of a long analysis in  Mind, Self, 
and Society . A meaningful gesture, “calls out in the individual making it the 
same attitude toward it (or toward its meaning) that it calls out in the other 
individuals participating with him in the given social act, and thus makes him 
conscious of their attitude toward it (as a component of his behaviour) and 
enables him to adjust his subsequent behavior to theirs in the light of that 
attitude” ( Mead 2015 : 46). 

 Mead’s conception of meaning is externalist and social: awareness of what 
a gesture means can be achieved only with reference to the response that the 
same gesture elicits in others. The response elicited by the gesture becomes, 
in turn, a new symbol for the individual who fi rst performed the gesture, who 
will very probably be led to recalibrate his own behaviour on the basis of the 
effects caused by it. In Mead’s own words:

  the conscious or signifi cant conversation of gestures is a much more 
adequate and effective mechanism of mutual adjustment within the 
social act –  involving, as it does, the taking, by each of the individuals 
carrying it on, of the attitudes of the others toward himself  –  than is the 
unconscious or non- signifi cant conversation of gestures. 

 ( Mead 2015 : 46)   
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 Mead opens part three of  Mind, Self, and Society  by addressing the 
preconditions for the formation of the  Self . Mead’s social theory of the  Self  
asserts that there is no consciousness anterior to social interaction. Self- 
consciousness would not be such, “unless the individual brought himself  
into the same experiential fi eld as that of the other individual selves in rela-
tion to whom he acts in any given social situation” ( Mead 2015 : 138). The 
 Self  emerges, we repeat, within social behavior. In essence, Mead’s social– 
theoretical thesis is the following:

  The unity and structure of the complete self  refl ects the unity and struc-
ture of the social process as a whole; and each of the elementary selves of 
which it is composed refl ects the unity and structure of one of the various 
aspects of that process in which the individual is implicated. In other 
words, the various elementary selves which constitute, or are organized 
into, a complete self, answering to the various aspects of the structure of 
the social process as a whole. 

 ( Mead 2015 : 144)   

 A little further along in the same essay, Mead introduces another funda-
mental concept of  his theory: the  generalized other , defi ned as the attitude 
of  the community or social group that confers on the individual his unity 
as a  Self . In order to develop his own integrated self, an individual must –  
beyond taking on the attitudes that other individuals manifest towards him –  
make his own the attitudes of  others toward the various moments of  social 
activity as a whole. The constitution of  a complete  Self  involves the pro-
gressive internalization by the individual of  an ever- increasing number of 
activities performed within society, which coincide, in fact, with the idea of 
the  generalized other . 

 The dynamic aspects of the bond between the individual and social 
spheres, between formation of the personality and processes of socialization, 
are addressed in Mead’s social theory by way of recourse to two concepts:  me  
and  I.  The  Self  is constituted by the  me  and the  I . The discussion of the dif-
ferentiation of these two components animates, not without some interpretive 
diffi culties, most of the pages of  Mind, Self, and Society . The  me  represents 
a cognitive objectifi cation related to the generalized assumption of the social 
expectations refl ected in the attitudes of others towards ourselves. The  me  
is what allows the individual to address himself  in the same way that he 
addresses social objects. The  I , on the other hand, is the subject of acts, but, 
as such, can never appear –  in the sense of delineating itself  as a determined 
objectifi cation –  while the action is in progress. Otherwise, the  I  would resolve 
itself  into an object rather than a subject. The  I  is a necessary correlative of 
the  me , since the determinate organization that the community gives to our 
attitudes requires a response. 
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 The “me” does call for a certain sort of an “I” in so far as we meet the 
obligations that are given in conduct itself, but the “I” is always something 
different from what the situation itself  calls for. So, there is always that dis-
tinction, if  you like, between “I” and “me”. The “I” both calls out the “me” 
and responds to it. Taken together they constitute a personality as it appears 
in social experience” ( Mead 2015 : 178). 

 The  Self  is thus essentially defi nable in terms of a social process, which 
unfolds through an open relationship between these two phases. If  there was 
no relationship between these two phases, there would not be, on the one 
hand, any effective coordination of social life nor, on the other, any conscious 
responsibility on the part of the subject. 

 Experience, as we have seen, a central concept of pragmatism, thus comes 
to be interpreted by Mead in a sociologically original way. It is defi nable as a 
social process through which what is unforeseeable and unprecedented in the 
generalized expectations of society comes about by virtue of an open rela-
tionship between the two components of the  Self .  

  9.4     Mead and the sociology of emotions 

 Mead’s thought has not only been canonized within the sociological discip-
line understood in the broadest sense, but it has also found an important 
place within the narrower fi eld of  the sociology of  emotions. We will now 
examine the positions of  two sociologists who have played important roles 
in the effort to place Meadian theory within the parameters of  the sociology 
of  emotions. 

 First, Mead’s thought is a fundamental element in the work of Susan Shott, 
unquestionably one of the biggest contributors to the institutionalization of 
the sociology of emotions, thanks above all to the publication of her essay 
 Emotion and Social Life  (1979). Shott relies on Mead’s theory to develop a 
conception of the emotions in harmony with the central methodological tenets 
of symbolic interactionism. According to Shott, emotions are constituted by 
the combination of two co- extensive dimensions: physiological– sensorial and 
cognitive. Social structures are the necessary dimension that allow the indi-
vidual to connote emotions as cognitive phenomena. Put differently, emotions 
become the object of sociological study to the extent that their physiological 
arousal is consolidated in a cognitive defi nition. This passage occurs primarily 
through the mediation of the social role played by current and effective social 
norms ( Shott, 1979 : 1323). The aspects of Meadian theory that contribute to 
Shott’s sociological interpretation of emotions seem to be concentrated above 
all on this interpretation: emotions play a fundamental role in social control. 
This function can be performed by emotions to the extent in which the sub-
ject, in the course of interaction, takes on the role of  partner . The reference 
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to the Meadian concept of the  generalized other  is obvious end explicit. Shott 
defi nes  role- taking emotions  as those emotions whose expression and mani-
festation depend on the individual’s capacity to make his own the attitudes 
of others towards himself. Emotions are functional in ensuring a form of 
self- control that contributes to the individual’s social integration.  Role- taking 
emotions  may also include positive emotions such as, for example, pride. 

 Shott’s analysis is in substantial agreement with the concept of  feeling rules  
elaborated by Arlie  Hochschild (1979) . According to Hochschild, feeling 
rules prescribe or discourage the expression of certain emotions. For her part, 
Shott holds that “whether emotional explanations are considered appropriate 
to a given situation, and which emotion, if  any, is warranted, are suggested 
by social norms” ( Shott, 1979 : 1319). In Shott’s view, emotive experience is 
socially constructed. There exists a social framework, which conditions and 
modifi es the actor’s experience, interpretation, and expression of emotion. 
Mead’s infl uence on Shott is most apparent, however, in the notion that an 
equally important role in this process of symbolic construction is played by 
“the construction of emotion by the actor”. An interactionist approach to 
the study of emotion, that is, can concentrate “on the actor’s defi nitions and 
interpretations and on the emergent, constructed character of much human 
behavior, both of which are central to the actor’s experience of an emotion” 
( Shott, 1979 : 1320). 

 Mead’s infl uence on Shott is best expressed in four propositions, which are 
the fundamental points of Shott’s theory of emotions: 

    1.     Analysis of the interpretive processes of the social actor is essential to an 
adequate understanding of human conduct. The reference here is clearly 
to the margins of creativity at the disposal of the individual with respect 
to the normative frameworks that defi ne the social situation in which 
he acts;  

     2.     Human behaviour is a social outcome that is continuously reconstituted 
in the course of its unfolding. As we have seen in the preceding section, 
individual action must be interpreted in terms of a dynamic and open- 
ended process through the fabric of social relations. Human behaviour 
is not something pre- defi ned whose outcome can be foreseen in a certain 
and determinate way before the action has completed its course;  

  3. Individual action is infl uenced just as much by impulses and internal 
states as it is by external stimuli and social factors;  

  4. Social structures and normative regulation are frameworks that orientate 
human action rather than determine it.    

 The content of these last two propositions is in evident continuity with the 
previous two. 
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 In addition to its contribution to these four general propositions, Mead’s 
infl uence on Shott’s sociology of the emotions can also be seen in her discus-
sion of the nexus between social control and  role- taking emotions :

  If  there is any area in which the sociological relevance of sentiments is 
most evident, it may be that of social control; and symbolic interactionist 
theory is quite useful here, as well. One sort of feelings, which I shall 
call role- taking emotions, is really the foundation for the large part of 
social control that is self- control. Unlike other feelings, which do not 
require role taking for their evocation, role- taking emotions cannot occur 
without putting oneself  in another’s position and taking that person’s 
perspective. 

 (ibid.: 1323)   

 In order to experience a  role- taking emotion,  an individual must fi rst take 
on the attitude of the other towards himself. That is, the subject must, as 
proposed by Meadian theory, have taken on the role of a generalized other, 
even if  only by imagining it. Taking on the attitude of the other towards our-
selves gives rise to two types of  role- taking emotions : refl exive emotions, which 
are directed towards oneself  and include guilt, shame, embarrassment, pride, 
and vanity; and empathetic emotions, which are felt in the moment we put 
ourselves in another’s place and thus come close to feeling what the other 
feels. The expression of refl exive emotions is modulated by our perception of 
how we appear to others or the generalized other. Shott’s basic thesis is that 
both refl exive and empathetic  role- taking emotions  defi ne moral and norma-
tive orientations for human behaviour and, thus, foster social control. Think, 
for example, of how guilt, shame, and embarrassment act to further the goal 
of checking and punishing deviant behaviour. Indeed, these emotions are 
evoked in the moment that “one commits or contemplates some ‘immoral’ 
action, then takes the role of the generalized other and accepts its perceived 
judgment of oneself  as morally inadequate” ( Shott, 1979 : 1325). 

 Although perhaps less evident that what we have seen in relation to Shott, 
Mead’s infl uence is also traceable in the refl ections of Thomas Scheff. Scheff  
is certainly one of the most infl uential American sociologists still active and, 
like Shott, he is an exponent of the interactionist approach to the study of 
emotions. During his long academic career, Scheff  has devoted his attention 
not only to emotions but also to mental illness, restorative justice, and col-
lective violence. 

 In this case, Mead’s infl uence can be seen above all in Sheff’s refl ections 
on shame. The theme of shame involves nearly the totality of Scheff’s sci-
entifi c production ( 2004 ;  2003 ; 2000;  1996 ;  1995 ) but the most signifi cant 
of his contributions which illustrate his fundamental theses are probably 
 Shame and the Social Bond  (2000) and  Shame in Self and Society  ( 2003 ). As 
with Shott, here too, Mead’s infl uence reverberates primarily in the idea of 
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understanding shame as a cognitive objectifi cation of others’ attitudes toward 
oneself. Scheff’s sociological theory of shame turns around two large hypoth-
eses. The fi rst is that shame comprises an extended family of emotions. The 
second is that shame represents a feeling of threat to the strength of the  social 
bond  ( Scheff, 2004 ;  2003 ; 2000). In Scheff, shame becomes an extended family 
of emotions that includes within it embarrassment, shyness, feelings of inad-
equacy or failure, and humiliation in the broad sense. The common denomin-
ator of all these different emanations of the same root emotion consists in the 
recognition that shame is to be considered a manifestation of a threat to the 
social bond. Indeed, as a potential threat to the social bond, shame cannot be 
conceptually disjoined from the emotional or semi- emotional fi elds akin to it. 
Scheff  thus proposes a broad sociological interpretation of shame. 

 What inevitably signals the emergence of shame is not self- refl ection in 
and of itself  but self- refl ection as a social process tied to others’ reactions to 
us. In Scheff’s notion of shame, and here the reference to Mead is evident, 
we see ourselves through the eyes of others. At the same time, the various 
meanings that we ourselves attribute to others’ reactions to us will affect the 
manifestations of this basic emotion. As Scheff  writes, we are ashamed to 
show ourselves as evasive in the eyes of an extremely competent person, or 
to show ourselves fearful in the eyes of a brave person, and so on. Shame 
and pride participate in a process of imagination and anticipation of others’ 
judgments of ourselves (Scheff, 2000). 

 The affi nities between Shott and Scheff  are evident, above all in the social 
construction of emotions, which is mediated by the process of  role- taking  and 
the possibility, recognized in the role- taker, to creatively appropriate himself  
of what has been socially given, conserving margins of interpretation and 
the autonomous attribution of meaning. Furthermore, both Shott and Scheff  
display an underlying concern for the conditions that ensure the endurance of 
the social bond. The points of contact between the two authors are obviously 
tied to a shared and more or less explicitly acknowledged Meadian infl uence.  

  9.5     The social character of instinct 

 The general aspects of Mead’s social theory recalled in section one allow us 
to understand clearly how it is possible to interpret emotional subjectivity 
as a social outcome, and how it can be deduced from a general conception 
of the  Self  understood as a dimension co- extensive with the social process 
itself  ( C ô t é , 2016 ; Engdahl,  2005 ; McCharty,  1992 ). The person who feels 
and expresses emotions constitutes himself  in the social process within which 
human experience unfolds. Our emotions are acquired, therefore, through 
a process of identifi cation with others, in complete harmony with the other 
general elements of Mead’s social theory. The identifi cation with others, 
however, must be viewed as a process of decentration, or as a continuous 
willingness to readjust one’s own action in reference to others. In this sense, 
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the defi nition of the social character of emotional subjectivity that can be 
deduced from Median social theory leads us back to some of the concepts 
we have already discussed. To take just one as an example, we could say that 
the socially emotive level proper to the dynamic of the assumption of others’ 
attitudes towards ourselves can be understood to coincide with the  I  compo-
nent of the self. The  I , in this sense, can be interpreted, in emotional terms, 
as a disposition to an open- ended resynchronization with others’ reactions to 
ourselves by, for example, a bodily or expressive readjustment. While such an 
adjustment does not amount to a cognitive dimension –  proper instead to the 
 Me  component –  it presents a social connotation not reducible to a merely 
organic or biological– instinctive component. 

 As mentioned above, Mead’s work does not include a proper systematic 
theory of emotions. For this reason, Mead’s conception of emotions must 
be deduced both from the central conceptual elements of his social theory, 
and from some essays devoted specifi cally to the theme of emotions. We will 
examine two of those essays, in particular,  The Social Character of Instinct  
and  Emotion and Instinct , analysing several of their key passages. We will pro-
ceed by citing ample passages from the essays, which will be accompanied by 
some brief  comments. The essays in question are not dated, though presum-
ably they were written between 1892 and 1910 (Carreira da Silva,  2007 ), and 
remained unpublished until 2001, when they were included in  Essays in Social 
Psychology , edited by Mary Jo Deegan.

  The primitive instincts of the human animal are practically all social. It is 
at best a diffi cult task to isolate and defi ne human instincts, but whatever 
group one gathers together is bound to refer to conduct that is determined 
by the movements of other individuals whose conduct is like our own. In 
fact, the earlier history of the race and the history of childhood shows us 
that primitive consciousness even of the physical world is social, and only 
becomes a physical consciousness with the growing powers of refl ection. 

 (Mead, 2017a: 3)   

 Mead begins the essay entitled  The Social Character of Instinct  with a 
statement of his thesis that human instincts are all to be considered –  in terms 
of practical activity, linked, that is, to the concrete actions of human beings –  
as social in nature. This is a rather radical and original thesis. Instincts, gener-
ally thought to be the expression  par excellence  of  the organic component of 
human action, are interpreted here completely as social phenomena. Human 
instincts are elicited by the behaviour of the individuals with whom we share 
a social conduct, or rather a way of acting coordinated by common meanings, 
as explained in section one. The other main theme stated in the opening of 
Mead’s essay, obviously tied to the fi rst, also has a social genesis, and is not 
rooted in a merely biological or organic dimension.
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  Within this fi eld of social consciousness arise gradually objects —  social 
objects, the selves, the me, and the others. I wish to discuss for a few 
moments the process by which these objects arise. That these instinctive 
social processes are intimately connected with the emotions, that many of 
the so- called expressions of the emotions are vestiges or early stages of 
instinctive reactions, has been recognized in all psychological treatment 
of the emotions and the instincts, but, so far as I know, the function 
which these expressions of the emotions may have in the process of medi-
ating social conduct and then in forming the objects within social con-
sciousness has not been adequately studied. 

 (Mead, 2017a: 4)   

 Mead’s intention in this essay is to demonstrate the central function of 
emotions in the social process. The passage cited above helps us to see quite 
clearly that, in Mead, there is no important difference between instinct and 
emotion. Indeed, at times these are proper synonyms even from the semantic 
point of view. Emotions are an integral part of social conduct and, as 
such, are the expression of a fundamental disposition to act by continually 
readjusting one’s own behaviour in accordance with others’ reactions. This 
instinctive– emotional interactive disposition plays a decisive role in the emer-
gence of social consciousness, or rather in the constitution of social objects, 
among which is the  Self , the general theory of whose genesis we discussed at 
length in section one.

  We have already defi ned social conduct as that in which the acts are 
adjusted to the movements of others. Perfection of adjustment implies 
response to the earliest indications of the overt act. Just as the fencer 
reads in the eye of his opponent the coming thrust and is ready with the 
parry before the thrust is made, so we are continually reading from the 
attitude, the facial expressions, the gestures, and the tones of the voice 
the coming actions of those with reference to whom we must act. Such 
beginnings of acts, and organic preparations for action, which have been 
called expressions of emotion, are just the cues which have been selected 
and preserved as the means of mediating social conduct. Before con-
scious communication by symbols arises in gestures, signs, and articulate 
sounds, there exists in these earliest stages of acts and their physiological 
fringes the means of co- ordinating social conduct, the means of uncon-
scious communication. And conscious communication has made use of 
these very expressions of the emotion to build up its signs. They were 
already signs. They had been already naturally selected and preserved 
as signs in unrefl ective social conduct before they were specialized as 
symbols. 

 (Mead, 2017a: 5)   
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 Manifestations of emotions accompany bodily changes or the enactment 
of not completely conscious gestures, and they trace complex of recip-
rocal actions and reactions that are an integral part of social conduct, even 
though –  as in the case of Mead’s two fencers –  they are still not completely 
refl exive. This means that the expression of emotions comes in some way to 
be sensed by the person who feels them, albeit without necessarily reaching 
full awareness of the emotion that he is feeling. Indeed, the reading of the 
other’s emotional reactions should not be understood as a complex cognitive 
interpretation, similar to the production of a refl exively elaborated meaning. 
At the same time as we sense the other’s emotional reaction, we give rise to 
an emotional reaction even before refl exively elaborating the content of our 
feeling. For this reason, Mead suggests that consciousness is already emotively 
constituted in social terms even before being developed by way of an intersub-
jective communication made up of sounds and symbols articulated in cogni-
tively more determined forms, on the way to achieving linguistically complete 
interaction. The emotive basis of consciousness precedes its linguistic basis 
because it is the outcome of an open- ended process of continuous readjust-
ment to the reactions of others to our emotive manifestations. The emotively 
social nature of our conduct can then extend itself  in forms that present a 
fully cognitive content, such as spoken language. 

 The idea of social conduct as a progressive open- ended process suggests 
that linguistically refl exive communication –  the conscious use of language –  
plants its roots in the emotive dimension and is then articulated in increas-
ingly determinate forms. The emotions are a fundamental component of a 
pre- linguistic phase of intersubjective communication. They are the expres-
sion of an only partially refl exive social conduct that, in a subsequent phase 
of its unfolding, extended above all to linguistic communication, acquires a 
more refl exively determined symbolic character. This process is confi rmed in 
rather explicit terms in the following passage.

  In the fi rst place, the emotional consciousness belongs at the beginning 
of the refl ective process. It comes before the possibility of thought or 
of refl ective action (…) It is the earliest stuff  out of which objects can 
be built in the history of presentative consciousness, and this earliest 
instinctive consciousness is primarily social. 

 (Mead, 2017a: 6)   

 Emotive consciousness precedes cognitive consciousness. The emotions 
are the raw material of consciousness, which is instinctive and social at the 
same time. It could be said, then, that emotive consciousness already has an 
intentional connotation. We use the term intentional here only to emphasize 
that consciousness is directed toward something; it addresses itself  to social 
objects. Consciousness is  consciousness of something . It has its own content 
which is content is fundamentally social, even if  it is not yet fully defi ned in 
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cognitive terms. The primary content of consciousness is a content of feeling, 
Mead writes, adding, however, that this primary content is not sensorial. 
What we feel upon seeing the attitudes of others is not merely the body, or the 
face, of the other, but rather the imminent acts that they are about to commit. 
There is not, therefore, in the conception of consciousness deducible from 
Mead’s refl ections on emotions in  The Social Character of Instinct , a contra-
position between the social sphere and the instinctive sphere, on the one hand, 
and between feeling and cognition, on the other. At the same time, there is no 
evidence of a contraposition between the emotion and cognition.  

  9.6     Emotions and instinct 

 The essay entitled  Emotions and Instinct  is a shorter and less- developed 
composition. Mead examines the relationship between emotions and 
interest, recognizing the essentially emotive character of  interest. In this 
case, too, it would seem that emotions and interest constitute two phases of 
the social act.

  There is, however, another side to this investigation that promises more 
valuable and interesting results, and that is the relation between the 
emotions and interest. We recognize the essentially emotional character 
of interest, but the affi nity and the developmental relationship between 
them is not so plain. One distinction between them is evident almost at 
the fi rst view. This is their positions within the act. Interest underlies the 
going after and struggle for the end, while the emotion characterizes the 
immediate grasping and enjoyment of the object sought. 

 ( Mead, 2017b : 27)   

 The two dimensions, interest and emotions, are phases of the social act 
involved in the unfolding of the relationship between the individual and the 
individual’s desired object. Mead recognizes the emotional nature of interest, 
but also appreciates a fundamental difference that distinguishes emotions 
from interest. The emotion “characterizes the immediate grasping and enjoy-
ment of the object sought”, and interest instead “underlies the going after 
and struggle for the end” (Mead, 2017a: 27).

  In each of these cases, and this applies to all actions in so far as they 
are predominantly passionate, the consciousness is occupied with the 
emotion and the activity approaches refl ex action, and in all of these 
cases the emotion answers to the immediate presence of and appropri-
ation of the object sought —  an appropriation that takes place by means 
of instinctive processes that are not present in consciousness as means to 
an end, but as parts of the end and resultant itself. 

 (Mead, 2017a: 27– 28)   
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 Both emotions and interest are phases of a social act through which the 
individual relates to the desired object, but the emotion, in so far as it is 
passionate, has to do with the tension toward the gradual overcoming of the 
obstacles placed between the individual and the desired object. This essay, 
too, highlights the progressively dynamic character of the social dimension 
of emotions, which, starting from an instinctive basis of immediate appropri-
ation of desired objects, can become a means for achieving increasingly com-
plex objectives, or, even better, as Mead writes, it can constitute “that in which 
intelligence is chiefl y expressed” (Mead, 2017a: 29). The essay reiterates the 
same idea that underlies  The Social Character of Instinct , namely, emotions 
are at the same time socially instinctive and cognitively intelligent. Emotions 
are both instinctive and cognitive. 

 The conceptually characteristic element of the essay is that emotions are 
defi nable as social on a less determinate level than interests. The social dimen-
sion of interest is more defi ned, emotions involve an immediate appropriation 
of the object to which they are oriented, while interest marks a  more intelli-
gent  distance from the same object. In this sense, interests become means for 
achieving more articulated and more complex goals.

  The passions of one period are the reservoirs of the interests of those 
that follow it. It also follows that the interest is much more defi nitely 
social in its organization than is the emotion. For the appropriation has 
a most direct individual evaluation, but the intelligent act, must, in so far 
as it is objective, partake of the social organism of which the form is a 
metaphor. 

 (Mead, 2017a)   

 If, that is, emotion absorbs consciousness in its entirety, the action directed 
toward an object may be compromised, if  not totally blocked. If, instead, the 
emotional tension manages to channel itself  into forms of acting orientated 
toward the pursuit of an interest, the act can successfully be carried to com-
pletion. Impassioned emotion, that is, leaves room for its refl exive articula-
tion, which accompanies the completion of the act previously or potentially 
interrupted by excessive emotive tension. 

 To conclude this section, we wish to propose an example to better explain 
the fundamental dynamic involved in the relationship among social act, 
emotion, and interest. Let’s return to the emotion of shame, mentioned above 
in the discussion of Shott and Scheff. Take the more circumscribed example 
of the shame felt by a person evicted from his home, having lost his job and 
hence no longer able to pay his rent. If  the shame he feels should absorb 
his consciousness in its entirety, the manifestation of that emotion could 
transform itself  into a form of humiliation that precludes any kind of action 
directed towards overcoming this problematic situation. If, instead, the shame 
does not totally absorb his consciousness, but actually fi nds an outcome by 
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channelling itself  into new forms of social action, it may solicit the concrete 
pursuit of an interest, such as, for example, looking for adequate alternative 
housing.  

  9.7     Conclusion 

 The conception of emotions that can be deduced from Mead’s writings 
outlines an approach that can be defi ned as non- dualist and anti- reductionist. 
Meadian anti- dualism, as we have seen, is rooted both in the general 
principles of his social theory, which outline the relationship between the 
individual and society, and in the defi nition of a socially mediated relation-
ship between bodily feelings and the cognitive dimension of human conduct. 
These dimensions, far from being dualistically separated, are, in fact, linked 
by their belonging to a socially interactive sphere, of which the emotions are 
the original and fundamental element. As we have outlined in this chapter, 
for Mead, emotions undergo an open- ended and progressive unfolding. They 
are the product of a continual decentration, of an unceasing disposition to 
assuming the attitudes of the other participant in the interaction. Emotions 
emerge socially and unfold open- endedly in the pragmatic development of 
human activity, as an anticipation of reciprocal reactions. 

 In conclusion, we can synthesize in what follows Mead’s main contribu-
tion to the study of emotions as we have discussed it in this chapter: linguis-
tically mediated and cognitively refl ective human communication is always 
rooted in the social nature of primitive instincts, whose affective content is 
represented by emotions. The interactive material of emotions constitutes a 
non- refl exive social act that precedes the specialization of this same material 
in more socially determined symbols and cognitions. Emotions are not, there-
fore, completely private –  they do not belong to the sphere of the inner experi-
ence of the individual –  nor are they completely externalized, or defi nable as 
social solely in terms of cultural constructions connected to social beliefs, 
norms, and roles. The social nature of emotions is essentially the outcome of 
an extended complex of intersubjective relationships, which are the founda-
tion of human social acts within the world.   
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       Chapter 10 

 Norbert Elias    

   Gabriela Vergara      

   10.1     Introduction 

 The social processes that characterize the twenty- fi rst century offer an excel-
lent opportunity to produce theories and methodologies that are capable 
of addressing this complexity, intensity and speed. But this task cannot be 
carried out in a satisfactory way without taking into account other theories 
and investigations that were previously constructed, even in other contexts. 

 We live in a time that is marked by the unavoidable presence of digital soci-
eties that confi gure particular sensibilities in relation to time/ space, transform 
the world of work and consumption (through marketing and e- commerce), 
but also work reproductively in homes and educational institutions. We are 
also witnessing a sustained deployment of social movements that fi ght against 
racial and gender violence, ranging from those who seek recognition of the 
multiple ways of living sexuality, to the constant demands of gender equality. 
However, migratory processes, the increasing number of people who rely on 
social policies, the increasing number of people in general (and children in 
particular) who live in conditions of malnutrition and die due to poverty, are 
stressed in the intersection with the marketization of the affective and turn 
bodies/ emotions into a central node for the whole of social sciences and, spe-
cifi cally, for sociology, from which to approach different processes, practices 
and experiences ( Scribano, 2018 ). 

 It is, in this scenario, where the work of Norbert Elias can be brought into 
this century  1   to re- think and update a set of categories, relationships between 
concepts, and ways of seeing sociology itself. At least three assumptions 
support this assertion: 

     1     First, because his sociohistorical studies made it possible to connect 
processes of vast scope with others of a reduced scale. This makes it 
possible to transcend the macro/ micro dichotomy and, at the same time, 
constitutes a contribution to qualitative methodologies, as they enable the 
investigation of signifi cant experiences, not because of their quantitative 
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manifestation, but because of what their dimensions “say” about the 
processes of social structuring.  

     2     Secondly, because their analyses within their own confi gurations and 
networks of interdependencies, renew the ways of thinking about 
corporeity, emotions and the in- corporated social. In this way, it is pos-
sible to transcend the inner/ outer dichotomy, that between individual/ 
society, thereby enabling a way to understand that all subjectivity is inter-
subjectively constituted.  

     3     Third, because in the provocative dialogue with other disciplines (such 
as history or biology), his works invite us to problematize, in epistemo-
logical and ontological terms, the split between nature and society, which, 
precisely, becomes a theoretical, ethical and politics problem when we 
think about the effects of capitalism in its confi guration and maintenance 
(the COVID- 19 pandemic relieves us of making further explanations in 
this regard).    

 These assumptions compel us to revisit this theoretical work, to which it is 
possible to make a brief  connection with Elias’ own biography, even more so 
if  we think about it from the standpoint of a sociology of bodies/ emotions. 

 The life of Norbert Elias, crossed by world wars and most especially Nazism, 
led him to feel marginalized in England, without a place or a voice. A trajec-
tory plagued with intermittences and troubles characterizes this sociologist 
( B é jar, 1994 ), who presents a particular theoretical perspective which makes 
it diffi cult to situate him within a particular social current. His closeness to 
certain German thinkers allowed him to build his own special vision of social 
processes. This was possible by his carefully neutrality, resulting from an exer-
cise of distancing with which he sought to separate ideologies of science. For 
this reason, while Parsons elaborated a theory of North American society and 
the Frankfurt theorists, exiled in the United States, criticized the paradoxes of 
the Enlightenment, Elias delved into history to fi nd answers that would allow 
him to understand –  and somehow endure –  the horrible present in which he 
had to live. And his view of history also implied strengthening his analysis of 
social processes, then discussing great fi gures of history with historians, as 
proposed in “The court society”. 

 Perhaps for this reason, Elias’s biography can be read from the categories 
that he himself  elaborated for the analysis of the social in terms of “established/ 
marginalized”. And in this sense, he can no longer be considered an “out-
sider” in his own sociological fi eld because the themes of his work became 
important to other thinkersers (Smith, 1984). Its relevance is maintained, 
both by the dilemmas it causes to constructivist and realist epistemologies, 
and by the new sociological areas in which its thought can be applied, such 
as the case of race, as well as his different views on the relationship between 
biology and sociology ( Newton, 2006 ). 
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 In his “return to the scene” at the end of the 1960s, he presented himself  as 
an intellectual who sought to transcend the modes of thought of the socio-
logical positions of the time. This was evident in his intense work during the 
decades that followed, which were refl ected in a set of writings that connect 
sociology with history and psychiatry, and deepens the view in terms of a 
sociology of knowledge, in relation to emotions, with the state and with 
groups ( Smith, 2009 ). 

 Theheoretical proposal of Elias then, sought to build an object of study 
for sociology, starting from the fi gurations or confi gurations, highlighting the 
place of the processes. For this reason, it was located as an alternative to 
the Parsonian vision of the social condensed in the notion of “system”. In 
this context, bodies, emotions, affections, and networks of interdependencies 
form a theoretical web that is diffi cult to split, but that, for analytical and 
expository purposes, we have decided to organize as explained below. 

 In the fi rst place, we will describe the social construction of the body, based 
on the concepts of  process and fi gurations , which allow us to understand how, 
simultaneously, social transformations are becoming a body in the subjects, 
who reproduce through socialization, naturalized patterns of behaviour gen-
erating conditions for the unintended unfolding of the great civilizing process. 

 Second, we show the main transformations in the subjective world of indi-
viduals, based on shame and displeasure, emotions defi ned in terms of social 
fears that allow behaviour to be adjusted to the parameters of what is accept-
able and expected for the social group. 

 Third, connecting the two previous analytical axes, we will return to the 
place of emotions in social regulation, which operates explicitly in subjects, as 
well as implicitly in the conditioning that marks these confi gurations. 

 The plot that is formed between these three dimensions accounts for the 
intrinsic relationship between social processes, interdependencies, practices 
and emotions and, in this way, allows us to problematize from a critical 
viewpoint, how bodies/ emotions can be a central node for domination. This 
is one of  the places where we consider it relevant to reread part of  Elias’s 
work, with the aim of dwelling on some of his analyses and concepts, in 
order to fi nd theoretical contributions for a sociology of  bodies/ emotions 
( Scribano, 2012 ). 

 As we noted elsewhere ( Scribano and Vergara, 2009 ), “re- visiting” Elias’s 
thought allow us to understand the functioning of social support mechanisms 
and the devices for regulating the sensations that become bodies/ emotions in 
the processes of social production/ reproduction.  

  10.2     The social construction of the body 

 For Elias, the body has been a crucial place to observe social transformations 
in the long term. In analysing European society across three centuries, he 
noted profound changes in customs, habits, routines, manners, and daily 
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gestures. The body was transformed along with the emotions and affections, 
but this was also possible, because emotions become actions. 

 The civilizing process, at the level of individuals, involved important changes 
in the behaviour and sensibilities of people, which were mainly focused on 
the passage from external social constraints to internal constraints. The phys-
ical/ corporal needs were increasingly hidden from the social gaze due to the 
generalized presence of emotional forms of self- control. 

 From the work of Erasmus of Rotterdam ( De civilitate morum puerilium ), 
Elias interprets that these are general norms that are not intended for a par-
ticular social class, but by observing them  he began to understand how 
throughout the centuries a whole set of patterns from eating to blowing one’s 
nose gradually expanded:

  More clearly than by inspecting particular accounts of  contemporary 
manners, by surveying the whole movement one sees how it advanced 
(…) And, like the handkerchief. The napkin had also appeared already, 
both still - a symbol of  transition-  as optional rather than neces-
sary implements: if  you have a handkerchief, the precepts say, use it 
rather than your fi ngers. If  a napkin is provided, lay it over your left 
shoulder. One hundred and fi fty years later both napkin and handker-
chief  had, like the fork, become more or less indispensable utensils in 
the courtly class. 

 (El í as,  2000 : 91)   

 Bodily fl uids and food fi nd decent social and slowly established forms (fi rst in 
distinguished social circles, then moving towards bourgeois classes) by which 
the body itself  learns to use objects as mediations. However, hands and noses, 
the senses of touch and smell, have become socially modifi ed in the long 
term. People must learn to use new mediations with the world, and with these 
mediations, increased self- constraints of biological needs. To eat and breathe, 
to take objects and smell them, are basic functions of a body. But in human 
societies these practices turn into new ways to live with others. 

 And, if  on an historical level, Elias manages to account for the socializa-
tion of the body, of the incorporation of society into daily practices within 
the framework of the civilizing process, on a conceptual level he manages 
to show, early in the twentieth century, that the dichotomies of individual/ 
society on the one hand and freedom/ determination on the other, are diluted 
under a relational gaze:

  (…) a scientifi c debate that claims something more than mere affi rmations 
about ‘freedom’ and ‘determination’, must start with what can be 
observed effectively, that is, multiple men who are more or less dependent 
on each other and, at the same time, more or less autonomous, that is, 
who govern themselves in their mutual relationships. As long as a man 
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lives and is healthy, he possesses, even if  he is a prisoner or a slave, a 
certain autonomy, a fi eld of action within which he can and must make 
decisions. On the contrary, even autonomy, even the fi eld of action of the 
most powerful king has fi xed limits; it is involved in a network of depend-
encies whose structure can be precisely defi ned. 

 ( Elias, 1996 : 48)   

 Social interactions not only dilute the image of the individual- in- society, but 
also warn about the ways in which conditions and possible openings coexist, 
something that we will return to at the end of this chapter. Social regulation 
and constraints are a basic feature of social life, and the bodies are the “locus” 
of this control. Socially constructed bodies have social life because they are 
confi gured in a network of interdependencies. But it is neither absolute nor 
complete. There is always a space to create other practices with other subjects, 
in what Scribano ( 2009 ) defi ned as “interstitial practices”. 

 Now, the subjects who carry a body with life and health, occupy social 
positions from which their actions and practices are confi gured. The body is 
socially constructed on a physical basis and, in general, acquires specifi c ways 
of learning to act in the groups of which it is a part. For this reason, in the 
investigation of court society,

  the analyses are aimed at elaborating the interdependencies of the indi-
viduals that form a court society and, in some specifi c cases, especially 
in that of Louis XIV himself, at showing the way in which an individual 
man uses the fi eld of decisions that his position grants him, within a spe-
cifi c confi guration, in the strategy to direct his personal conduct. 

 ( Elias, 1996 : 49)   

 The quote gives an account of the social and structural dimension of the 
bodies that act according to the place they occupy in the social space or, 
rather, in a confi guration; their decisions and behaviours depend on that web 
of interdependencies in which they are immersed. 

 From this conceptual plane, the social made body reappears as part of 
those interactions, when we see it from empirical investigations. Within a par-
ticular fi guration, the corporal dimension expresses the social conditioning, 
and through it, it is possible to preserve, in certain situations, places of legit-
imacy or power. For example, in court society, the gaze and observation –  
which also served as self- observation –  contributed to the manipulation of 
others. In other words, the senses of the body, also socialized, are inscribed 
in the interdependencies of a particular confi guration, where each movement 
and gesture acquired new meanings within the power relations of the courtly 
world. In this way, clear distinctions were also made with respect to other 
social groups, both noble and bourgeois. 
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 Elias gives an account of this relationship between bodies and social groups:

  Their existence as rentiers made possible and forced, for example, ele-
gance in bearing and good taste in the sense of their mature social trad-
ition, as conditions to be included and promoted in their society. 

 ( Elias, 1996 : 155)   

 The duality of the verbs used in the quotation –  “make possible” and 
“force” –  updates the interest in not being trapped in sterile dichotomies. But 
it also accounts for how interdependencies operate in and through bodies. 
Specifi cally, of the acceptable ways to dispose, present, and manifest before 
others. The quote also allows us to consider that there are different kinds of 
bodies in society, according to social position and condition, not only as a 
way to be distinguished, but also as a clear example of how society becomes 
a body, in an imperceptible way, in everyday life. 

 On the contrary, in the nineteenth century, the bourgeoisie were conditioned 
by their profession:

  which required a more or less regulated job and a great routine in 
affections. Thus the conduct of men and their relationship with each other 
were formed in the fi rst place from profession. Here was the center of the 
constraints that the social interdependencies of men exerted on individuals. 

 ( Elias, 1996 : 155)   

 The profession organizes times and practices but also affections, an aspect 
that we will develop in the next section. In other words, according to the pos-
ition occupied, you will have a regulated body, you will have specifi c dispos-
ition to perform, to feel and to perceive the world. Taste, dressing, routines, 
and the senses are all different dimensions connected to the body that are 
transformed by social confi gurations and social process. 

 Following the above, we can indicate that bodies have three possible places 
of construction from life (and this supposes an ontogenesis, which for Elias 
did not have great changes): the powerful long- term processes that allow us 
to notice transformations in gestures, dispositions, and habits. Therefore, it is 
in the specifi city of a particular confi guration that, according to the position 
occupied and the interdependencies that exist there, bodies are also moulded 
according to these conditions, but also offer a possible path to freedom. 

 Finally, we must explain that what makes this social learning possible is 
the very body structure of human beings, who, like the rest of the species, are 
born and die, but who differ since,

  without having acquired a body of social knowledge they cannot survive 
or even become human. In fact, they are biologically constituted in such 
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a way that it is both possible and necessary for them to orient themselves 
through learned knowledge. 

 ( Elias, 1998 : 304)   

 Bodies can be social because they are biologically determined for a social 
learning process that operates on the body itself  and on emotions. This axiom 
is very important because it allows us to make the very idea of the social 
construction of the body more complex, since it does not occur in a vacuum, 
from nothing, but from a real, concrete, biological structure, created and not 
created by human beings. Overcoming the dichotomies between the sciences 
and opening a new conduit to think the social in a biologically human way, 
Elias hypothesizes from the emotions as a privileged, if  not the only, place to 
fi nd the specifi city of the human.  

  10.3     Emotions in interactions 

 Social interactions are not only articulated from the whole set of knowledge, 
dispositions, movements and gestures apprehended and incorporated socially, 
but also imply the presence of emotions that sustain, organize and give 
meaning to such practices. In this sense, Elias identifi ed that one of the fi rst 
qualities of the bonds that the subjects establish among themselves within the 
confi gurations are affective. Beyond sexual relations, there is another class of 
long- lasting, stable emotional stimuli:

  some of which fi nd a solid bond and anchor and others, on the contrary, 
remain free and unsatisfi ed, in search of bonding and anchoring in other 
people. The concept of affective valences oriented towards other people 
offers a fruitful starting point in the attempt to substitute the image of 
man as homo clausus with that of the ‘open man’. 

 ( Elias 1995a : 163)   

 Affective valences allow us to demonstrate that social relationships are not 
characterized by sexual encounters but instead by emotional ties that are 
characterized by a greater permanence. This is exemplifi ed by the loss of a 
loved one, which does not imply an absence of someone outside the self, but 
on the contrary,

  it means that he loses a part of himself. One of the valences of the fi gur-
ation of his satisfi ed and unsatisfi ed valences had fi xed her on the other 
person. And this person has died. An integral part of himself, of his 
image in terms of ‘me and us’ also disappears. 

 (Elias 1995a: 164)   
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 The relationality of the affects is positioned in the interstices of subjectivity 
and intersubjectivity –  which are assembled from the image of said bond –  as 
more here of the social made body, expanding we could say, to the plane of a 
socially made body/ emotion. 

 As an object of study, it is not enough to inquire into interpersonal or work 
relationships, but rather this concept of valences or affective ties occupies 
an important place within the framework, be it these small groups or larger 
communities, such as nations. In the latter case, emotional ties are expressed 
through symbolism (fl ags, shields, hymns, among others), accounting for a 
larger- scale I– us relationship. This assumes that the affective dimension –  
in accordance with his approach –  is not something “internal” to the sub-
ject, but is embedded in the relational dynamics itself, in the network of 
interdependencies. 

 In this same sense, emotions are present and are socially confi gured within 
the webs of confi gurations, generating a dynamic that becomes more complex 
with the increase in interdependencies. Emotions have three components: a 
somatic component (involuntary physiological reactions such as the speed of 
digestion or the heartbeat), a behavioural component (a motor dimension, 
such as “fi ght or fl ight”) and a feeling component. Combining non- learned 
forms with those learned human behaviours has displayed the greatest 
diversity according to previous situations and experiences. Life with others 
made it possible to mould the ways of expressing emotions, such as laughter 
( Elias, 1998 ). 

 When we review history, we notice that modifi cations in the psychic appar-
atus were possible due to the intensifi cation of the division of functions, 
which accentuated the dependency among people. With this, the individuals 
had to adjust their modes of action in terms of greater regularity and sta-
bility, combining conscious self- constraints together with others that, instilled 
from childhood, became unconscious and automatic. This made it possible to 
achieve a level of behaviour that was considered to be socially correct. 

 The most visible place of orientation of the civilizing process lies in the 
habits and customs of human beings, not only in their way of reasoning and 
refl ecting, but also in their feelings and passions, since changes in affective 
structures correspond to changes in the rationalization of consciousness. 

 In the framework of the civilizing process, where it is evident that the body 
is socially constructed, an emotional dimension is present, neither parallel 
nor superimposed, but intrinsic to the corporal. In other words,

  (…) an automatic, blindly functioning apparatus of self- control is fi rmly 
established. This seeks to prevent offences to socially acceptable behavior 
by a wall of deep- rooted fears. 

 (El í as,  2000 : 368)   
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 Shame, along with scruples, are central components of this great transform-
ation. For Elias:

  The feeling of shame is a specifi c excitation, a kind of anxiety which is 
automatically reproduced in the individual on certain occasions by force 
of habit. 

 ( Elias, 2000 : 415)   

 From this analysis, shame can be seen in two ways. In the fi rst place:

  (…) it is fear of social degradation or, more generally, of other people’s 
gestures of superiority. 

 ( Elias, 2000 : 415)   

 This means that shame can be equated to a feeling of inferiority or humili-
ation, which is inscribed in the interdependencies of a particular confi gur-
ation and depends on the positions occupied within it. For this reason, it 
is activated from a superior gaze that reveals interdependent relationships 
crossed by subordination and submission. It is worth highlighting here the 
complex plot that is put together between bodies/ emotions, between looks, 
social places and shame. 

 In this sense, it is understood that, for example in court society, the modesty 
linked to the presentation of the naked body depended on areas of subor-
dination within the groups. Thus, the King could take off  his clothes before 
his ministers or, the man in front of the woman –  the superior before the 
inferior –  while generating “(…) no feeling of inferiority or shame” ( Elias, 
2000 : 417). It could even mean condescension and a benevolent attitude. On 
the contrary “Exposure by someone of lower rank before a superior, or even 
before people of equal rank, is banished more and more from social life as 
a sign of lack of respect” (Elias, 2000: 418), as a transgression of the norms 
that causes fear. 

 Second, at the level of the subjective body, shame for Elias reveals an 
internal confl ict between the desire for self- defence and the emergence of 
socially incorporated prohibitions:

  But it is a form of  displeasure or fear which arises characteristically 
on those occasions when a person who fears lapsing into inferiority 
can avert this danger neither by direct physical means nor by any other 
form of  attack (…) this defencelessness results from the fact that the 
people whose superiority one fears are in accord with one ́  s own super- 
ego, with the agency of  self- constraint implanted in the individual by 
others on whom he was dependent, who possessed power and super-
iority over him. 

 (El í as,  2000 : 415)   
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 In this sense, shame supposes a confl ict that occurs, as we mentioned in 
the paragraphs above, in the interstices of subjectivity/ intersubjectivity. It 
manifests itself  in the internal world –  so to speak –  and at the same time, it 
is stressed within the framework of certain differential relations of authority, 
which is why, despite its intensity:

  (…) it is never directly expressed in noisy gestures. Shame takes on its 
particular coloration from the fact that the person feeling it has done or 
is about to do something through which he comes into contradiction with 
people to whom he is bound in one form or another, and with himself, 
with the sector of his consciousness by which he controls himself. 

 ( Elias, 2000 : 415)   

 Paradoxically, the non- expression of shame has to do with the high level of 
self- coercion and regulation of affections, as we will see in the next section. 

 In relation to society, shame, as a fear of transgressing social rules, clearly 
reveals the passage that operates in subjects from being sanctioned by others –  
coercion –  to making such provisions their own. In this way, when self- coercion 
increases, there is tension in the face of the possible social sanction that could 
be received, but above all:

  it is a confl ict within his own personality; he himself  recognizes himself  
as inferior. He fears the loss of the love or respect of others, to which he 
attaches or has attached value. Their attitude has precipitated an attitude 
within him that he automatically adopts towards himself. 

 (El í as,  2000 : 415)   

 When the subjects embody the norms, the social prohibitions, they no longer 
need a strictly physical punishment or sanction. But on many occasions, pun-
ishment goes unnoticed in interpersonal relationships, in intersubjectivity. 
This can trigger a confl ict between will and duty. 

 Civilization then, not only supposes a greater rationalization, but there are 
also changes in the emotional barriers in two directions:

  a reduction in the direct physical fear of other beings, and of a consolida-
tion of the automatic inner anxieties, the constraints which the individual 
now exerts on himself. 

 ( Elias, 2000 : 416)   

 In this sense, we see that both emotions are socially constituted and therefore, 
vary according to space and time. Shame is not the same in a class society as 
in the bourgeoisie. Therefore, Elias considers that the continuous increase in 
the differentiation of functions that occurs in society, corresponds to the same 
differentiation within the subject:
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  Both –  the intensifi cation of shame like the increased rationalization –  are 
different aspects of the growing split in the individual personality that 
occurs with the increasing division of functions; they are different aspects 
of the growing differentiation between drives and drive- controls, between 
“id” and “ego” or “superego” functions. 

 ( Elias, 2000 : 416)   

 In parallel to social changes, internal functions begin to display a double 
function:

  (…) the conduct at the same time at domestic policy and a foreign policy 
–  which moreover, are not always in harmony and quite often are contra-
dictory. This explains the fact that in the same socio- historical period 
in which rationalization made perceptible advances, an advance in the 
shame and repugnance threshold is also to be observed. 

 ( Elias, 2000 : 416)   

 As a counterpart of shame, “Embarrassment is displeasure or anxiety which 
arises when another person threatens to breach, or breaches, society’s prohib-
itions represented by one’s own super- ego” (Elias 2000: 418). This is clearly 
seen, in the decline of the warrior class, which supposes greater self- control 
and, with it, greater levels of shame and displeasure, which are complemented 
by a greater pleasure from the gaze, from the observation, while emotions are 
contained:

  Just as the latter [shame] arises when someone infringes the prohibitions 
of his own self  and of society, the former [embarrassment] occurs when 
something outside the individual impinges on his danger zone, on forms 
of behavior, objects, inclinations which have early on been invested with 
fear by his surroundings until this fear –  in the manner of a conditioned 
refl ex –  is reproduced automatically in him on similar occasions. 

 ( Elias, 2000 : 418)   

 Shame and displeasure reinforce socially accepted behaviours. They are 
emotions that appear as regulators of social relationships, and replace the 
sanction of physical punishment. Rationalization as foreign policy models 
the superego, while shame constitutes the reverse as domestic policy. 

 Elias’s gaze on emotions also extends in relation to learning and possibil-
ities, even as a kind of survival based on socially constructed and transmitted 
knowledge. This allows him to affi rm that in the case of children, the learning 
of a language is possible “through relationships that involve both affection 
and emotions as well as intellect, that is, a relationship of ‘affect- learning’ ” 
( Elias, 1998 : 306). 
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 Emotions are an important dimension in the social life of subjects, from 
when they are babies and while they are adults. Emotions and cognitive abil-
ities make it possible to become a social, bodily subject and this body is the 
“locus” where this process is possible. So, emotions are in an intrinsic rela-
tionship with the body, with thought, with networks of interdependencies. 
They change over time, forming part of social processes. And once again, 
Elias affi rms the complex way of understanding the real world: far from 
dichotomies. 

 After what has been explained in this section, we notice how emotions are 
socially constructed, like the body, from properly human biological structures, 
which they assemble at the behest of particular circumstances inscribed in 
social structuring processes and which have a preponderant role for social 
learning itself. These three dimensions allow us to analyse how they can be 
regulated.  

  10.4     The social regulation of emotions 

 In this third section we will realize a connection between the previous two that 
allows us to stress the categories proposed by Elias, in order to problematize 
social processes that operate in and through the bodies/ emotions. 

 As we saw at the beginning, the civilizing process was a concrete change 
in the behavioural structures of  the subjects, which can be observed from 
the correlation and parallelism between the modifi cations in the way of 
establishing control in societies –  fundamentally the monopoly of  phys-
ical violence and the collection of  taxes by the State –  and changes in the 
behavioural structures of  the subjects. In relation to this last aspect, Elias 
specifi cally refers to a growing individual self- control, that is, to a passage 
“from external interhuman coercion into an individual self- coercion 
makes many affective impulses unable to fi nd a channel of  expression” 
(Elias, 1993: 41). 

 The growing deployment of these self- constraints, which come to work 
automatically, lead individuals to experience the presence of a wall that 
separates them from the rest of the people; a barrier that makes the interior 
of the subject impenetrable, now becoming a  homo clausus , given “the fi rmer, 
more universal and more regular containment of the affects” (Elias, 1993: 42). 

 This control of emotions, inscribed in the large- scale civilizing process, was 
also identifi ed in a particular social confi guration, the court society that had 
little room for the expression of affections:

  Just as each one is obliged to seek, after the controlled and disguised 
outward behavior of others, his true motives and impulses, and he is 
lost, if  after the dispassionate appearance of those who compete with 
him for opportunities for prestige, he is not able to constantly discover 
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the affections and interests that drive them, thus he must know his own 
passions in depth in order to be able, in truth, to cover them up. 

 ( Elias, 1996 : 143)   

 The game of looks, interpretation and self- observation is based on a double 
plot of emotions and actions, exteriors and interiors that are permanently 
mixed, depending on the position occupied in the confi guration. What is 
acceptable and permitted in this way is not only the behaviours or actions, 
but also the emotions and affections that must be regulated:

  The charismatic boss directs his central group in the ascent, by virtue of 
the need for promotion, covering the risk and the anguish of the ascent, 
which frequently produces vertigo. 

 ( Elias, 1996 : 169)   

 Whether you are a leader or a nobleman, the recognition of the regula-
tion of one’s own emotions and those of others is part and parcel of social 
interactions. Not only are they regulated on an institutional scale, restraining 
(or provoking) violence by the State, but the subjects themselves embody in a 
practical, daily, habitual way the recognition of the emotional dimension in 
interactions. For this reason, pay attention to the recognition that the subjects 
themselves inscribed in this web of interdependencies make of emotions:

  “You must,” he said to his son, “distribute your trust among many. The 
envy of one serves as a spur to the ambitions of others. But even if  they 
hate each other, they nevertheless also have common interests and can, 
therefore, agree to deceive their master.” 

 (Lavisse, 1905, p. 167 cited in  Elias, 1996 : 175)   

 The quote offers at least two reading possibilities. The fi rst referred to the 
upbringing and socialization around one’s own handling of emotions, for 
who governs, leads and makes decisions, since both the interests in dispute 
according to the social positions and the emotional work in unison. The 
second is in respect of how emotions act in their own networks of inter-
dependencies. Not only shame and displeasure come together in the civilizing 
process, envy also occupies a key place among the unstable balances in human 
groups. Therefore, emotions interfere, are part of and confi gure actions and 
behaviours, while they must be controlled, observed, and interpreted to avoid 
confl icts. This is because emotions can become part of the strategies of power 
and domination, affecting unequally according to the positions occupied in 
particular confi gurations. Therefore, this dimension that Elias describes in 
court society enables us to transcend this specifi c area to question ourselves 
about how emotions are/ can be regulated in society, whose structuring axes 
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continue to be the expropriation of energy from common goods and at work, 
as well as consumption.  

  10.5     Final considerations 

 We have revisited a part of Norbert Elias’s work from three analytical topics, 
in which the place of the social in the construction of the body, the relevance 
of emotions in daily actions, and the imperative of regulation or control have 
been highlighted according to the positions they occupy and the fi gurations 
in question. 

 Both in the long- term empirical investigations of the civilizing process, or 
in that of a particular fi guration, such as court society, as in its abstract and 
conceptual developments, we fi nd epistemological, theoretical and empirical 
elements that consolidate the relationship between bodies/ emotions. 

 In this framework, we consider that the social construction of emotions 
and their relationship with the practices of social agents fi nd a central place 
for sociological theory and for a sociology of bodies/ emotions from Norbert 
Elias’ works. From his socio- historical studies about the relationships between 
shame and displeasure in the unfolding of the civilizing process, as well as his 
postulates about social fi gurations, this theory illustrates that the relation-
ship between emotions- practices- bodies are fundamental for understanding 
social processes in terms of social structuring. That is, practices located in a 
space/ time are inscribed and account for processes of vast scope, in which the 
emotions that generate interstices between subjectivity/ intersubjectivity par-
ticipate in an inherent and inseparable way. 

 Now, at this point, and considering the multiple challenges that the twenty- 
fi rst century society faces, it is worth asking ourselves with Elias and from the 
standpoint of a sociology of bodies/ emotions:

  What biological peculiarities are premises of variability and particularly 
of the ability to development of human societies? 

 ( Elias, 1995a : 127)   

 The question does not displace us from the theme developed in this chapter, 
but rather seeks to deepen it further. 

 A sociology of the bodies/ emotions, cannot consider the social construc-
tion of the body only in terms of the acquisition of habits, norms and cus-
toms. From a realistic place of the human body (and returning to the epigraph 
from the beginning), Elias takes advantage of biology itself  to condense his 
sociological thought:

  The extended learning device, favored in man by the development of the 
brain, the musculature of the throat and face and hands therefore have 
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as a condition a reduction, a withdrawal, so to speak, of the blind, auto-
matic and innate direction of behavior. 

 ( Elias, 1995a : 129)   

 The biological body itself, from which emotions are confi gured, makes it pos-
sible for society to become a body. As in an ellipsis, without determinisms, gen-
erating new dispositions within the framework of technological developments 
that metamorphose the spatial/ temporal experiences of bodies and their 
sensibilities. 

 Here, we could stop and from a critical look at twenty- fi rst century capit-
alism, return to the regulation of emotions within the framework of unequal 
relationships. The differential levels at which brains can develop given the 
conditions of poverty and malnutrition, the metamorphosis of hands with 
the intensifi cation of digital society (where touch implies a basic function to 
the hands and fi ngers), together with the faces and throats made invisible 
by exploitation, alert us to the challenges of the social sciences. The close 
connections between bodies/ emotions and the possible mechanisms of regu-
lation of the latter that the author proposes, can serve as a possible way for 
the interpretation of processes of social structuring articulated in inequality, 
domination and exploitation of all species, human and non- human alike.   

   Note 

     1     In other places we have started this work ( Scribano and Vergara (2009) ;  Vergara 
(2009; 2010a ;  2010b ;  2014 ).   
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       Chapter 11 

 Ibn Khaldun    

   Adrian Scribano      

   11.1     Introduction 

 Wali al- Din Abd al- Rahman Ibn Muhammad Ibn Khaldun al- Tunisi al- 
Hadrami, better known as Ibn Khaldun (1332– 1406), was born in Tunisia 
in the fourteenth century, grew up in an intellectually and politically active 
family and was educated by the best Spanish and North African Muslim 
teachers. His education included Islamic jurisprudence, mysticism or Sufi sm, 
and rational or philosophical sciences such as astronomy, metaphysics, logic, 
mathematics, history, and with special emphasis also studied the traditional 
sacred sciences, including the Koran and the Hadith (tradition of the prophet 
Muhammad). Ibn Khaldun is generally regarded as the greatest Muslim his-
torian and the father of modern social science and cultural history ( Abdalla, 
2016 ,  Alatas 2006 ). 

 Ibn Khaldun founds and elaborates the “Umran science” (Laroussi, 
2008) which involves the elaboration of a theory of social change that 
explains the successive transformations of social structuring processes aimed 
at building happy societies based on knowledge and faith. In this context 
Mahayudin Hj Yahaya states:

  According to Ibn Khaldun, the human society is not static but moving 
and growing from small groups to larger groups, from primitive society 
(Badawi) to a civilized society (hadari), from civilized society to a pros-
perous society (`Umrani). A prosperous society is enjoyed in every aspect 
of physical, mental and spiritual matters. 

 ( Yahaya, 2017 :17)   

 Ibn Khaldun is considered a jurist, historian and “theologian” who elaborates 
a new vision of science and knowledge where various epistemes were put into 
play giving space to the place of bodies, spaces, climates, food and feelings. 
This kaleidoscope of knowledge produced a particular and novel epistemo-
logical outlook. Ahamad has written about it:
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  He continues to clarify the nature of intellect and how the process of 
thinking takes place. Thinking comes from perception (…). Perception is 
the consciousness of the perceiver (…) in the essence of the perceptions 
that are outside his essence. This (kind of perception) is peculiar to living 
beings. Therefore, living beings (in this category) can perceive things 
outside their essence through external senses that God gives them, i.e., 
hearing, vision, smell, taste and touch. 

 (Ahmad, 2003: 11)   

 The place of the senses in perception and of living beings in the landscape of 
knowledge clearly frame a particular epistemic perspective where sensibilities 
and emotions play a central role as objects to be revealed and understood. 

 From another perspective, our author, as a historian with a strategy of 
inquiry and novel argumentation, is the subject of various interpretations 
that bring him closer or further away from the current ways of writing history. 
In this sense, Mohammad Salama’s presentation in this regard is interesting:

  First, there are writers like M. Kamil ‘Ayy ā d and E. Rosenthal who 
emphasize his secular thinking and modern ideas on history. A second 
group, represented by H.A.R. Gibb, Franz Rosenthal, Mustaf ā  al- 
Shak‘a, and Sa‘ ī d al- Gh ā nim ī , study Ibn Khald ū n in a Muslim context, 
stressing his faith, historical setting, and judiciary career. A third group, 
notably H. Simon, M. Mahdi, and F. Gale, emphasizes the infl uence of 
ancient Greek philosophy on Ibn Khald ū n. A fourth one, represented by 
Wlad Godzich and Hayden White, deals with Ibn Khald ū n exclusionally, 
underscoring his difference from European modes of thought; and a fi fth 
group, including  Ḥ asan  Ḥ anaf ī , Mu ḥ ammad J ā bir al- An ṣā r ī , and Sa‘ ī d 
al- Gh ā nim ī , looks at Ibn Khald ū n with nationalistic eyes and regards him 
as an inspirational restorative fi gure of lost Arab glory and a memory of 
the future. 

 ( Salama, 2011 : 78)   

 As we have already argued, another way of understanding Ibn Khaldun’s 
work is as the founder of a new science aimed at studying social change and 
institutional modifi cations, a view from which he can be seen to be developing 
a state theory, and in this regard Syed Farid Alatas argues:

  This new science was necessitated by Ibn Khaldun’s discovery of 
problems surrounding the nature of historical studies up to his time. An 
understanding of the relationships between the state and society, group 
feeling or solidarity, and the question of the development of society 
require an understanding of the nature of society which Ibn Khaldun 
approached by way of the study of the constituent elements of society, 
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such as economic life and urban institutions, the organizing ability of 
the state, and solidarity or group feeling (‘a ṣ abiyyah), the primary factor 
affecting societal change. The above can be said to be the elements of Ibn 
Khaldun’s general sociology, applicable to all types of societies, nomadic 
or sedentary, feudal or prebendal, Muslim or non- Muslim. 

 ( Alatas, 2014 : 21)   

 Clearly, for Khaldun, emotions, institutions, power and the state are united 
in a whole where such emotions play the role of cement/ union by imprinting 
their particular features at each space/ time.  

  11.2     Underlying basic assumptions 

 From a contemporary perspective, the “Prolegomena” is a text of political 
ecology based on a sociology of emotions that considers human beings as 
part of a society/ nature metabolism where bodies/ emotions are the founda-
tional starting point for achieving knowledge about the processes of social 
structuring. 

 Our author outlines six preparatory discussions so that he can then con-
centrate on social historical analyses that can be perfectly read as basic 
assumptions that underlie his analysis and makes it intelligible. All these 
assumptions are associated with what we might call a story of bodies and 
emotions that share a time/ space where soil, water and food are the keys to 
their reading. 

 At the beginning of the book, Ibn Khaldun exposes six preliminary 
refl ections that serve as analytical assumptions of the history which he will dis-
cuss further and which have become a set of fundamental axes to understand 
the idea of group feelings that he has. We summarize these below, pointing 
out how the beginnings of the sociology of sensibilities can be clearly seen. 

     1     “FIRST PREFATORY DISCUSSION. HUMAN SOCIAL 
ORGANIZATION is something necessary. The philosophers expressed 
this fact by saying: ‘Man is ‘political’ by nature.’ That is, he cannot do 
without the social organization for which the philosophers use the tech-
nical term ‘town’  (polis)’ ” ( Khaldun, 2015 : 87 capitals in original).    

 In the fi rst preliminary refl ection, our author makes clear the social consti-
tution of the human being in terms of the relationship with nature and its 
intersubjective character; we could sustain that this imposing book begins 
with a theory of sensibilities. The human being is political insofar as he is 
social, and he is social insofar as he articulates his desire, the food he needs to 
produce, and the organization that this implies. Thus, a geometry of desire, 
need and social structuring is expressed, and from here that we can visibly 
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see the connection between sociability, experientiality and sensibilities in this 
fi rst refl ection by Ibn Khaldun. For our author, civilized life, life in the city, is 
the product of a geometry of the bodies and grammar of action articulated 
by the organization that human beings give themselves to provide themselves 
with food, the cooperation necessary for the elaboration of tools and special 
defence, the forms of authority to balance the aggressiveness between human 
beings, and the existence of a spiritual guide that produces prophecies and 
interprets dreams. 

     2     “FOOD AND DESIRE. SECOND PREFATORY DISCUSSION The 
parts of the earth where civilization is found. Some information about 
oceans, rivers, and zones” ( Khaldun, 2015 : 90 capitals in original).    

 In the second preliminary observation, Khaldun’s proposal is to explore, as 
an analytical assumption, what we might call the ecological conditions of 
the existence of “civilized” social organizations according to his own defi n-
ition. To achieve this objective, he makes a detailed synthesis of the geograph-
ical location, the climate and natural resources, especially those related to 
obtaining food. Thus, the second preliminary observation refers to the planet 
and connects air, water and land in such a way that it begins to make sense 
how the human being cannot be understood without understanding his place 
on the planet; without the time/ space and the will to forge the sensibilities of 
the peoples. In this way, we could say that our author intuits and originates 
a political ecology of the sensibilities. In this context, it connects and divides 
different parts of the Earth with the possibility of cultivating plants; where 
there is cultivation there are cities and civilizations. 

     3     “THIRD PREFATORY DISCUSSION. The temperate and the intem-
perate zones. The infuence of the air upon the color of human beings 
and upon many (other) aspects of their condition” ( Khaldun, 2015 : 123 
capitals in original).    

 The third preliminary observation reconstructs the connection between 
bodies, emotions and cultures. The conditions imposed by the climate on 
human beings impacts on their skin colour, the proportions of  their body 
and the moderation of  their character. Also, the construction of  their houses, 
clothing and jewellery, and the trade of  precious metals and minerals. Ibn 
Khaldun emphasizes the weight of  the geographical on the body and on 
the possibilities that emerge, in certain contexts, as a civilization as he can 
imagine it as a criterion of  validity in an organization. An overemphasis on 
the weight of  geographies places one type of  social organization over another, 
but also allows the possibility of  thinking how the Ibn Khaldun emphasizes 
the weight of  the geographical on the body and on the possibilities that 
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emerge, in certain contexts, as a type of  civilization; he imagines the place 
and weight of  geography as a criterion of  validity of  a social organization. 
 An overemphasis on the weight of geographies places one type of social 
organization over another but also allows the possibility of thinking how the 
human being rebuilds the planet and the planet is rebuilt in the human being. 
The third observation is, therefore, an emphatic continuity of the second 
where there is an “overdetermination” of the weight of ecology and geog-
raphy to constitute superiority or among peoples. 

     4     “FOURTH PREFATORY DISCUSSION. The infl uence of the air (cli-
mate) upon human character” ( Khaldun, 2015 : 127 capitals in original).    

 In the fourth preliminary explanation, the climate appears as a conditioning 
factor of human character and of the sociabilities, experiences and sensibil-
ities of a people. The prevailing emotions in a city and civilization condi-
tion its entire social organization. A very clear presentation is made of what 
the climate implies, as it is the air that is breathed, that induces and builds 
emotionalities and sociabilities that colour peoples’, colour sensibilities and 
lead to joy. An ecological theory is elaborated, a theory of emotional climate 
from the geographical position of the air and food available. It could be said 
that people are what they breathe, and this clearly has to do with what they 
have at hand, so they can organize themselves by preparing and caring about 
the future. Being worried or carefree causes social organizations to change: it 
is sensibilities that shape them. 

     5     “FIFTH PREFATORY DISCUSSION Differences with regard to abun-
dance and scarcity of food in the various inhabited regions (‘umran) and 
how they affect the human body and character” ( Khaldun, 2015 : 129 
capitals in original).    

 The fi fth preliminary discussion is dedicated to connecting food, the body, 
emotion and social organization. The availability of food, the form of 
sensations and the social organization to satisfy those needs and structure 
those sensibilities, shapes the social. These sensations are combined with the 
emotionally expressed, with the emotionally experienced, or with the emo-
tionally unexpressed and with emotional regulation. The differential and 
unequal distribution of nutrients impact the bodies, emotions and social 
organization. The distance and proximity between scarcity and abundance 
confi gure the character of a city. 

     6     “SIXTH PREFATORY DISCUSSION. The various types of human 
beings who have supernatural perception either through natural dispos-
ition or through exercise, preceded by a discussion of inspiration and 
dream visions” ( Khaldun, 2015 : 132 capitals in original).    
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 The sixth preliminary discussion refers to the possibility that in the commu-
nity there are subjects who can interpret dreams and who may have a more 
refi ned spiritual access to the structure of the present and the past, again the 
logic of the symbolic joins the logic of sensibilities. There is a connection 
between wisdom, prophecy and social organization.

  The fi rst (inward sense) is the “common sense,” that is, the power that 
simultaneously perceives all objects of sensual perception, whether they 
belong to hearing, seeing, touching, or anything else. In this respect, it 
differs from the power of external sense perception, as the objects of sen-
sual perception do not all crowd upon external sense perception at one 
and the same time. 

 ( Khaldun, 2015 : 138)   

 The hexagon that makes up the preliminary discussions becomes a geometry 
of the connections thought by our author as the basis of his analysis of the 
social, and clearly places him as a classic of the sociology of emotions.  

  11.3     Asabiyyah 

 The Asabiyyah  group feeling is one of the most interesting concepts coined to 
understand the connection between social structuration processes, emotion, 
and social cohesion. The sentiment of collective identity, interpersonal recog-
nition, and the position and conditions of classes/  hierarchy are articulated in 
Ibn Khaldun’s theory. 

 Asabiyyah appears over 500 times in Muqaddima. As teased, the Arabic 
verbal root usually has a verb related to camels or a noun derived from it:

  Usub, derived from the same root as asabiyya, means a camel that will 
not give much milk unless its thigh is tied with a rope. What Ibn Khaldun 
called ‘asabiyya’ refers in the fi rst instance to the harsh conditions of life 
in the desert in which tribal groups necessarily have to develop a special 
type of group solidarity. The root verb ‘asaba means’ he twisted [one 
thing] and ‘usbah’ means ‘a group of men who unite to defend each other’. 
Bi Asabiyya was defi ned in medieval Arabic dictionaries as a strong 
attachment, which has several people closely united by the same interest 
or opinion. 

 ( Irwin, 2018 : 45)   

 According to another, but similar, interpretation, the term

  Asabiyyah point out the action of an individual who associates with 
others, of someone who protects others, also implies a strong association 
between people closely related based on the same interest and opinion. 
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Along the same lines, it refers to the action of those who invite others 
to help their group, to combine or join with them to confront those who 
act hostilely towards them, Asabiyyah which refers to the action of those 
who help their people or their group against any aggressive action, the 
quality of a person who is angry for the good of their group and protect 
them. 

 ( Halim et al., 2012 : 1233)   

 For us, the concept and hermeneutical device that constitutes Ibn Khaldun 
as a founding father of the sociology of emotions is that of “a ṣ abiyya”. 
Like any unit of perception, neither the author nor his interpreters always 
assign the same “value” to the concept, transforming it into a sensitizing con-
cept ( sensu  Giddens). The meaning of a ṣ abiyya, its content and extension 
as an “explanatory” term is controversial, and recently Abou- Tabickh has 
systematized these differences as follows:

  Al-  ‘a ṣ abiyya or the solidarity of the group, according to another scholar, 
is constituted within the tribe itself  by sheer power. It is generated by 
lineage affi liation and is maintained by a dominant ‘a ṣ abiyya with a man-
date to coerce. Therefore, it is the tribe as a power actor. This feeling 
of solidarity is generated by familial relations and is intensifi ed by 
external hardships, common interests, and shared experiences. However, 
in the transition to political society, another suggests, the sentiment of 
al- ‘a ṣ abiyya turns into an effi cient cause that seeks royal power by its 
nature, which is derived from the nature of man who seeks domination. 
Al- ‘a ṣ abiyya of the cohesive tribal group, according to others, is a socio- 
political structure that marks the transition from a classless to a class 
society. Its essential elements are tribal aristocracy and military democ-
racy, and its cohesion is expressed in warlike activities, which foster the 
feeling of unity. 

 ( Abou- Tabickh, 2019 : 19)   

 As we have seen, the proximity and distance between sentiment, emotion and 
a feeling of solidarity beyond the different interpretations they promote con-
stitute a clear sign of how, for Khaldun, emotions are a set of practices that 
fulfi l a fundamental place in the constitution of society. 

 In a similar direction, Douglas H.  Garrison (2012)  has indicated that reli-
gion, homogeneity and the stage of oppositional ‘Asabiyya are the three 
“variables” that help to establish its consistency and “strength”. In this con-
text, it is easy to understand how, for our author, group feelings could be, at 
the same time, the nexus of constitution of the collective, as shared practices 
of feeling, and a hermeneutical key for understanding the processes of con-
fl ict and peace in that which he calls civilization. 
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 The next section presents a selection of some examples of the use of the 
concept in Khaldun’s narrative and his hermeneutics about history.  

  11.4     The use of emotion 

 Ibn Khaldun is a classic of the sociology of emotions because he is a pioneer 
of “using” emotions as traces and keys to understand society and the organ-
izational and institutional transformations that these emotions, throughout 
history, make it possible to understand.

  IT SHOULD be known that history, in matter of fact, is information 
about human social organization, which itself  is identical with world civ-
ilization. It deals with such conditions affecting the nature of civilization 
as, for instance, savagery and sociability, group feelings, and the different 
ways by which one group of human beings achieves superiority over 
another It deals with royal authority and the dynasties that result (in this 
manner) and with the various ranks that exist within them. 

 ( Khaldun, 2015 : 5 capitals in original)   

 In the fi rst place, it is possible to notice how our author is thinking about 
a world, systematic history that, as we have already seen, is based on the 
connection of climate, emotions and civilization. It is within this explanatory 
framework that group feelings become one of the three explanatory factors 
of that world history. 

 When our author begins to describe the life of the Bedouins, he argues that 
there is no tribe that can live in the desert without the shared experience of a 
group feeling:

  Nothing can be achieved in these matters without fi ghting for it, since 
man has the natural urge to offer resistance. And for fi ghting one can not 
do without group feeling, as we mentioned at the beginning. This should 
be taken as the guiding principle of our later exposition. 

 ( Khaldun, 2015 : 171)   

 Inscribed on the surface of confl ict, struggle and survival, group feelings 
become central to “common life” to such an extent that Khaldun designates 
such feelings as guiding principles of his subsequent analysis. 

 Now, what is the origin of these group feelings? The answer is clear: the 
ties of blood relatives. Once it is understood that “primarily” they are con-
sanguineous connections it can then be understood that it involves all kinds 
of close contact.

   “8. Group feeling results only from (blood) relationship or something 
corresponding to it.  
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 (Respect for) blood ties is something natural among men, with the rarest 
exceptions. It leads to affection for one’s relations and blood relatives, 
(the feeling that) no harm ought to befall them nor any destruction come 
upon them. One feels shame when one’s relatives are treated unjustly or 
attacked, and one wishes to intervene between them and whatever peril 
or destruction threatens them. This is a natural urge in man, for as long 
as there have been human beings. If  the direct relationship between per-
sons who help each other is very close, so that it leads to close contact and 
unity, the ties are obvious and clearly require the (existence of a feeling of 
solidarity) without any outside (prodding). 

 ( Khaldun, 2015 : 172 italics in original)   

 It is easy to observe how, for Khaldun, emotions are practices that move to 
action, they imply a reaction to what “the other” experiences, they are links of 
solidarity that act as motivation and are also the result of an emotion.  

  11.4     Group feelings as a theory of state 

 One of the factors that makes Ibn Khaldun a classic of sociology is his theory 
of social change and social structuration processes, and it is precisely this per-
spective that serves as conceptual tool for his social theory. In what follows 
it is shown (a) how Asabiyyah is a theory of power and change, and (b) it is 
a synthesis of some chapters of the Al- Muqaddimah and these are provided 
as an example. 

  11.4.1     State, power, social change and Asabiyyah 

 As the Masters’ thesis of Douglas H. Garrison attests, what in this chapter we 
understand by   “group feeling” is the backbone of Ibn Khaldun’s theory of 
the state beyond the multiple hermeneutics that the translation of Asabiyyah  
into English can admit. Asabiyyah  is a unifying force, it is a special political 
cement, it is a parameter of “modernization” that, when translated, in various 
ways, makes its plural meaning even clearer.

  Ibn Khaldun’s greatest contribution to the study of politics— indeed, 
of human social action generally— is his concept of ‘asabiyya. For Ibn 
Khaldun, ‘asabiyya represents the principal driving force behind all col-
lective, ‘civilizing’ social activity. More than simply an explanatory heur-
istic device, Ibn Khaldun describes ‘asabiyya as simultaneously a shared 
human bond, an identifying social construct, and a force unto itself; it is 
a blind will to power and impetus for conscientious right action, a mobil-
izing process and, in the end, its own telos. It is, as Lenn Goodman argues, 
the substrate of political change and the engine of history. However, 
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before engaging in a lengthy hermeneutical discussion of ‘asabiyya and 
its application to contemporary political theory, we must fi rst deal with 
how both the word and the idea are and have been defi ned in translation 
by modern scholars. 

 ( Garrison, 2012 : 34)   

 Garrison systematizes four forms of translation of Asabiyyah: that of 
Franz Rosenthal, who was the fi rst to make a complete translation of the 
Muqaddimah into English, as “group feeling ”; Ernest Gellner takes a 
different approach to the interpretation of Asabiyyah, and tries to link it 
with Durkheim’s theory of organic and mechanical solidarities, translating 
it as “social solidarity”; Allen J. Fromhertz similarly links Asabiyyah with 
Durkheim’s concept of solidarity, translating the term as “tribal solidarity” 
and, in the same vein, Akbar S. Ahmed chooses to use “social cohesion” as 
an alternative translation. 

 Given the possibilities described in this chapter, beyond what has already 
been pointed out in the previous sections, Rosenthal’s translation has been 
selected because, according to the criteria of the writer, “group feeling” 
implies the forms of solidarity to which Garrison refers. 

 What is clear is that Ibn Kaldun fi nds in the Asabiyyah an explanatory 
concept of the “rationalization” or not of the world, a parameter to explain 
social cohesion, and a collective practice to understand the connection 
between State and Power. 

 One of the possible meanings of imputing Asabiyyah is Ibn Khaldun’s 
intention to connect through said explanatory concept, power and know-
ledge. As stated in the previous sections, our author is a founding father of 
the sociology of emotions, but it must be emphasized that this original ges-
ture is produced based on an epistemic turn in the historiography and sciences 
available in the Islamic culture of his time. As stated by Mohammad Salama:

  … Ibn Khald ū n’s theory of history holds some grains of the connection 
between power and knowledge. In seeking to interrogate history within a 
broader epistemological framework, Ibn Khald ū n becomes the fi rst his-
torian to overtly criticize the Arab sense of ‘a ṣ abiyya (feelings of blood 
solidarity) and to expose the Arabs’ injustices. Ibn Khald ū n’s Kit ā b 
al- ‘Ibar is ostensibly an apology to the Berbers who, while still having 
their own ‘a ṣ abiyya, had long suffered from the Arabs’ degrading view 
of them. To Ibn Khald ū n, the Berbers are brave people worthy of glory 
because ‘the strength that they have revealed throughout time makes 
them fearless; they are as brave and as powerful as the other nations and 
peoples of the world, such as the Arabs, the Persians, the Greeks, and the 
Romans. 

 ( Salama, 2011 : 1)   
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 Group feelings, being a modality of identity in which the sanguine, the 
passionate, the familiar, but also authority, politics and order coexist, become 
traces of the reproduction and modifi cations of the valid, acceptable, and 
accepted forms of power. 

 A sense of the connection between authority, power and Asabiyyah is 
clearly pointed out by Gabriel Ram í rez Acevedo in the context of his explan-
ation of the different reaches of the impact of group feelings from a small 
community up to complex regional states:

  … Thus, for example, speaking of this last form of asabiya, it is in it 
‘where the strength of the State resides and in its degradation its degrad-
ation’. For the author, then, there is a direct relationship between asabiya, 
power and sovereignty, since it is precisely this force that gives legitimacy 
to the ruler, as the leader of a group that recognizes itself  as homoge-
neous. Leadership fi nds legitimacy in the spirit of the community and, 
therefore, the affi nity relationship that the governed fi nd with whoever 
governs them will be decisive when following their orders.   

 It is precisely in the central role of the leader and his connection with the 
community that the traces can be found to indicate the modifi cations of times 
in the forms of power. Legitimacy, sovereignty, and leadership are united by 
the bonds of group feelings, their production, reproduction and “degrad-
ation” ( Ram í rez Acevedo, 2009 : 6). 

 In a complementary sense, it is possible to understand the view from the 
Asabiyyah, as Muhammad Dhaouadi maintains, as a theory of social change, 
which provides a cyclical understanding based on the intensity of blood, reli-
gious and, obviously, emotional ties:

  Third, the Muqaddima is rich in sociological grand theories on Arab 
society in particular: How did it rise and fall? What were the roles of 
al- asabiyya and religion in its making and its disintegration? Why do the 
vanquished always tend to imitate their conquerors? How did the Arab 
State systematically follow the short- lived cycle patterns of growth and 
development? (…) Ibn Khaldun’s sociology echoes deeply the moving 
forces at work in his time in the Arab world, both in its Western and 
Eastern parts: al- asabiyya, “Bedouinity”, political instability, affl uence 
(al- taraf), urbanization etc. 

 ( Dhaouadi, 2006 : 49)   

 For Dhaouadi, the testimony of Khaldun refl ects the subsequent and con-
tinuous decline of the Arab– Muslim civilization that caused, among other 
things, stagnation, poverty and the demise of religious, philosophical and 
social thought.  
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  11.4.2     Group feeling and social/ political change  1   

 In the fi rst four chapters of Al- Muqaddimah, Ibn Khaldun explains some 
concepts related to different types of society: sedentary and nomadic society. 
He wants to explain how a society is stabilized and what are the consequences 
and the items that follow stabilization; in the index of the book, it is 
presented thus:

   Chapter I  Human civilization in general; chapter II Bedouin civiliza-
tion, savage nations and tribes and their conditions of life, including sev-
eral basic and explanatory statements; chapter III On dynasties, royal 
authority, the caliphate, government ranks, and all that goes with these 
things. The chapter contains basic and supplementary propositions and; 
chapter IV Countries and cities, and all other forms of sedentary civiliza-
tion. The conditions occurring there. Primary and secondary consider-
ations in this connection.   

 In the fi rst chapter our author, based on what was already developed in the 
preliminary course, lays the foundation for the notion of cooperation whose 
existence enables groups to acquire food or weapons to survive and defend 
themselves. He then introduces the concept of royal authority which has great 
importance in his thinking. Royal authority, which is necessary for human 
beings, is only possible through religious laws and family ties. 

 Before explaining how the royal authority is constituted, we draw an over-
view of the natural conditions that allow humans to survive, such as the infl u-
ence of the climate or the abundance/ scarcity of food that determines human 
character and their will to live in a group. It gives way to an understanding of 
how social organization is the only means through which people can produce 
convenience. He takes the Bedouin as an example; for him, they have created 
a better society compared to a sedentary people that are lazier because they 
are surrounded by walls that protect them from enemies, and they don’t have 
to hunt to fi nd food because they have an agricultural system that ensures 
they have easy access to food. 

 It is this second chapter, dedicated to the Bedouin and tribes living in the 
desert, that reintroduces the concept of group feeling as the only way to sur-
vive in these harsh conditions. People living in tribes that walk in open spaces 
have to defend each other and this defence is guaranteed only if  they are 
close to each other with more conviction. If  they are all related, they will 
be more willing to defend each other because compassion and affection for 
blood relatives is something that comes directly from God, so fi ghting is 
something that people only do if  there is a group feeling that descends from 
being between relatives. 

 It is observed in this context how, for Ibn Khaldun, two elements are in par-
ticular necessary for the creation of group feeling: the purity of the lineage, 
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therefore the genealogical consideration that allows determining where 
someone comes from and not their place of residence. This also brings us to 
the second element: the tribe is considered the best place for group feeling.. 
The greater the luxury or the easier it is to enjoy life for people, the more the 
group feeling diminishes, so the nomadic conditions are the best condition to 
develop the group feeling. 

 Changes in authority/ power are explained by Khaldun from group feeling:

  21. As long as a nation retains its group feeling, royal authority that 
disappears in one branch will, of necessity, pass to some other branch of 
the same nation. 

 The reason for this is that (the members of a particular nation) obtain 
royal authority only after (proving their) forcefulness and fi nding other 
nations obedient to them. (Only a few) are then singled out to become the 
actual rulers and to be directly connected with the throne. It can not be 
all of them, because there is not enough room for all to compete (for lead-
ership), and because the existence of jealousy cuts short the aspirations 
of many of those who aspire to high offi ce. 

 (Khaldun 2015: 194)   

 So, we see that the group feeling derives from having a common descent 
and ensures mutual affection and help. The nobility and purity of a house is 
directly related to the degree of group feeling. The fact that the Bedouin are 
nomadic ensures that they do not mix their blood which can thus remain pure. 

 The group feeling is transmitted only from the masters of a family and not 
from their slaves or clients. Life in the harsh desert conditions, preserves the 
power of the group feeling by providing mutual protection and defence. 

 Ibn Khaldun also states that group feeling must lead to an authority, a 
person who must have superiority over others; this superiority is called royal 
authority (mulk, in Arabic). Royal authority –  a very important concept for 
our author –  is a way to hold the group together under someone, it is a goal 
of group feeling and belongs to someone who has qualities such as generosity, 
tolerance, hospitality, patience, and who faithfully fulfi ls their obligations. 

 In the third chapter he refers to “stable societies”, but previously synthesizes 
the process leading to the group feeling: the defensive strength is obtained 
only by the group feeling that makes people willing to die for each other.

  2. When a dynasty is, fi rmly established, it can dispense with group feeling. 

 The reason for this is that people fi nd it diffi cult to submit to large 
dynastic(power) at the beginning, unless they are forced into submis-
sion by strong superiority. (The new government) is something strange. 
People are not familiar with, or used to, its rule. But once leadership is 
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fi rmly vested in the members of the family qualifi ed to exercise royal 
authority in the dynasty, and once (royal authority) has been passed on 
by inheritance over many generations and through successive dynasties, 
the beginnings are forgotten, and the members of that family are clearly 
marked as leaders. 

 ( Khaldun, 2015 : 206)   

 In the analysis of stabilized societies, Kaldun begins to speak of dynasties, 
and the royal authority is based on that. Dynasties unfold in fi ve stages: by 
taking the royal authority from the previous dynasty and causing the oppos-
ition to fall, the ruler then gained complete control over the people; there is 
a quiet time that comes directly from the authority, the ruler is happy during 
this time; it is a time of peace and fun. The prestige of the dynasty is evident 
from its monuments and the gifts it makes to other dynasties. 

 We saw then that royal authority is necessary to dominate but is not pre-
sent in all group feelings because each one is different and exercises its own 
authority. There are group feelings that cannot fulfi l missions like protecting 
the border regions or gaining control over the feelings of other groups. 
Royal authority is a necessary form of organization for humanity, it requires 
superiority and strength, but also a system of political norms for which the 
caliphate exists: to give and stabilize political and religious rules. 

 The caliphate is God’s substitute on earth, it manages its affairs and gives 
man the direction to follow. Royal authority is the natural goal of group 
feeling, but it also results from it through necessity and order of existence. 

 Everything that the masses are expected to do requires a group feeling that 
allows the community to fulfi l what God expects of them. 

 Ibn Khaldun also explores the different ways in which the ruler manages 
his dynasty such as the way he manages money or laws, taxes or the army, 
and describes the way they are administered. It makes clear that the only way 
through which the dynasty can achieve power and domination is through a 
group feeling which has its main characteristics in desert life that is why sed-
entary civilization slowly collapses. 

 And fi nally, Chapter 4 explains how a dynasty shows power and stability 
through architecture such as buildings, walls and mosques. He also claims that 
the buildings in Islam are few compared to their power because the Arabs were 
fi rmly rooted in the desert and their sedentary culture did not fully develop. In 
the end, this explains the decline of the dynasty into a sedentary civilization, as 
opposed to nomadic societies where civilization has not declined. 

 It is very interesting to see how our author exemplifi es the expression of 
group feelings in social organizations in light of the politics of sensibilities:

  Crafts and labor also are expensive in cities with an abundant civiliza-
tion. There are three reasons for this. First, there is much need (of them), 
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because of the place luxury occupies in the city on account of the (city’s) 
large civilization. Second, industrial workers place a high value on their 
services and employment, (for they do not have to work) since life is easy 
in a town because of the abundance of food there. Third, the number of 
people with money to waste is great, and these people have many needs 
for which they have to employ the services of others and have to use 
many workers and their skills. Therefore, they pay more for (the services 
of) workers than their labor is (ordinarily considered) worth, because 
there is competition for (their services) and the wish to have exclusive 
use of them. Thus, workers, craftsmen, and professional people become 
arrogant, their labor becomes expensive, and the expenditures of the 
inhabitants of the city for these things increase. 

 ( Khaldun, 2015 : 454)   

 In a city with a great civilization the need for food and crafts increases, 
so convenience, food and labour become expensive because there is high 
demand; however, the wealth tends to accumulate in the hands of  the few 
people who can afford these goods, so poverty increases. The dynasties shine 
and then fall, the sedentary culture reaches a limit that it cannot cross. When 
civilization grows, sedentary culture becomes more perfect, but this develop-
ment brings an increase in prices that cannot be shared among all people and 
the capital focuses on few people, then business decreases and the situation 
of  the town deteriorates. Among the causes that ruin the sedentary culture 
is the disposition to pleasure and corruption. In the end, our author argues 
that royal authority is the basis of  the dynasties that are the target of  group 
feeling.   

  11.5     Some summarized conclusions 

 To explain the constitution of society, our author puts at stake the place 
and weight of bodies, spaces, climates, food, and feelings by developing a 
new vision of the sciences and knowledge of their time. This particular view 
revolves around a special consideration of the senses in terms of their infl u-
ence on the elaboration of perceptions and social relationships. It is in this 
context that Khaldun, beyond inaugurating a “new” science of history, has 
constituted one of the fi rst steps in the architecture of a sociology of emotions 
that fi nds, in the politics of sensibilities, a key element for understanding the 
social structuration process. 

 Within the framework of what has been stated so far, there are three 
features that allow us to synthesize the importance of our author for the soci-
ology of emotions:
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  First, in Ibn Khaldun’s writings there is a close relationship between 
geography, geopolitics and the geoculture of emotions as explanatory 
factors of social organization.   

 Second, his view of group feelings as a key to reading identities, disputes, 
and forms of organization of power clearly anticipate many of the current 
discussions of the sociology of emotions. 

 Third, the relationship between ethics, aesthetics, politics and emotions, 
from the perspective of our author, is an ample sample of the important and 
foundational place that he has in the subdiscipline.   

   Note 

     1     I wish to express my gratitude to Alessandra Poladori who helped in the prepar-
ation of this section of the chapter.   
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